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llOREWORD 
Men make history. Fach contributes hi.a part to the story of all. 
The actions of many, working together, trying to reach cc.mmJ.on objectives, 
seeking solutions to problems, and looking o.l'ways for va.ya to make: life 
better for all, supply the historian's raw materials. 
In this volume, the committee representing the Oh:i.o Cooperative 
Elctension Service presents a selection of factual information, carefully 
related and interpreted, to proYide as complete as poss:i.ble a picture of 
the ach1.evements of the Extens:t.cn Service during the pe1 ... iod 1959-1969., 
The Extension history is a part of a. much lerge:r- oirer-al.l ccm:pilation 
including similar reports from other aee;ments of The Ohlo State Unlve1"sity 
in preparation for its Centennial observance in 1970, Cn such occasions 
i1i is customa..7 to loot~ oack. l:t 1s rewara.1ng to oe ao.Le to ao e.o 'Wl t.n 
pride in the accomplishments of those who h.a.ve pleyed roles in the draY.na 
related. It is gra.tifyi.ng alao to look tm:a.rd the futuI"e with the 
assurance that we uill continue to meet challenge succeruitully, as we 
have in the past. 
We appreciate the eff'oi·ts or the committee named to prepare this 
:lrt: Otto C. Croy, assistant directo:z.· cmeri tus; C. D. Mc Grew, f!b{t.cmaicn 
specialist, dairy science; James P. Chapman, assistant Extension ccl:i..tor., 
4-H, who served as eecreta.cy of the ccmm..i.ttee an.cl edit<:t?:" of the nyu1usc:r1,r1t; 
and Charles A. Haas, assistt1nt statrJ leader, p.srsonnel, cha.irma.n of the 
, committee. 
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INTRODUCTION 
In his llistO!}: £! Cooperativ~ Extension !!,ork El ~iculture u.n'! 
Rome Economics in Ohio published. in 1959., Carlton F. Christian, agri-- --
cultural editor, emeritus, told of the beginnings of Extension work in 
the state. He related the background 'i:or such work in the legislat:ton 
which authorized states to establish it. He recounted many incidents 
in.the story of Extension work from 1905 to 1958. On the foundation 
laid in his book, we add now the events and developments of the period 
frcm 1959 through early 1969. 
We need to keep in mind the same background scene f'or this part of 
the story. The stage setting is essentially the same -- t..h.e College of 
Agriculture and Home Economics a.t The Ohio State UniYersity. The back-
drop is a panorama. of Ohio scenes, predominantly agricu1tural, but 
heavily studded with industries and businesses closely :rir~lated to 
agriculture. The wings on either side of the stage shel.ter the Ohio 
.Agricul.tural Research and Developnent center, the resideut teaching 
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st.;.ff of the College of J.gricultu.re and Home I:concaics, the State .. 
Department of Agriculture., the Federal }:;xtennion Service and the USDA 
1n Washington, along with numerous other government agencies. 
Several "scenes" and a host of performers made up the earzy acts 
C'f the "play." Now the curtain is nbout rendy to open on the next 
The Base of Tradition 
After more than a half century an institut,ion way feel some 
justification in claiming certain traditions, or precedents, or basic 
principles. In the ca.se of the Cooperative Extension Service in Ohio, 
basic concepts place Extension work as the -of'f-ca.mpus educational 
function of the Coller;e of Agriculture and Har;;e Economics. It is one 
side of a. triangle. '11he other two sides rep:t:'esent resident instruction 
at the university and research in the college and its affiliated 
agricultural research nnd develoµ~ent center and at other related 
institutions throug-,1'1 the u. s. Department of' f1gricultur£.:?:. 
All this ca.me about as a result of passage May 8, l9J~, of the 
Smith-Lever Act, which provided: 
That in order to aid in diff\lsing among the people 
o:r the United States useful and practical inf'orrnation 
on subjects relating to agriculture and hone economics, 
and to encou.ra~e the application of the same, there 
may be inaugurated in connection with the coLlcge 
or colleges in each state now receivine;, or which 
may hereaf'tcr receive the benefits of the land-grant 
act of 1862 and the Morrill college endowment act 
of 1890, nc;ricultura.l extension work which shall 
be carried on in cooperation with the United States 
Department of' Agriculture ••• 
That cooperative agricultural extension work sba.11 
consist of the giving of instruction and practic~l 
demonstrations in agriculture and he-'Gle economics to 
persons not attendinrr, ()r resident jn said colleges 
in the se'feral ca:mmni ties, and. i1:ipartinr; to such 
personn ir:.formn.ti on ::m said f: 1Jb;j ects th:::''.)11rh field 
demon st.ration:::;, rublications, anrl other.·1.Lse; and 
this w:::,r}: shall b2 carried on in such rw.rme:r as 
may be mutually atreed upon by the ~ecre1.!:1.ry of 
Agriculture and the Sta.te ar::ricultural collec;e or 
coD.eges receiving the benefits of this act. 
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Traditionally, Extension workers have devoted their time and efforts 
to helping farm people and others worl~ing in agriculture-related business 
and industry as well as those generally described as living in the more 
rural corm:nmities of' the state. As a result of mH.ny changes over time, 
certain precedents have become established, too, which provide for 
"extending" Extension's educational ser·,rices to additional audiences, 
for including new aspects of service and broader prar,rams to Extension 
work. 
Today's model of the cooperative Extension Service st.ill operr..tes 
on the philosophy of its :founders, to r:w.ke available by all practkable 
and suitable means the benefits of the rer,eDrch and teachine; '.:':f The 
Ohio State University College of Agriculture to the people of Ohio. 
The basic objective is to help people use data related to ~riculture 
and home economics to solve problems better. The aim is an improved 
level of living f'or all citizens through increased understanding and 
use of up-to-date, scientific information. Major e"llphasis is on 
economic developr;:ent and related social and cultural needs. 
Scope Sets the Stage :for the 'Sixties 
In 1957, the national Extensi::m C()1:r1rnittee on Orc:nnizriti::m and 
Policy (ECOP) assigned to a subcommittee of .:tts mer~1be1"s the job of 
reviewing the total edue!ati:xw.l program -::if' b'xtension ir, all t.he States 
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to detennine wha.t concensus might exist rec.o.rd.ing the scope c..nd 
responsibility of this v1ide-spread institution. '.i"'he result of this 
study, published in 1958, became known as the Seo;rc Rev1rt. 
To a considerable degree, the direction taken by the Ohio 
Cooperative Extension Service in the 'sixties \'ms in:fluenced by this 
report. The directors pointed to the areas of program development and 
emphasis which they agreed represented the core interest areas for 
Extension educational effort for the immediate future as well as 
guidelines for long-range program planning. 
Nine comr.:littees of Ohio Extension Scrvi(!e staff studied the Scone 
Report and recommended adn.ptati~)ns for application to Ohio conditions. 
The nine stuc.y areas incluc'l.ed: Ef'ficicncy in c.gricultural production; 
e1-i-1.c.1ency in marKet.i.ng, c..is"tr1.ou.t.1.on, ar.c. ut.1.J..iza,;1.on; conser-.ra't1on, 
developnent, and wise use of natural resources management on the farfl 
and in the h::xr:e: family living: youth developr.1ent: leade:rship deV"elop-
znent; coomunity improvemeut and resource develoµnent; and public affairs. 
The influence of these studies and the resultant recommendations 
is evident as one reads of the activities, pror;rams, and educational 
endeavors of Ohio's Cooperative Extension Service during the following 
decade. 
Writing for the land-grant centennial publication, .Q:.!.£ Hundred 
Years of Better Living thr:)t:.[;ll .LC.:.1.lc:atJon and lie search L1 /;1,riculture ---- -- --- -
~ ~ .i:::·0;1:,:c.i cs in 1St2, Leo L. I~u.mr:iell, dean emeritus of the College 
of' Agriculture and Home Ec::momics, sum:nu.rized the growth of Extension 
in Ohio and sugsested s~~e directional markers we might expect to see 
along the road ahead. 
Extension Today and Tomorrow 
Agricultural Extension hc..s grc,wn as n 1)0weri'ul force 
in agricultural production and marketing, as an aid 
to businesses allied. with fe:.rL1ing, as a leader with 
urban and rural families fo ho:nemak.ing nnd youth 
activities, as an exponent of conservation of natural 
resources and o.s a dynamic agency in conmiunity affairs 
and nn.tional agricultural policy. It has experienced 
a steaa_y, progressiYe growth from early days of 
dissemination of uractical furr:i in~ormation and 
organization o-f 4:.H clubs ••• i.rnportant as they were 
and still are continued today. But in addition, 
Ex:tension workers have been leaders and trainers in 
local leadership, backed by county and state advisory 
committees. They have recognized a growing responsi-
bility to urban people, who now comprise over ninety 
percent of the state's population, and to these 
families home economics Extension and ya-u.th organiza-
tions hn.'re ar:pcal in their e·rnry-day living. They 
have also extended in limited number leadership 
education to forc:i.r,n trainees on Ohio :far-ms. 
All this is part of the Ohio evolution. Farms have 
declined in number 32 percent. in the last 10 years, 
now numbering u5,ooo commercial far1.1s; but size has 
been increasing, an average farm now being 132 acres, 
or 25 percent more than in 1950 and 44 percent 
larger than in 1920. capitalization has skyrocketed 
till to<ls.y many a cor.'lmercial fnm has inve$tment 
above :'.;50,000, or sor:ie even abo,.~e $10-J,OOO: and 
economists predict that within a decade some :farms 
may have even ~200,000 capital. 
Looking Ahead 
Extension Service constantly looks in the mirror at 
itself' ••• evaluating personnel, appraising pr;')grarns, 
projecting plans to meet future economic and social 
changes. A comprehensive national self-examination 
was made in 1958, with reports broken down by regions 
and in states. '.I.'his came to be known as the Sc;cme 
Renert a.sit covered the bron.d scope of' Extensi;;is 
role in farm and hu.:::.e d.evelo;:;.:ient. Sevc:cal newer 
areas of :i::xtension education reflect reco:n.~endations 
made by the cor:nnittees examining closely the 0::110 
Scope Reuort. 
The ad:ninistrative staff and specialists continue 
this type of sel:f-evaluation. 
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With an tmpressive record of service and achievement 
in more tbnn fif~y years experience in Ohio, the 
Cooperative Extension Service in cooperation with 
the College and station now outlines a chalJ.enging 
program f'or all the state in the future. It aees 
even smaller farm acreage as cities expand, industries 
grow, superhighways band the stnte, and more recreation 
a.rens develop. Agriculture must adjust to the economic 
and social changes. Increased accent on education, 
especially in home economics and youth, must be directed 
to vill.a.ge and city families ••• now 93 percent of 
the population and growing at the rate of 200,000 a 
year. 
Education and research must include agribusiness ••• 
the 250,000 in ~arm supply ~ires, the 144,0"JO in 
processing farm products (food, wood, wool, tobacco, 
leather, etc.), the 40,000 employees in wholesaling, 
and 191,000 in retailing (listed in the 1958 Census). 
Agricultural income now annually exceeds a billion 
dolla.rs; but with all the costs of processing, 
packaging, distribution, wholesaling, advertising, 
and retail sellinr;, the consu,'!ler spends about 
2.6 billion doll.ars for these co;nmodities in the 
marketplace. This represents 3[~ cents of the 
consumer's dollar that is received by the producer, 
the f'armer. The constUner has demanded constantly 
increasing special se.rvices, with the result he 
spends more f'or his food. Yet food is still a 
bargain. The city resident finjs it cheaper in 
terms of his income now than it W3.s twenty years 
ago, and that nowhere else on earth does a laborer 
spend a s~aller percentage of his income for the 
meals his family enjoys. 
This growing importance of urban population e.nd 
industries in Ohio was recoenized by Director Wood 
in spea.~ing at the 1961 annual conference of 
Extension workers, when he said, "this calls f'or 
new approaches and new methods of doing Extension 
work ••• We recognize an increasingly important 
need for education on management of economic and 
social changes ••• He see a vitaJ. need for reuching 
the genei·al public ••• " 
~ Agricultural Extension has advanced far 
beyond uny visions of A. B. Grnham or W. o. 1'hompson 
••• or of Senator Sm.ith or CongresfJ'!llln Lever ••• 
Today it serves the citizenship at home, end also 
it sharea abroad its experiences with less 
fortunate peoples of' the FTee World that they t.oo 
m.ey enjoy a more abundant life. 
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Dean Roy Kottl:!18..:1 speaking before the ann::J.a.l conference 
of Extension workers in 1961 summarized, 11We in ar;ri-
culture and ho;;1e economics can cia:uonstrute that for 
every dollar invested in research nnd E.xtension in 
Ohio, we have x·e:;turned to the people at least $100 
in new wealth ••• It is the E"dension specialist 
and the local county Rt-o;ents who synthe::iize the 
agricultural sciences into a usable agricu.l.tural 
product that the farmer or processor ••• or a.ny of 
the agribusiness interests ca~ use out ori the firing 
line of d.a.y-to-do.y canmerce." 
Re-evaluation Helps Keep Direction 
Extension has tried to cope with change. PeriodicaL'\.y looking 
at its own performance, exs.mining the responses and the 5.nterests of 
Ohio's people, evaluating programs to see if they meet the existing 
needs, Extension hn.s defined major areas of program em:phanis, and 
then redefined or modified them as it has seemed necessl\ry to serve 
the purposes for which they were established. 
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Still, fundamentally, the nine program areas studied by the Ohio 
st.a.ff following the scope Reµort provide the substance of· Cooperative 
Extension Work in this state, with adaptations fro.n time to time to 
meet needs which alert leadership has sensed on the Ohio scene. 
Program Emphasis 
In the most recent edition of the Faculty Handbook~ OhiC?_ 
Extension Worke!!, major areas of program emphasis are defined in 
project agreements with the Federal Extension Service. 'J.'hey are: 
l. Agricultural Production, Management, and Natural Resource 
Developnent 
2. Marketing and Utilization of Ae;ricultural Products 
3. Home Economics 
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4. 4-H and other Youth Work 
5. Community and I.:U.blic Affairs 
Within these five general categories, the Ohio Cooperative Extension 
Service brings its resources to bear on the educational needs of Ohio's 
citizens. The Cooperative Extension Service is directed by both State 
and Federal laws to concentrate its e:fforts with bot,h adults and youth 
regardless of' whether they live in rural or urban areas, 
Agicultu.ral In.dust~ 
Extension educational work with the agricultural industry includes 
assistance to agrlcultural producers, suppliers of.' agricultural 
prOd.uction inputs, food processors, agricultural credit and finance 
agencies, and wholesalers, retailers, and consumers of' agricultural 
proa.uclis. :i.:ne oasic oojective in thi:; urea is to he:i.p ugricultu.:r:·1.1:i 
producers and those involved with agricultural businesses and industries 
develop e. dynamic and econom,ically sound agricultural industry. 
The degree of emphasis on each phase of' the agricultural industry 
varies in different sections of Ohio and in different periods of time. 
These variations are affected by changing needs pointed up by research 
a.nd identified with the help of key leaders. The availability of money 
to the Extension Service for employing competent staf'f also has an 
effect on program emphasis. 
Home Economics 
Leadership training for lay leaders of Extension hanemakers groups 
is an important part of Extension's educational program for homemakers. 
In addition, major efforts o'f Extension home economists are directed 
toward helping homemakers who do not take part regularly in these groups. 
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Increasing em:phasis is given to programs which provide educational help 
to young homemakers, low-income families, working homemakers (employed 
out of the home), nnd youth. 
The primary objective of home economics EA-tension education is to 
assist fruuilies in making the most effective use of their resources so 
that they mey- ilnprove their 1'a.mily living conditions. Highly trained 
h::me economists furnish information in family economics, hane management 
and equipnent, foods and nutrition, housing and home furnishings, 
institution management, clothing and textiles, and child development 
a..l'J.d f'ami1y life. Safety is also stressed in all phases of the home 
economics progrrun. Priorities for emphasis in these several subject 
,matter areas a.re determined by considering the needs of specific 
teaching. 
4-H Club Work 
'I'he h-H Club program emphasizes project work in agriculture, home 
economics, and related disciplines for which the Extension Service has 
staff to provide pl.~ofessional leadership and educational materials. 
The primary objective is to help boys and girls ten to nineteen years 
of age to become responsible citizens. This voluntary, informal, out-
of-school approach supplements a.nd canplem.ents formal schooling. 
Local 4-H clubs a.re guided by volunteer adult ad.visors. They are 
assisted by Junior leaders. Deo.onstrations, teaching habits of heal.th 
and safety, worlting on community service programs, cam.ping, exhibits, 
and day-to-day work with individual. projects are a.1.1 parts of the 4QH 
program. The entire fWLily, as well as business and civic leaders, 
become involved.. 
Specifical~v, 4-H Club work is divided into three categories: 
1. Regulllr ~ :!:-!! Projec~ - These are indiv:i.dua.l 4-H 
projects in agriculture, home economics, and related 
subjects which are app·ov.ed by the Ohio cooperative 
Extension Service. Each 4-H member is required to be 
enrolled in a regular 4-H project as a part of his or 
her educational experience. 
2. Enriching~-~ Projects - These projects are carried by 
an individual member who is enrolled. in at least one 
regular 4-H project. Project books and teaching materials 
for enriching projects are available through the National 
1~-H Office or f.'rom other sources. Such project,s provide 
broaden the experiences of 4-H members. 
4-H Activities - These include health, safety, __ ...._._ _ 
demonstre:tions, band, choral groups, camping, community 
services, recreation, and a variety of similar activities. 
They pro-vide for both individual and group participation, 
Such experiences enhance the developnent of the Head, 
Heart, Hand, and Health concepts. 
Assistance for community a~d publ.ic aff'airs is given in those 
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subject matter areas which a.re closely associated with agriculture and 
bane economics. Resource people are available in the College of' 
Agriculture and Home Econonlics for ~ducational programs in resource 
development, agricultural policy, general economic informaM.on, land 
and water use planning (including outdoor recreation), community 
organization, leadership development, health, safety and eruerge11cy 
preparedness, and related public affairs. 
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Major effort i.s directed toward Ohio's rural communities in these 
:program areas. Many problems reJ_ating to agriculture and home economics 
in the non-rural sectors of the state also receive educational assistance 
from Extension sources. 
The Ohio Cooperative Extension Service is a part o~ the United 
States Department of Agriculture. In this capacity, it. is responsible 
for giving educational and organizational leadership ~or total resource 
development,· particularly in the rural areo.s. Special. Federal monies 
have been granted to the Cooperative Extension service under the 
Appalachian Act e.nd from other sources for the conduct of appropriate 
individuals, groups, and communities understand and make the best use 
of resources in the community relating to agriculture and home economics. 
Program Development 
Specific ObJect~~~~ and Goals 
Specific objectives and goals are stated for each of the program 
areas in the project agreements, the docu.mentation of long-time plans, 
and the annual plans of work. These are developed by the Extension 
staff with counsel and advice :rrom representatives of the a.gricu1tural 
industry, homemaker, l}-H advisors, and other community 1eaders. 
Project objectives and goals are determined a~er careful analysis 
~ the current and f'u.ture needs and changing demands of" Ohio• s agricul-
tural industry, its homemakers, its youth, and its communities. Factors 
in the analysis include known research information, geographical and 
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local industry differences, interests and needs of people, public poL'tcy 
and eovernrn.ental progrn .. '11.s, and the judgment of the Extension staff. By 
working with local lead.ers, r .. ~ajor educational needs are identified and 
priori ties a.i·e e::;to.bUshed.. Thei:;e become the basis for selection of' 
pro&>T&n objectives and goals. Other standards in selecting objectives 
and goals stem :from the legal 1'.ramework, objectives, a.nd capabilities 
of the Ohio Coo1)era.tivc E:.dension Service. 
Objectives und goo.ls are established tbrough this process for each 
county, each industry or program specialty in area Extension centers, 
each subject F.J.atter discipline, and each :pro,ject agreement. 'l'hese 
carefully selected objectivea and gonls are used to na.k.e dec:i.sions on 
teaching methods. They are vital in oeasurin~ the results of teaching 
efforts. 
Extension COI1.iittces 
A unique feature of the CooperatiYe Extension Service educational 
effort hac been the involvement of key local lenders in detennining 
program direction. The Eh-tension educational program. is both informal 
and voluntary. Teaching is designed. to meet the interests and educa.tin:nal 
needs of Ohio's citizens in agriculture, home econoi.nics, 4-H youth work, 
and related community and public affairs. The teaching 6.tld learning 
a.re geared to tlJ.e u.se of :practical infon:iation in solving day-to-day 
problems of people. 
Cl!AP.rER II 
WORKING TOGETHER 
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As the name implies, the Cooperative Extension Service is characterized 
themselves, 11 11demonstration," and "team work" recur throughout reports 
or Extension work. 
For years the terms "agricultural" and 11 cooperative11 were used more 
or less interchangeably in re:ferring to the Extension Service, not only 
in Ohio, but in other states and in the Federal agency as well. This 
led to some minor confusion occasionally. To el.iminate such incidents, 
the administration announced in the f'all of 1963 that as soon as existing 
supplies of' printed. materials, including stationery, bearing the identi-
fication, "Agricultural Extension Service, 11 were used, they should be 
replaced with new materials imprinted with, "Cooperative Extension 
Service," and that telephone listings should become unif·orm in all 
counties, in area offices, and at the state level ••• al.l should be 
identified as the 11Cooperative Extension Service." 
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Thus, the tenn became not 0nly symbolic of' the source of monetary 
support -- county, ste.te, federal -- and of the relationship between 
the pa.rent institution, The Ohio state University College of Agriculture 
and Home Economtcs teaching faculty, research colleagues at the Ohio 
Agricultural Research and Developnent Center in Wooster, and the 
Extension staff on campus nnd throughout the state, but, also, of the 
relationships between Extension and the many agencies, organizations, 
and other institutions in Ohio. 
This cooperative effort extends to a broad list of oreanizations, 
special interest groups, institutions and ngeucies, as well as to 
individuals. It also covers a wide variety of activitr ranging from 
local, through county, to state, regional, nutional, and international 
levels of participation; and it includes both giving and. receiving. 
Programs develop f'ro;n requests and recor:vnendations of advisory 
committees and councils. County advisory grour)s include representati·.,es 
of special interest, corn.~odity: producer, and consumer groups. State 
advisory committees include representatives of county s.s well as st2.te-
wide organizations. 
Cooperation Follc.rws \~ell-defined Folicy 
The list shows a cross-secaon of Ohio's entire agriculture-
related economy and society. Extension's role in this cooperative 
venture is outlined succinctly in the first t·,io p:iragrap:1s of a statement 
on 11Responsibilitics of the Ohio Cooperative E.},_--tension :;ervice to 
Organized Croups, Inclucling Cooperatives," enclosed with the Director's 
May 14, 1965, "Green Lettcr, 11 a newsletter t0 all I::xtension employees 
in the state issued mouthly by the Director r)f Extensi::m: 
The ma,ior function of the Ohio Cooperative Extension 
Service is educatlon. It provides educational 
leadership in acriculture, heme cc~:mooics, youth 
work, and related. coi:::munity nnd public affairs 
progrru:is to assist Ohio people :i.r:',prove their 
eccnol:lic, social, f' .. .nd culturEt.l grmrt.h c.nd 
development. 
The Ohio Cooperative Extension Serv:l.ce is charged 
with educational :responsibilities for nusisting 
organized agricultural and ullied groups and/or 
budnesses involved in supply and ser·1.1ce activ-ities, 
production, processing, and d.istribu-tion relative 
to Ohio's agricultural industry. 
Instances of such cooperative work in OJ1io cover a 
variety of interests. Cha.>1ges over the years show 
a higl1 decree of f'lexibili ty and adq_ito,bility, which 
is essential ii' progruras e,nd r ... ctivi ties uf such an 
ae;enc.,y are to meet the needs o:f people because they 
chanE;e from time to time. 
Extension Cooperates in Rural Development 
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A good 1.Ll.ustra:i::.ion or· t.ne oa.nner in wm.cn Cooperative .t.x-i;ens:i.on 
worked with other groups ,ms the program of' the Nineteenth Annual 
Meeting of the Ohio Feder:1.tion of Soil and Wate1· Conservation Districts 
in January, 1962 • 
.As is pointed ou.t elsewhere in this volume, the Cooperative 
Extension Service was p0.rt and parcel of' the rural development program 
from its begirming and c:Jntinued to be through several chungcs of name 
and function. Rural Areas Development was the name by 1962. County 
agents were iffrolved in many instancen, nnd two 6-county areas were 
functioning with special area Erlensi::m agents in rural resource 
developnent.. /1 total of t'.·.Tenty southern Ohio c~11.mties, designated as 
Area Redevelopr:1ent counties, were participating in the rrogro.n. 
The pr:::,r;rc,m of the agency touched a broad range of problems 
relating to econe>mic r,rogress or growth in rurul Americtt. It was not 
the special 11r~)gra.m of' a sinele agency, but brought together the 
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resources of many groups to work on a unified :program of economic 
development. The broad signif'icr:nce of the pro,·::,:ram was reflected in 
the list of participants in thE! S1:CD J)rogram J&.uuary 23, ls;62. Rural 
Areas Developnent authorities fro;n federal, state, and locG.l levels 
participated in a panel discussion moderated by w. B. Wood, director 
o:f the Ohio Coopera.tive Extension Service. The panel. :follcl',ied a 
keynote address by D. H. Willlnms, administrator of the Soil 
Conservation Service, USDA, Washineton, D. c. 
ConsernLtion Federation Reci1)rocc..tes 
The Ohio I~ederat:ton of Soil and. Water c~mservation Districts has 
maintained n close worLing relationship with E}:tension .s:"Lnce 19lf2. One 
or more members of the Co::>perati'te Extension Service staff ha.ve been 
employed on a basis which allo· ..1ed them to work part or :full time with 
the SWCD. The executive director of the Pec1erntion hoL:ls a nominal 
appointment in the Ohio C:x:>perative .Extension Scr:ice a.s .~n agronomy 
specialist, but devotes f\111 time to his work w5.th SWCD. The Federation 
-pays his salary. 
The Ohio Federation of' Soil r...nd Water Conservation Districts 
initiated financial support o'f' the annual statewide 4-H Conservation 
Camp at Camp Ohio in 1959. 
The "Wildlife racket" approach to establishing wildlife plantings 
in Ohio bee;an in the Ar.htabula Soil and Water Conservation.District 
in 1959. The practice s1:rcad rapidly to n~&.ny districts in Ohio. 
Extension personnel assictecl in the educational wcrk es.sent.ial to 
adoption of this practice under th0 workinr; af~1·ce!~ent between the 
districts and the Ohio Cooperative Extension Ser-vice sig.:1e(i in 191~9. 
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The Federation ndo:ptcd and 1·ecornraended to local distl'ictn a revised 
"Working Agreement" betireen the Extension Servlce and local Coil and 
Huter Conservation DistrictG in 1963. 
In 1967, recommendations went to Federal authorities in Washington 
for establishment of' the first Resource Conservation and Development 
Project in Ohio. It involved Monroe, Belm.ont, Washington, noble, and 
Morgan county Conservation Districts. 
Other areas of cooperation between SWCD and Extension during the 
'sixties include numerous conservation/beautification projects and many 
"Far.an-City Day" programs. 
Help for Food Merchandising Industry 
Marketing and utilization of' agricultural products constitutes the 
second category of program emphasis designated in project agreements 
with the Federal Extension Service. rt is in this area of program 
content that Extension specialists carry on educational activities 
designed to help the food merchandising industry. Other efforts provide 
tiuely and useful infoination to con:;urners on food buying and utilization. 
Still others provide help to the producers in marketing farm commodities 
of au types. 
Representatives of Ohio's food industry met at The Ohio state 
University April 9 and 10, 1s)62, for the second &'Ulual Food .r,:erchnndising 
Conference set up by Extension specie.list in :food merchnndising, Vern A. 
Vandemark. 1.:ore than twenty top in::.ur.try representatives, including 
researchers and educational leaders in food wholesaling und retailing, 
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appeared as speakers. The theme was "Greater Profits Tb.rough Increased 
Knowledge." 
By 1965 interest and participation by inclustl·y in this educational 
program gained such magnitude that those involved in the planning 
decided to arrange a separate conference for the frozen food segment. 
Two years later a third conference for the meat industry group came 
into being under the joint sponsorship of the food merchandising 
specialists and the animal science depo.rt:nent of the College. 
County Extension agents, agriculture, participated in district 
meetings for ASCS county personnel in December, 1965, to discuss 
proced1..1res for handling the f'ecd grain and wheat and cropland 
adjustment programs. 
b'a.rm Bureau Suppor~s l:;..-rt.ension 
For several years prior to 1964, county Extension agents were 
guests each year of' the Farm Bureau Cooperative Associat:i.on at district 
meetings. Programs for the .meetings alternated from year to year with 
Extension expl.a.ining its major program activities one year and La."ldinark 
explaining activities in which the cooperatives are engaged that are 
important to Extension programs on alternate years. 
In lieu of these meetings in 1964, county Extension agents in 
agriculture and 4-H were invited by the Fa.rm Bureau Cooperative 
Association to participate in a three-day tour to points of mutual 
interests in Indiana and Ohio • .About one hillldred agents participated. 
The Ohio Farm Bureau Federation has been a long-time and staunch 
supporter of the Ohio Cooperative Extension Service. The organization 
gave particularly ef'fective leadership to developnent of public under-
standing and support for the Extension service durlng the mid- 1 sixties. 
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The Battelle Study and Report (Seep. 66) resulted :from the efforts of 
Fa.rm Bureau leaders and their col.leagues in some forty agricultural and 
related associations and organizations in the state which formed the 
Agriculture and Al.lied Interests Coumittee specifically to investigate 
the status and needs of' the Cooperat1ve Extension·service in Ohio and 
to recommend steps to bring the organization and its programs to the 
level expected by the citizens of the state. 
The interest of the Ohio Farm Bureau Federation in the Cooperative 
Extension service comes from. the earliest days of Extension work. Farmer 
sponsorship of the first educational programs conducted by the pioneer 
county agricultural agents, forerunners of today's county Extension 
agents, agriculture, was an organized effort closely identified with 
i:.l.e i:c..1:m Sv..c:'~aws, wilit:n .Pl',N ic.1.ed :wme funds directly to support the 
Extension program, and worked to secure financial suppol'.'t locally from 
other sources to supplement the money their own organization contributed 
for this purpose. 
The Farm Bureau Federation has continued this leadership to provide 
support for Cooperative Extension work. The organization's leadership 
at the state level takes an active role every year in promoting interest 
in and support for the Cooperative Extension Service, particularly in 
contacts with the state legislature, ·with agriculturally oriented or 
related industry and business, and. with other cgricultu.ral organizations. 
A letter from the Ohio Fa...-m Bureau Federation's executive vice 
president, c. William Swank, dated June 12, 1969., is a good example o:f 
this interest. 
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OHIO FARM BUREAU FEDERATION, INC. 
245 North High Street, Columbus, Ohio 43216 • .Area Code 614 • 221-1141 
Ji1ne 12, 1969 
TO: Cooperative Extension Service Staff: 
.. , ,., ,. ... "'';, 
In .my letter to you of April 21, I promised to keep you informed of the action 
of the Onie General Assembly as it relates to appropriations for Ohio's share 
.·:·" ·.of.the total Extension's budget. I regret to say that the appropriation process 
· . :has moved more slowly than anticipated, and so I will be unable to give you 
any definite or specific figures at this time; but do want to make you aware 
of where things stand appropriation-wise as pf June 6, 1969. 
You are probably aware that the major appropriation act---H. B. 31---passed 
: '.• the House of Representatives on May 7 and is now being considered by the 
.Senate Finance Committee. This bill would have normally contained the 
appropriations for Extension, but this year this is not the case. All of the 
~ri!lro!"Jrir1tions for epucation and research were removed from H.B. 31 by the 
·House Finance Committee and are being incorporated into an educational 
package, H.B. 531. This educational package is in a subcommittee of the 
House Finance Committee and will be ready for full committee consideration 
· just as soon as some important decisions are made in regard to the financing 
of secondary and elementary education . 
. , .The original H.B. 531 was introduced as a supplementary appropriation bill 
for the purpose of appropriating some additional $3 00 million for the bien-
nium for both secondary and higher education to be financed by the at-one-
time recommended gross receipts tax. Since any consideration of the gross 
.receipts tax has been dropped, the only anticipated supplemental funds for 
education is the $110 million for the biennium that has been made availab:e 
.by re-estimates of anticipated revenue from existing taxes, some reductions 
in the reserves and contingencies, and a further mark-up in liquor prices. 
Right now it appears that this $ll0 million will have to be divided among 
those who originally expected to receive their share of the nearly $300 
million. 1 '---, 
From frequent conversations with the Speaker of the House, with the Chair-
man of the House Finance Committee, and with individual members of the 
Finance Committee, plus the Administrative Assistant to the Chancellor of 
the Board of Regents, we have reason to be optimistic that Extension will 
Cooperative Extension Staff 
6/12/69 
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2. 
receive a percentage increase greater than other areas of higher education 
or than secondary and elementary education. It is very doubtful if we will 
be able to get the full half-million the Director of Extension has indicated 
is ne-eded over and above the $651, 000 biennial increase in the Executive 
Budget. We are, however, optimistic that we will be able to secure a 
sizable increase over the Executive Budget level. 
Yours very truly, 
c // J~ ~..n~-.t 
C. William Swank 
Executive Vice President 
CWS:nf 
cpy: State Board 
OD's 
Regional Supervisors 
Staff 
County Presidents 
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Many Other Groups Support Extension 
·., The Obi? 'Council of Farmer Cooperatives is another organization 
which has,. over the years, been actively interested in the Cooperative 
Extension Service's educational programs. In fact, many oi' the Council ts 
t. programs .:i.nvolve Extension :personnel, and its organization follows the 
J•. 3j.nes :. of eo1)frties grouped around Extension area centers. The Council I a 
d.isit,'.t":kt .mce:t.:i..{;igs in the spring of 1967 were held in Extension area. 
·.,., {~ . .,•· 
.Anothei·" i(:bcrunple of the excellent support e,j_ven E>..-tension over the 
years is the publication of a. brochure in 1969 entitled., 11Investment in 
, -;i.~ T.omorrm-r.,I This brochure outlines the capital improvement needs for 
-1., ti1e. College, .,. A committee independent of the College, co.nposed of agri-
·,:to: ·.:$:cquaint. ~-egislators with the College I s capital improvement needs • 
.... Erl<r1sion staff' have been inv·olved traditionally in Farm-City Week 
a:-ctivities since the inception of the program. This has continued 
.... through the 'sixties. County agents often serve on local and county 
committees to plan special Farm-City observances, a.nd state staff 
members have participated in programs all over the state over the years. 
Rural Health Gets Needed Help 
Starting well before the most recent decade, Ohio's Cooperative 
Extension staf'f' has been closely associated with the state's rural health 
,.. f,rogram. I,P-,."ld-use studies jus·t prior to World War II indicated a need 
f,0r education in hea.lth in rural areas of the country, including Ohio. 
It was a need for which Extension was well suited, and rural sociologists 
in Ohio quiclu.y took up the challenge. 
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This work has continued through the 'sixt:tes. Programs and 
activities in rural health in Ohio are coo:t:·c~i.na.ted by the sixteen-
member state Rural Health Council. Representatives on this body are 
chosen fr:::.m each of the ten Cooperative Extens.ion serYice areas in the 
state, which coincide with the ten Rural Health districts in Ohio. 
Rural Health Council district conferences each spring and fall 
have the broad objectives of improving our educational understanding 
of personal, family, and community health needs, :problems, and resources. 
"Cooperation with Others 11 Is Hany Thines 
Extension administration, subject matter specialists, and county 
staff members are repeatedly confronted with requests for help and 
"cooperation." They occasionally get offers of help, too. Because of 
their very nature, these requests and offers must be weighed carefully 
before Extension personnel honors them. Usua11.y, so long as the request 
concerns assistance in an educational progra:n a:pproµriate to the general 
objectives and in keeping with the over-all Eeneral purposes for which 
Extension exists, and providing the Extension personnel involved has 
time to include the requested assistance in his or her exist.ing schedule, 
it is possible to cooperate. 
Beyond this, the question often arises as to whethE)r or not the 
Extension person involv-ed should be merely a member, and advisor, an 
officer (secretary, for example) ex-officio, or otherwise. 
In April, 1968, Director Roy M. Kottman enclosed with the "Green 
Letter"* for each county and area Extensi::m agent chairr:1an a copy of a 
letter from Dr. Lloyd Davis, a.dl:i.inistrator of the Feder::>.l. Extension 
*"Green Letter" is a house organ prepared nnd mailed monthly by the 
administration to all employees of the Ohio Cooperative Extension 
Service. 
Service, on the subject of our relati',~nship with Community Action 
Agencies. Commenting on the administrator's letter, Dr. Kottman 
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wrote, "We agree with Dr. Davis that it will be appropriate for 
Extension workers to serve as members, if requested, on Advisory Boards 
of COOII!lunity Action Agencies, but that we should not serve as an 
officer on these boards." 
Directions for the 'Seventies (or, Updating Scope) 
In December, 1967, E,'Ctension staff and Ohio leaders of'fered opinions 
on directions they thought Extension emphasis and program develo1xnent 
should take in the 'seventies. 
Interestingly, opinions of Rxtension staff and non-Extension 
leaders throughout the state showed considernble consensus. For example, 
some respondents in both groups indicated heavy emphasi3 should be 
placed on working with fa.rm families on highly specialized farr:is, other 
commercial fanns, low-income .farms, :part-ti';le faros, and retired 
families, in that order. 
However, those in the two crru ps who felt sane empho.sis should be 
placed on work ·..rith farm f'anilies reversed the order somewhat, indicating 
least emphasis with highly specialized and other commercial farms and 
most with part-time and retired fa.rm families. About the same number·. 
of respondents mnrked "heavy" and "sane." 
In all other categories -- rural non-farm, urban families, industry, 
and organizations and institutions - more respondents indicated they 
felt "sane" emphasis should be put on working with such groups, than 
marked "heavy" or "none." And, opinions of both leaders and Exte..."lsion 
staff followed generally the sar.ie trends. 
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With . these r-er:m1ts as [.1.lidellnes, Extension should put top emphasis 
' .: ; . 
on working with a.gt;ibuainess industry personnel, foll.owed by organizations 
a.nd institutions, -rur,.al non-fa.rm families, urban families, the general 
-·~* . -
public, and non-Ext'ensib:q 1>:r-ofessionals, in that order. 
Looking at obj.i3ctiir(•:s upon which Extension might place program 
,. 
emphasis, Ohio J!..:i;.d.er}-:'an~ 'Extension staff' ar;ain showed signif'icant 
< .::•:": 
. :;', .. 'consensus. Both)(ifr't:~p~.ra.tE•d increased effectiveness of the marketing/ 
? . ;~·;· ~:; 
distribution systes·'slight.•J.i higher than second-ranking optimizing 
develo:pment as indivi~,ta.lli~-,members of families and communities. 
. ' ' 
Ohio leaders indfca.ted assistance in social and. econanic developnent 
of other countries vrag tho area in which Extension should place least 
emphasis. Ranking nt:H·!\~' · e.,s low in leader estimation were improvement 
' 
:;.--;: ,:.~~-~:!:!",=,- .:;~6;;...-.:t~£..~ion', seo:r;;lcei:., c.ud t1~v.i.:..vl.uu~i:tt., &...1u. tht! li.1:::vc:::lvpw.e.1.1!. 
o~ in~ormed ccmmunity. leafters. Extension personnel rated lowest the 
improvement of coramut1ity organization, services, and environment, and 
· gave next lowest rating to assistance to other countries. 
What influence these opinions will have upon the dj.rections taken 
remains to be seen, but they give some iden of the thinking of Ohio 
people concerning the .cJ.ientele and program emphasis toward which 
E>.'tension should dire~,t · :.tfort during the 1970' s. 
This was part of a national study conducted by the Extension 
Committee on Organization and Policy (ECOP). 
A total of 191 Ohio Extension staff' members and 105 Ohio leaders 
responded to the survey. 
Faculty Ht.ndbook Outlines Policy c,n Relationships 
Continuing rea:ppra.isal o? programs, accomplishments, and public 
response l.eads to frequent rev1s1ons in Extension's educational E:ndeavors. 
This includes relationships with other c;roups, organizations, and 
agencies. As needs :for change, particul.a.rly opportunities for kprove-
ment, appear, Extension administration has r.1oved quickly to meet those 
needs. Policy on all such matters is stated cl.early in memoranda of 
understanding and other official statements included in the Faculty 
Handbook f'or Ohio E.xtension Workers. As such agreements and policies 
change, al.l employees receive n~tice of the revisions. The Handbook is 
revised periodically to provide all personnel with a concise and readil,y 
usable reference on Extension operations. 
Most recent step in this continuing process was the evaluation of 
opinion and suggestions frcm all Extension employees in the state 
concerning rel.ationshipa with other groups, agencies, end institutions, 
and among themselves. From this study ca'lle a statement on objectives 
and reccxmnend.ations to improve Extension's relationships with other 
groups {see A~nd.ix III). This went to each menber of the staff 
throughout Ohio to serve as a guide in program developnent and in the 
performa~ce of professional duties. 
Educational Role with Economically Disadvantaged 
Extension took on two chs.llene;ing roles ot responsibility working 
with Federal agencies in recent years. One o-r these was assumption of 
the job of advising, counseling, and training with O:ft'ice of Economic 
Opportunity Commun! ty .Action Co:.r,mi ttees. itany count:i,· Extension asents, 
bane economics, worked with professional aldes and local lea.c.ers and 
with such groups as Head Start mothers helping them prepare for 
teaching and guidance roles for which they lacked training. 
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January l, 1969, brought another scc:iewhat similar aspect to the 
ever-widening sphere of activity for the home economics .t::xtension staff. 
With advance notice of the caning added responsibility, the staff had 
prepared during the latter part of 1968 to help with an "Expanded 
:Nutrition Program for Lo-v1-incane Families. 11 (See Chapter III, p. 44.) 
statistical Reporting Service Assistance 
The Cooperative Extension Service makes considerable use of the 
Statistical Reportinc Service data as an important sour.cc or information 
for program development, pl.anning, and projection. '.l.'he statistical 
Service, from tir~e to time, asks raenbers of the Extension Service staff' 
to help verify information and guide surveys to g,ather this inforuation. 
curriculurn Materials for Agricultural Education 
Under policy established early in 1969, the College of Agriculture 
and Hooe Economics, the Ohio Agricultural Research and Developnent Center, 
and the Ohio Coopera.tiv·e Extension Service ur-sist those responsible for 
developing instructional materials and conducting in-service train:l.ng 
programs for teachers of vocational agriculture. Guidelines covering 
the use of such resource assistance are reproduced in Appendix VI. 
Career Counseling for High School students 
Early in this decade county Extension agents became involved in 
career counseling with high school students planning to attend college. 
Some of this is done with the students loca~. In other instances, 
the agents help encourage students to attend career day programs in 
the College of Agriculture and Home Economics. 
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In late~l963 and ear~ 1964, county agents assisted in arranging 
· and holding, t,,unty meetings with high school counselors so that they 
. might vit:tt··with representatives of the College and beccme familiar 
with opportlUlities for students here. 
· Continuing pressure has led to efforts to strengthen this counseJJ.ng 
.. pr,o~edure {ind· :to bring more and better students to the career days held 
. ' ..... twi~to, ~. Y.i!!~; :' dr} ca.m:pus. 
·:, ........... ' \ .. ~· 
Now, with the opening of the University College, 
. '.. 'J-,1St11dents .have '•the option of transferring to the College of .Agricul:tu.re 
a.ni.Home Ecol'lumics for their second and subsequent years of' study • 
• .11h1s calls :for additional counseling and guidance to channel students 
·into · this College. 
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CHAPI'Im III 
HOME ECONOMICS PROORA1v-!..S 
While general trends in administration and program developnent in 
the Ohio Cooperative Extension Service include and a!':fect home economics 
· education along with agriculture and youth development, tl'.ere arc some 
aspects of Extension programs in home economics that are more or less 
oriented tmrard ,.,or.;en and, thus, deserve srecia.l c:itat:1,~·os in a history. 
We look at some of these in this chapter. 
Home economics leadership drew on the experience o:f the county 
home economics agents and collected advice nnd opinion :from members of 
the "h~e demonstration councils" in 1959 to develop the first projected 
program for home economics Extension. This underwent a revision in 
1962, following furthei- study of the suggestions obtained at the begin-
ning of' the decade and e-.raluatfon of additional directi:::nal signals 
noticed in the two succeeding years. 
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Key program direction indicators in the projected plans included:* 
1. Ease of transportation and communication have made the family 
mobile and aware not only of family and community pressures, 
but also of world pressures. 
2. A change is needed il:1 Extension's "com.munity pattern o'f: 
teaching." 
3. Rural and urban fc!Jllilies are becoming more alike in their 
living patterns, facilities, and standards. 
4. There are higher levels of education for all. 
5. Increased purchase of, rather than production of, rroducts 
a.nd services in the home has caused many changes in family 
living. 
6. Extension needs more effective ways to reach young families, 
low-income families, and others in denGezy populated areas. 
7. This area of .Extension education includes all phases of 
living that ai'r~ect the developnent of' the individual and the 
family. 
Following these indicators, Extension c::::mmittees and workers defined 
major problems, established objectives, and recommended programs to 
meet the needs they had identified. Specialists in all home economics 
subject matter areas prepared programs suited to the situations thus 
described. 
Progra.11S Gain Breadth of Scope 
This trend represented some slight change in direction, but more 
than that. Scope might be a better word to describe the concept growing 
*"A J?rojected Program for Home Economics Extension," 1962, Cooperative 
Extension Service, The Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio. 
. , 
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from.the pooling of thought concerning program content and the kinds 
of educational experiences women asked for and incorporated into their 
projected'plans. 
Symbolic of' the attitudes coming to the surface among women in 
Ex.tension education programs over the state was the move to change the 
··ne.irt..::~- of the· advisory groups which had functioned since the very begin-
' . ·) ':,, 
• t .-. '·':c. • 
n'i'ng,~ -"i)f Extension work in Ohio. Because of the nature of the teaching" 
.. ·learning experiences tradJ.tional in Extension work, these advisory 
·. \ 
organizations had gone by the designation, 11Home Demonstration councils. 11 
Not only in each county, but the state advisory group was 1;:nown as the 
~£ Home Demonstration Council and the states, in turn, were :pa.rt of 
a. liatio:aal Hane Demonntration Council. ~--..._...-,,.-
' - -
... " J..n .:c.ne oeginning or J~:;-r.ens1on vH.>l'A, nume t:com..>!ll.tc1:1 «~t:Lu,i,; wc.i.1.:;: 
·call.eel county home demonstration agents. Their work was aptly described 
as' '1tea'.;:h1ng by showlng, 11 or by demonst1~ating how to do something. The 
groups of women with whom they worked, or whom they taught, were called 
-·H3ne Deaionstration Clubs. Representatives of the several local clubs 
in each county comprised the County Home Demonstration Council. 
Realization that the changing times brought a need for change in 
.,.\. tire m.ethods of worl~ing with their audiences caused Extension lea.dership 
to take a serious look at its organization and programs. One element 
in.the situation that was quite obvious was that the educational 
.. , ·,_ !Jil"og.rams available through Extension offered much to a great many home-
makers who, for one reason or another, had not, could not, or simply 
would not belong to Rome Demonstration Clubs. Yet, the county Extension 
home economics agent had as much of an obligation to help such homemakers 
as she did those who belonged to the traditional "clubs. 11 
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In the autumn of 1963, the W'.)men decided to chc":.nc;e the name to 
the E:;.,.-tension Homemakers' Council, with c011nty, state, and nation~.l 
level organization. This, in a sense, reversed the initiating and the 
recipient aspects o~ Extension hQ~e econ~nics programming. The home-
makers in this ~,ay became more accu~ate1y the advisors nnd initiators, 
as they had been in actuality; while the professional home economists 
in Extension now were more suitably recognized as the source of educa-
tional programs -- as teachers, suppliers, program helpers, trainers, 
and counselors -- which the homemakers wnnted and needed. 
As this effort to key programs to audience needs continued, 
Extension home econo:nics leadership, early in 1964, lo0J~ed further at 
the changing audience which had made itsel.:f felt in the activities that 
led to other })rogram changes menti')ned. As Extension lea.dership studied 
this broad audience, several specialized interest groups s·i;ood out • 
.Among these were "young homem.akers, 11 "homemakers employed outside the 
home, 11 "lo-w-income faclilies," and 11you,ch no·t in il-H."·Jt· 
Another move followed shortly, with encouragement and support 
resultlng from the report of the governor's committee to study efficiency 
in state goverl: ;1ent ( see p. 64) and the subsequent Ba.ttclle Memorial 
Institute study and report (seep. 66). Several changes resulted in the 
total Extension setup in Ohio. Among them were several flf:f'ecting the 
program in home economics education specifically. 
Six Extension c.urninistrativE: districts replaced the four which had 
existed for many years. Home economics proernm supervis1on fell on the 
shoulders of' three WO!!lcn who had been district supervism~s, home 
*Speech by E. L. Kirby at H:::memakers Short Course, 196!~. 
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econ.omics. The three had two of the new districts each, and they 
: received new titles, district program leaders, home economics, effective 
July :-1,. 1961f. 
Mid.way through this decade Mrs. Na.urine Higgins ca.me to Ohio to 
become as~inta,r.t director of Extension and state leader of home 
. ,· eJ:i?11.or·1ics. She Rucceeded Mrs. Loa Whitfield who had ta..i(en a position 
' 
; -.: ...... d.n .. an::-.>tte'I-' •st.ate ·;md left Ohio J,2<tension on April 30, 1964. Vivian 
• ·,J 
,,Johr.u;;:ton> .. southeast district home economics supervisor at the time, 
sewed as ac;ti"'i::'!:{ state leader v.ntil Mrs. Higgins joined the staff on 
· June l, 1965 •.. , 
By J.966 the many-faceted aspect of home economics Extension progi•am.s 
began to-ta\l:.eoi;i a consistency and form reflecting more accurately . . 
.. their t±Pe: .. character. In a number of more ()r less f'onnal statements 
<1mie,errdng.audi,cpces, prob<rwns, Extension responsibilities and 
oppor.tnnit.ics,> state leadership outlined their concepts with a high 
degree of clarity. 
Moves to Serve .Additional Audiences 
. ..Extension beca.inc increasingly aware of the :important segments of 
the·:.total ·:p::Yt.eptial audience which were not being reached. More and 
.· more .. ,ei;:q:i.1:ia.sis went into developing and utilizing all possible teaching 
methods to reach all types of Ohio families with subject matter :fr(lll 
all home economics disciplines. Methods used include~ lead.er training, 
,., ,., .•:rarl.i::>") · w.:Ytfj,J.etters, short courses, forums, workshops for special interest 
gronps,-.correspondence ahi home-study courses, television series, and 
combinations of' these methods. ·:t-
*"Home Economics Extension ;\udiences ;' mimeograph distributed April, 1967, 
Ohio Cooperative Ex.tension Ser~ice, The Ohio state University. 
County home economics ar.;ents took on more renponsibility far 
teaching, traininG loca.l l{-:9.dcrs and procr&1 a.ides, and advisory roles 
with additional <'.u:lience groups. eu1-:er-.;j r;orn, who in the reorgn.nization 
of July 1, 1964, had becccic district ])l'O[µ'am leaders, received a new 
designation in 1966 and becv.mc assistant state leaders, home economics. 
In this change, geoeraphical lines no longer so specificall.y separated 
the state into wo1·k areus. Instead, Extension hone economics became 
more subject matter and audience oriented, and the assistant state 
leaders began to serve statewide more as trainers and consultants. 
Working Relationships with Specialists 
At the same time, guidelines estnblinhed procedures and policy 
on the educational assistance available from Extension subject matter 
specialists. They· were available for 'both program planning and dlrect 
teaching, as indicated in the following statements: 
l. In vacant counties home economics snecialists will conduct 
two lend.er training meetings p-er year for the organized 
homemakers groups. The county v.ay request these to be 
countywide meetings inste~d of leader training. County 
planning arranged by the county agent chairman is done 
with the assistant state leader, home economics and she 
will make the specialist contnct. 
2. New hxi.e agents neeJ. specialist. help, both in planning for 
teaching and in actual teaching. The specialist mey tea.ch 
the leader training session so that the home agent co.n 
oboerve. These requests for cpecialist help should come 
thr0\1€",h the assistant state leader, home econ01nics. 
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3. Specialist help is always available for planning with home 
agents either in Colu,11bus or specialist travel to the county. 
When a. vacancy existri on the specialist staff, a.gents may be 
expected to travel to Columbus to secure assistance either 
from another specialist or f'ro:n someone on resident staff. 
4. Leader training is an accepted teaching nethod for organized. 
homemakers groups. Specialists should not be teaching these 
leader training meetings for tenured, experienced agents 
unless the topic is very unusual and even then, agents should 
do part of the teaching. 
5. Home a.gents should contact specialists diree:tly, with a carbon 
of the letter to the assistant state leader, home econ~uics. 
Sometiees af1:ents asl: the assistant state lcucLer to mai::e 
contact idth specialists, particularly if agent or agents 
are working tor,etheT on a. program or travel schedule. 
6. A specialist's first responsibility is to be sure that agents 
are up to date and well prepared to teach. Tb.is includes 
preparation of teachine ma.terlals by specialists as well as 
teaching outlines and bibliographies. 
7. Specialists are encouraged to teach directly to groups of 
young homemakers, low-incane homemakers, and rrofessional.s, 
especially home eco!10.mists, but also professionals such as 
nurses and. caseworkers. In such cases, the agent will also 
assist with the teaching. 
8. Specialists nre encou.ra.ged to work with agents tio develop 
materials for the special audiences and to assist several. 
times ii' an agent has an on-going workshop, especially if 
the audience is a low-income audience. Materials are then 
available to other agents who may have a similar workshop 
plann,!d. 
9. Specialists are assisting agents with newsletters to young 
homema..'lrnrs and/or to low-income homemakers. 
10. Agents constantly need sped.alist help in planning and 
developing those programs that leaders can teach. Helping 
leaders to prepare to teach is a.n important segment of the 
home agent's job for which apecia.lhts can and do provide 
assistance. 
Teaching Across County Lines 
Because sooie county Extension a.gents, home economics were better 
prepared to teach in one r,ubject matter field than in others, it soon 
became evident to E,'{"tension home economics leadership that more 
effective use of total sta.i'f talent would result 1~rom having the agents 
help each other. This led, in 1$\57, to multi-county gr::m:pings so that 
a.gents in s.djoining co·unties might each choose an area of subject matter 
concentration and cross county lines to teach. 'l'his was another step 
along the road to innovat.i.on and chruige following the directional·signals 
observed in the 1961 and 1962 peri0d. 
The year 1967 also broue-.,ht new challer>.ges to Ohio Extension hor'.le 
economics leaders in the allocation o~ what ~as designated as Title I 
money by the Federal government to cover travel costs f'or Extension 
personnel to conduct a series of money manar;ement semine.rs in this 
state. The series ran throuch 1967 and 1968. Mabel Spray, E.'xtenslon 
specialist in family economics, served as project leader, with special 
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p:rogrBJll help f'rom othc-r staff members in the training of professionals 
employeJ. by other agencies, thus prepnring them to assist in the 
dissemination of h~1e economics subject rn.atter to families with "Whom 
they worked. 
Special Work with Professionals 
Broadening the inf'luence of Extension education to include benefits 
to the professional home economists of the state came as a result of 
cooperation with the Oh:i.o Home Econorlics Association in 1968 and 1969. 
Extension leaders and. spedalists provid.ed ten.ching antl training help 
in nutrition, child development, and the use of' credit J:'or professional 
home economists. Ar::)l:uid three hundred women attended i'ive seminars in 
the two-year period. The profcssi()nals indicated eno·.1e;h :i.nterest to 
justii~· projection into 1970, and possibly beJond. 
A :factor whic.:h exerted notable influence upon those responsible 
for Extension educutional programs in home ec::,nornics W3 s the publ.1.cation 
in November, 1966, of a b1.1ide to program develoµuent ~repared by the 
Home Economics Subccnmittee of ECOP (Extension Committee on Organization 
and Policy} of the Anericnn Association of State Universities and Land-
grant Colleges. The publication, under the title, Focu.s, delineated 
five areas of national concern. The corn.'llittee proposed "the problem 
approach" as a possible method of program developn.ent. The areas of 
concern e.re: Family stability: Consu.raer co~apetence: Faraily Health: 
Family Housing; and Comm.unity Resource De'.relOl-\'Jent. 
Actually, this ECOP publication, representing the judgment of top 
Extension educators of the country, lent important support to the efforts 
ot Ohio Ex.tension leadership in building upon the grouwl'.wrk la.id in 1965 
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in long-time program plans developed by ea.ch county and the five-year 
goals established at the state level for over-all Extension in 1966. 
County home econa,nics committees developed all over Ohio beglnning 
in 1966. These included prof'essiona.l home economists as well as homemakers. 
They augmented the support of the County Extension Home.makers Councils, 
by helping to implement the long-time progra.ms. 
Drawing on all this background of thought and guidAnce, the tank 
was to relate programs to the five general areas of concern listed in 
Focus to the four new:cy identif ie-d audience groups, an.d add this to the 
on-going program with the already established audiences. Next step was 
to fix goals and ple.n the work :p:rogram to reach them. 
Five-year Goals Fix Program Directions 
This resulted in ten program goals to be reached by 1971. 
1. To increase the understanding and improve the performance 
of fifty thousand young, employed, or low-incoi:ie homemakers 
in the use of credit and the principles of yi.'?_r"'!'il. !!:anagemen_i. 
2. To help one hundred thousand young parents, l~-income parents, 
and unemployed parents improve their understun:d.in& of children 
as related to the develoIXD.ental stages. 
3. To improve s~sh!:£ abilities of' one hundred fifty thousand 
young :families, low-income families, families of' employed 
hanemakers, and youth through providing inf'orr:i.:c.tion regarding 
food, clothing, equiµnent, and furn:i.shings. 
4. To teach twenty-five thou.sand young hanemakers,, employed 
homemakers, low-income homemakers, and youth~!!!! related 
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to general hX1emaki~, including clothing construction, care 
and renovation, food preservation, and food preparation. 
5, To encourage one hundred thousand young hanemeJ~ei~s, low-
incane hcmemakers, youth, and employed hanemakcrs to expand 
their family resources through recognition of, use of, and 
contribution to appropriate canmunity resources. 
6. To improve abilities of fifty thousand young ho-.nero.a.kers, 
low-incane hcmemakers, and employed homemakers in pla.nning, 
preparin& and serving economical, nutritious, n.nd attractive 
meals for their families. 
7. To tea.ch two thousand ~ployed homemakers to apply princi~les 
of ~ ~~€lllent and work simplification to Lousehold tasks. 
8. To teach three thousand low-incane homemakers and youth the 
basic skills nnd processes in houc:chc•ld organl:~t1tion and care. 
9. To provide for one thousand iouth leadership a.nd citizensh1p 
train~ for community participation to prepa.r<~ them for 
group education in frunily living. 
10. To explore career opJ?ortunities with five thousand youth, 
including an understanding of job selection, training needs, 
educational background, and other opportunities in business, 
bane econcraics, and other career areas. 
Joint Appointments Bring Greater Unity 
In the later years of' the decade all Extension vo:d~ was strengthened 
professionally and greater unity between the College, E:.{tension, and the 
research staff' at the Ohio Agricultural Research and Developnent Center 
resulted fran the increased number of joint appointmentr.,. Many Extension 
staff members also ,teach pa.rt time or carry on research part time. 
Similarly, a considerable number of Col.lege staff ~'ho previously 
1+0 
engaged in only classroom teaching and/or research now ca..rry pa.rt-time 
Extension appointments and go into the field ac lQrtension subject matter 
specialists. This is true in home economics as it is in other areas of 
Extension work. 
However, in bane economics perhaps more than in sane other disciplines, 
this concept bas broadened to bring about an integration of programs 
a.cross subject matter lines. This has resulted in sort of a lateral 
growth to expand the subject matter base, or foundation, for programming 
needed to support the continuing vertical development and give the 
entire structure in home economics Ex:tension greater stability. 
A A!lP.dalht fo f'Bf!li ly n~Plnpnent ana TOaTlS-£'Pment. joinP.d t.bP. 11t.a.:f"f' 1 n 
September, 1967, whose background of training and experience gave the 
Ohio Extension haue economics program this dimension. 
Extension leadership anticipates employment of specialists qualified 
in other combinations of subject matter in the very near i\iture. 
Home Economics Staff Contributes to 4-H Ef~ort 
The on-going work of the Cooperative Extension Service in Ohio 
includes front-line support for 4-H Club and older youth work. This 
effort is well illustrated in the statewide subject matter training 
provided for 4-H advisors, stressing one hctne economics subject matter 
area each yearz 
1965 - Clothing; 
1966 - llutrition; 
1967 - Furnishings; 
1968 - Management; 
1969 - Clothing 
Statewide Lender Training 
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Scmewhat similar educational programs for hanemakers have been 
conducted in statewide training for leaders in safety (1966 and again 
in 1969), international prograns (1967), citizenship (1968), and mental 
health (1969). These a.re conducted on a county or area basis, with 
sane 700 to 900 wanen taking part each year. 
This kind of educational endeavor o~en produces side benefits, 
or has side effects which reach quite beyond the bounds of actual 
responsibility or even of effort on the part of the Extension personnel 
involved. tl'be wcrnen -- homemakers and professional heme economists and 
others participating in these training programs and in the teaching-
learning experiences that follow in which they serve as trainers for 
their neighbors and friends -- often initiate activities to generate 
interest and give their pr~gr~s purpose. 
In 1968, those pa.rticir.e.ting in the citizenship training sessions 
promoted the idea of Ohio beautification which led to Governor Rhodes 
proclaiming the period of May 18 to 2l+, 1969, "Beautification Week. for 
Ohio Hccnema..'lcers. " 
Those taking part in tb.e international progrruns training :prcmoted 
a, fund-raising campaign, coll.ecting $1,500 which they sent to the 
University of Udaipur, Rajastha.n, India, to purchase laboratory 
materials for the new hane science school plus several bundred dollars 
to finance scholarships for women to come to The Ohio State University 
to study home economics. 
~-2 
Homemakers• Short course_ .. Campus Days for Women 
Homemakers• Short Course, begun in the mid- 1:f'iftiea, proved a 
popular annual "va.cation with an educa.tion11 for Ohio han.emakers for 
fourteen yea.rs .. From 1956 to 1968, 4,396 women crune from every col"n.er 
ot the state to attend 11classes" in a.ll aspects of home economics and 
in a yariety of "extra-curriculv.rn activities. They heard outstanding 
speakers :from many fields of interest to homemakers. Usua.ll3r, the 
Ohio Hom.e Demonstration Council held its annual business meeting in 
coniJ.unction with the Homemakers' Short Course. 
As planners considered possibilities for the 1968 renewal of this 
program, the idea of broadening its appeal led to a can'bination of 
Hc:memo.kers' Short Course ... Campus Days for Women. This program 
as fran homemakers. The concept gained support and with the a.d.ditiona.l 
possibility of alignment with The Ohio state University's newl;y 
strengthened continuing education program, planners gave the venture the 
new name, "campus Days for Women," in 1969. This step, it is hoped, 
will give the endeavor greater appeal to professional hane economists 
and others interested in heme economics education as well as full-time 
hanemakers. 
Cooperative Extension Assists Low-income Families ,.n Ohio 
In almost every one of Ohio's eighty-eight counties, county Extension 
home economists are teaching homemakers f'rom low-income .families how to 
become better homemakers. Here's a brief' look at some recent work with 
these families. 
The Extension home economists helped some homemakers make better 
use of commodity foods and pl.an inexpensive, nutritious meals for their 
families. The hQ'lle economists taught homemakers how to select, care, 
construct, repair, renovate, and fit clothing to improve :personal 
appearance, grooming, and self'-cont'idence of all t'amily members. 
In Cleveland, the Metropolitan Housing Authority provided a 
demonstration apartment and money for furnishings to show how an 
apartment tnight be made more comf'ortable through well-chosen t'urnishings. 
Agents helped residents of the housing units construct slip covers and 
draperies and select furniture. 
In Cincinnati, the home economics agent gave personal grooming 
pointers to young ,1anen being trained f'or employinent wi tb funds :from 
the Economic Opportunity Act. She also taught fa.mi~ money management 
a.nd nutrition to groups of women with very limited incanes. 
In Allen County, the home agent worked with personnel from a 
settlement house. 
In Pike County, the heme: economist ma.de many home visits to 
identify the housing problems 01' some low-income families. She helped 
homemakers improve :food storage and general housekeeping skills. 
In Union County, the home econanics agent worked close)¥ with the 
local CAP group. She devel.oped pl.ans for a mobile teaching unit to 
take educational programs throughout the county wherever the poor 
..< 
happen to live. 
In Licking County, the home econanics agent informed other agencies 
about current Extension programs for low-income groups. 
Many Extension home economlcs a.gents held nutrition scll':>ols or 
management schools f'or ADC mothers. Parents of y8\mgsters enrc,lled 
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in Head start Programs were involved in clat;ses on child cure, nutrition, 
and developmental needs of young children. 
Home econo.'llics agents look to Extension specia,lists in the School 
of Heme Econ~ics at The Ohio State University for specialized knowledge. 
Locally, the ho:ne economics agent develops her program with the help of 
planning committees whose members are concerned with educational 
programs :for families. She works with other agencies and organizations 
to identify femily problems, to locate &udiences, to motivate homemakers 
to participate, and to measure :progress of the homema.kcr and the program.. 
In her work with families, she may help them learn what resources 
are available to solve their 1;roblems. Her chief concerns are to 
assist each family member to reoch his own pot0.ntial and to help the 
family see its :place in the larger community. 
The Extension home economist is in great demand in the local 
community to help fa.milieB wtth shopping, with credlt purchasej with 
personal appearance, and many other problems. li(lll.e economists welcome 
these requests and are anxious to help camnunities meet the 11 test of 
our times • " 
Expanded Nutrition Programs 
For a six-month period beginnine January 1, 1969, the Ohio 
Cooperative Extension Service received funds from the Consumer Marketing 
Service of the u. s. Departme.nt of' Agriculture to expand the nutrition 
education progrum with low-income fa.'nilies. The funds were used to 
employ nutrition aides and to Ulke care of travel, teaching materials 
and supplies, and fringe benefits for these aides (sub-JJrofessionals 
who a.re generally qualified to do such educational work, but require 
either refresher course work or speci:fic subject. matter training to 
bring them up to current prevailing stnnde.rds for performance of the 
duties involved in advising, teaching, and counseling with low-income 
homemakers and their families on food and nutrition and on food buying). 
The primar-3 focus oi' the educational efforts of' the nutri tio.'1 
aides is to help all law-income family members improve their nutritional 
quality and adequacy of their diets by working with the j.ndividual 
families in such areas as meal planning, food selection, B..n.d food 
:preparation • 
.ApproximateJ.y 130 nutrition aides were employ·ea. and had completed 
with about 550 of these families by March 1, 1969. 
CHAPTER IV 
4-H CLUB WORK IN THE 196<)'S 
. ~ .. 
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·t>.ie 19t.9 1s. The 1958 enxoll.ment was 99,570t an increase of 15,500 i11 
the 1,a.st ten yEm:t•s. FactoI's accounting for this growth inclu.ded 
improved 4.,.-H projects f'or m1 ban youth, and a cone:e.rted eff.ort by 
.. E>.,.-tension workers to promote these projects and eA'l)eriences among 
prospective nembers, particularly non-farm youth. 
Enrollment of rural non-farm and urban 4-H members increased from 
35,637 in 1958 to 57,326 in 1967. Some of the newer projects offered 
were saddle horse, veterinary science, entomology, conservat1.on, home 
furnishings, money management and family life. 
Awareness tea.ms consisting of junior leaders were trained by 
Extension agents to present specially prepared slide programs and other 
contacts promoting 4-H a.ir.ong prospective members and parents of youth 
between 10 and 19 years of' age. 
In this ten-year period, H. w. Harshfield retired in 1961. At 
that time, Albert F. Gehres became assistant director end state 
leader, 4-H. Richard Young assumed the duties of associate state 
leader. Assistant state leaders include Bea. Cleveland, Virginia 
Evans, Fred Bruny, Clair Young, a.nd Duane Lau. 
It was in this period also that A. B. Graham, :rounder of 4-H 
-J '. j]Jµb work ln Ohio, died at the age of ninety-two. 
' .. .. ~ }, 
4--H Advisor Training Emphasized 
The 4-H educational objectives and goals identified in the 
1966-1971 plans could not be achieved without trained voluntary 4-H 
&.(!visors and junior leaders. As the 4·H membership inc1~ensed, 
addi tiona.l advisors an(l junior leaders uere r.ecrui ted ancl trained., 
· • While men;bersl1ip :uic:reased 15, 500 in the p;.st tr:n yeat's, the numhe:r of 
additional advisors und junior leaders increased by 6,500. The younger 
half of the 4-H "b.a .. ck up" team, the junior leaders, provide support and 
assistance to the adult club advisor, but, more important, they are 
making up the nucleus of the adult advisors of tomorrow. 
Studies conducted in the mid-'sixties in preparation for achieving 
the five-year goals by 1971 re-emphasized the need for more intensive 
training of the 13,500 advisors and 9,500 junior leaders. 
Starting in January, 1963, area 4-H a.gents assisted_ the county 
staff' in planning advisor training meetings to meet the needs of the 
expanding 4-H program. Appointed to the first area 4-H agent positions 
were: Thomas McDonough, David Jenkins, Melvin Krill, James Marquand, 
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Ivan Archer, Larry Rhonernus, Ralph La.Rue, s.nd Gilbert Atkinson. The 
first statewide advisor tra.tning workshop was held in Columbus in 
March, 1965. Nearly 500 4-H advisors and a.gents po.rticipated. 
In 1966, the state 4-H staff changed from district assignments to 
statewide responsibilitfos. In these new roles and with the help of 
nine area 4-H agents, nearly 20,000 adult advisors and parents received 
training in lg°o6. The training experiences included color slide 
presentations, skits, discussions, workshops, tape recordings, and 
demonstrations. One in··de:pth area school provided up-to-date subject 
matter and trainlng to 300 ,!:XI>er~.e_!lced. advisors. 
Anothei• example of training was a six-hour program ~or home 
economics 1.t .. H ad-visors presented in 12 locations, where a total of 
color and design to 4-H clothing, home furnishing, and borne decorating 
projects. 
Youth Developnent - Career Exploration 
The 4-H Club program emphasized project work in agriculture, home 
economics, and related subjects in which the pro.fessional Extension 
staff was qualified to provide leadership and educational materials. 
The primary objective ha.s been to help youth ten to nine-teen years of 
age become responsible citize.ns. This objective was broadened through the 
ef:forts of Ohio state pro:f'essors Edgar Dale, W. W. Charters, and Ralph Tyler. 
From the time A. B. Graham organized the first club in 1902 to 1968 
when Ohio had 5,568 local clubs, the voluntary, informal, out-of-school 
approach has supplemented the formal schooling through the organized 
.. 
\ . 
l'., 
'·· 
4-H club. The 1960's have brought more new challenges to young people 
than a.t any time in the history of the state. They are e:i,._--pected to 
learn more during the compulsory twelve years of· education. They are 
crowded clos<-:ir together e.s population increases; they have more pee1, 
groups, as well as more living parents and grandparents to influence 
. · thei:r li vu s. They are a pe.rt of a society where one-fi ft.h of the 
. :... '.~> 
. ci "rioy.:"<la.tior/ moves annually. 
,.· c'-. 
~ :: .t·. 
In'preparation for a five-year plan of wor-k to cover the 1966-1971 
period, rtsource development committees were organized in all 
e5.ghty-eight counties. These representative leaders with the help of 
the profeos:tonal Extension staff objectively identified the total needs 
. C>f their. conn.t1 .. es > wi·t;n youth concerns being a yer:--;1 important element 
th~ im~gin.ation an.d :l.nterest of more and ruore boys ancl g:i.rls. The 
project a11}'.)roa.ch has continued to be the core of the family centered 
_ ::F..xtension youth program. Within the last decade, more members have 
been looking beyond the traditional projects of livestock, clothing and 
nutrition to projects in business, teenage discussions, good c:i.tiz.enship 
·· and applied science. Through such projects, they have seen fu.ture 
career opportunities for which they are preparing. 
Career exploration tllrough tours, camps and special events planned 
'by advisers and area 4·1! agente have glven junior leaders and older 4-H 
members a. glimpse of career opportunities in the adult world, As au 
example of interest in career exploration, 4oo young people took part 
in a 4-H Science Career Day in 1967 at the Ohio Agricultural Research 
e.nd Development Center in Wooster. This has become an annual event 
since 1967. Other events where career exploration has beon built into 
the program have been t.he Ohlo 4-H club congress, 11-H club CUJ.1-ps, 
college career da,'fS and special youth end science programs. Since 
1960, each county has designo.ted tv;o Extension a(?;ents to give 
lee.dership in career guidance. The county and e.rca 4-H staff has heen 
quite successful in working with high school guidance counselors and 
other professional people in related cnreer exploratory endeavors. 
Service To Others Above Service To Self 
"Good. citizenship starts at home. 11 Examples given in the 1955 
Annual 4-H Rcpo.rt were: "baking 2,000 pcn.mds of cooki.es for American 
fight,ing men in Viet Mam •• "; "cleaning up debris f'.1.•om the destructive 
Palm Sunday tornadoes"; "helping to beautify farmstead. and city 
parks •.• "; "preparing food gi:tts and entertaining re:::idents of the 
county home for the aged" and "voltu1teering as readers for the 
head-start program ..• " The above examples of commu11ity service 
activities were typical of 4-H club work in 1~5. 
In 1968, a new 4-n: TV action club ail'!led at foUI'th, fifth and 
sixth graders featured a program of emercency preparedness and was 
carried as a public service by television stations in n:i.ne different 
counties. In one year, it provided training to 6,4oo boys and girls. 
Over 230,000 study guide booklets were distributed by these young 
people and in cooperation with the schools. 
The major er-torts of the 4-H citizenship program were to help 
young people realize that citizenship is something young people 
practice daily as individuals as well as by groups, 
Through the efforts of the Ohio 1~-II Foundation, all counties sent 
r·' •",( ., ~ 
delegates to the nat1.onal Citizenship Short c~urse. The tota.l 
principal of the 4-H Foundation in 1$68 was over $270,000. ~'he 
interest, which amounts to $16,ooo each year provides funds for 
advisor training and reco6-rdtion, 14.-I-I Club Congress, leadership trips, 
and the international farm youth exchange program. Added emphasis in 
br:1lth education comes through nutrition nnd dental hygicn1.sts at 4-H 
camps and t1peciol. study guides published in cooperation with the Ohio 
Department of Health. 
The "learn by dotng" spirit of 1I--1-I was not only a characteristic 
of the first l~-H Club; lt has been a. strong underlying thread. of 
influence fox nearly seventy years in Ohio and all the fif'ty states, 
which in 1958 had. a. total U.S.A. enr:illment of two tmcl one··half milli.ein 
.,. A ~-...... -..& ......... ~ _.__ -.!'1"'tZ-~ J, 'ff' ""!o-, .... _ ........ 4 "t..t .... -. ..!...,.. J"'\l.,...-t-. -•• -.-1 .. 
• ,·-,,.)J'..,.'~¥·...,-· __ ,,,....., iiU.-'•..Aor.':~"°"""~• -r "'"- '""-"'•'"'*'"'~"'_.., ..a,....,e.WY ,.-...,..,. '-""""'"°"' VO!'!' '\i."Ab-
out of' every ten l.)eople • ~he symbol of the green and white clovei• h.a.~ 
been used throughout the world. Cuxrently 250 varieties of the clover 
emblem are bei.o.g used amcmg youth g:roups a.round the globe. In 19$9; 
there were seventy-four different countries in the world using the li-H 
type of organization. Eveey continent on the globe is represented by 
these organized youth programs with an enrollment of 4,100,000 youth. 
F..);:pans1.on of the IFYE (International Farm Youth Exchange Program) 
It is difficult to compare the programs or the growth of youth 
_programs of one continent with another. Each program is adapted to the 
culture., traditions and ueeds of youth of that land. The success of 4-H 
or similar types of organized youth groups uncovered a need for a two-way 
exchange between countries. The IF'YE idea was an outgrowth of World War 
II. Supporters o'f: the idea reasoned that it people of different 
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coUi."'.l.tr:ics ucre Ci v-en the cppeirtun:t ty to gE!t t-icquainted wi. th their world 
neishbors cultural barriers and misunder;.;tanditl2:s tmuld be ov.:::rcome. 
In its sh01·t life OJ~ twcnt.y years, the IFYl~ program hns gained 
considerable support fl.•om n::i.tiona.l donors, the Fc:'.a.ernl Ext,ens1 on Service 
and voluntary contributions from clubs, indiv-idunls, service clubs and 
businesses. IFYE i& sponsored by the national li-Jl Foundation and 
administered by the Cooperative Extension Ser.vice. 
!FYE Contacts Ju:e World Wide 
The IFXE idea fell 011 fertile ground in Ohio. A st,atewide IFYE 
contl1ittee whose purpose wns to co··ordinnte the efforts of three student 
organizations was formed a.t, the outset c.nd has been very o.cti Vl? over 
the twenty-year period. Advisors to this committee included John T. 
V.ount, now Vice President for student Affairs of o.s.u., a.nd since 
1953, Beatrice Cleveland, AssJ.stnnt State Leader, 4-H. This co11l.lll.i.ttee 
has proven to be a strong force behind the Ohio IFYE program. County 
Extension agents have assisted in locating h~st families and scheduling 
IF'YE delegate talks with civic groups and many other interested 
audiences throughout the ctate. 
These "Grass Root Ambassadors of Good Will" have reachec";. 50 
different countries and 21~9 inbound cxchangees from 59 countries have 
pa:t•ticipated in the progrem to date. Including the year of' 19)8, Ohio 
has sent 110 delegates to 50 different countries. Inb".)und excho.ngr s 
have lived t-d th 701 diff~,:·ent Ohio f:.1milies representing all 88 Ohio 
counties. In the calendar :/ear of 1958, there i·;ere 419 different 
organizations and indivichrnls contributing m?ney to the I.FYE program. 
The partici'pating famili<~s have acce}?ted the inbound exchan_gees as 
family members for an azyproxirnate three-week peri:xl. The cuJ.tm·al ---.------
exchaE!S,e. has enriched the lives of th~ you.th dcl~r;ates as well as all 
the members of the familicis which these young people (ambassr:.dors) 
have contacted. Language: barriers have also crumbled in the :process. 
An Ohio budeet of $7,200 per year is obteinetl fran contributions 
from inclividu.als, civic and church g:roups, :fa.rm o:rgan:i.zations, e..nd many 
01~ganiza.tions that have sched.uJ.ed IFYE delegates as speakers. About 
ts:· )-thirds of the cost of the exchange program has been provided by 
na1;ional donors, individuals and corpora.tion.s contributing to the 
lfational 4-H Foundati.on. 
Cl!AP!ER V 
COMMUNITY RESOURCE DEVELOHOO.'T 
Community resource development is a means of helping a community 
economic well bei.ug. 
More and more recognition is given to the fact that ''community" 
concerns of Ohio's citizens are equally important to both farmers and 
non-farm residents. During-... the le.st decade, community developnent 
programs in Extension have become more specit'ical.J.y defined so that 
now literally every county is identifying some work in canmun.ity 
.developnent. 
Throughout the history of ~-tension, public and canm.unity concerns 
of Ohio's citizens have demanded attention. One example of this is the 
community institute program which ca.me into being a.s "Farmers' Institutes" 
as a result of legislative action in 1915. In the pa.st decade, further 
emphasis has been given to conmru.nity leader and public education as part 
of the total. Extension program. In 1962, a state lead.er in camnunity 
developnent was appointed. 
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Community develor,mcnt is an important aspect of resource development 
and public affairs which also includes: 
Soil and water conseryation 
Forestry production and marketing 
Outdoor recreation, tourism, natural beauty, and wildlife 
Environmental improvement 
Pesticide safety and emergency preparedness 
The National Rural Develop:nent Program initiated in 1955 involved 
the Cooperative Extension Service edu.cationally frcm the outset. A state 
committee coordinated activities and programs in Ohio. Late that year, 
Director w. B. Wood ca.lied this committee and other state leaders in 
rural development together to discuss selection of two pilot counties 
for National nuxa.l .nevP.lopo.Ant :Prov--a.rrw :l.n 0M n, 
As an outgrowth of this meeting, Guernsey and Monroe counties were 
designated in 1956 to give increased attention to community developnent, 
or resource dev-elop:nent as it was called then. Howard H1illi:ps became 
community development Extension agent in Monroe county and liilliam Miller, 
in Guernsey County. 
In 1960, the pilot county progra.ra was expanded and the work 
progressed on an areawide basis. One area consisted. of Monroe, Belmont, 
Washington, Hoblc, Morgun, and Guernsey Counties. The second included 
Meigs., Athens, Jackson, Ga.l.lla., Lawrence, and Vinton counties. 
In 1963, e.rea resource developnent a.gents were located in each of 
four areas in the Appa.18.chia.n Plateau Region of Ohio. Later, when area. 
centers were eatablished, community resource developnent became po.rt of 
each area center program throughout Ohio. 
Comprehensive County Plans Evolve 
These programs depend heavily on county staff along with area. and 
state stnff assistance. In 1965, each county agent in Ohio provided the 
necessary leadership to help com:nunity leaders prepare long-time 
canprehensive county plans. Leaders trcm eve-ry county assisted in 
exploring their local situations and developing objectives that would 
meet best the needs of the county. These were not plans to be used by 
the Cooperative Extension Service only, but rather those around which 
many organizations in the county and state could concentrate attention. 
For example, one of the :findings of' the study 
cOillldttee :tn Seneca County was a. recognition of 
the need to consider planning and zoning. The 
resource develop.;1ent committee initiated a series 
of meetings in March, 1966, to help residents 
become better acquainted with the situation e.nd 
alternatives avail.able relative to ul.a.nning and 
zoning. County leaders were inforn:.ed about t.he 
procedures necessary to esta,liGh a Seneca County 
Planning c~'lllllission. 
The Erie County Plnnning Commission recently held 
a one-day workshop to explore the opportunities for 
developiug priva·te and public recren.tional facilities 
in the county. The Extension Service helped to 
organize the pror,ram and furnished resource sta:f:f 
to assist with the teaching. 
During 1905, the Extension Service provided help 
to a large number of counties in developing county 
and multicoi..lllty organizations to assist with the 
program resulting from the Economic Opportunity Act. 
Ccmponent r.roject pl'OIX>sals were :prepared and 
submitted for approval. County Extension c..gents 
!.n seventy counties reported that they provided sane 
organizational assistance to local leaders during 
the year. 
Early in 1966, both national and state "Resom:ce 
Developncnt newslettersn carried the story o-f' the 
success:t\tl developnent of a Guernsey and Harrison 
County Cooperative to bring about improvement o'f 
pastures in the two counties. This activity required 
concentrated organizational attention. It resul.ted in 
&. $50,000 Economic Opportunity Loan, tbrough the 
Farmers• Ho;::te Administration, to Guernsey-Harrison 
Grassl.ands, Inc. 
More than eighty .farmers joined in this venture 
in the initial stages. Their cooperative has 
purchased a bulldozer, truck, and heB-vy seeding 
equiplient. 
The Extension Service coordinated the project and 
conducted important cJ.ucat.ional sessions. One of 
the area Extension resource developwent agents 
served as r.. liaison person with the many USDA 
agencies actively involved in the project. It is 
estimated tho.:t; abcr.it t,m hundre<l. f1.1ni.Ues will be 
able to improve their grassland and woodland as a 
resul.t of the cooperative. 
An Ohio lhn:-al Beautification program we.a launched 
soon cftcr the beg5.nning of 1966. The aim of this 
program is to improve the econonic ba.Be of our 
ntral cornrmnities by helping them become more 
attractive to business, industl'y, and home ~J,mers. 
Guidelines c.nd other literature to ussist county 
.t,x;1,;ens1on si;a.rr have oeen sent to them. 
A broadly based state advisory committee consisting 
of thirty-nine different organizations was :formed 
to conduct the rural beautif'ication program. County 
advisory con.rlittees will speni·hea.d the program a.t 
the local level. 
County and area Extennion agents and state poul·try 
specialists and agricultural economists have begun 
a study in the McConnelsville area to determine the 
feasibility o~ locating a poultry processing plant 
there. Such a plant would provide more than two 
hundred jobs. 
Activities such as these require t1any hours of sta'ff 
time, but they are worthwhile when specific cCMr.UD.unity 
il'Ilprovement is evidenced.. Those projects that have 
not materia.lized quickzy have furnished a.gents an 
opportunity to teach nnd work with outstanding 
let:l.ders in rural communities. 
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In 1961, w. B. Wood, director o:f the Ohio Cooperative Extension 
Service, called a meeting of' state leaders to discuss area. redevelopuent 
and to :formally organize the Ohio Rural A1·eas Developnent Committee. 
Thia committee has been functioning since that time. The primary aims 
of the camnittee are: 
1. To serve as an in:formation center: 
2. To establish and maintain liaison with state, Federal, 
and other agencies; 
3. To work closely with USDA agencies -- Technical Action 
Panels ( T.AP group) :. 
4. To moke suggestions and proposals regarding programs 
that could be considered by the total group. 
Identify Priority Co;mnunity Problems 
During 1967-1968, thirty-one co.m.munity devcloµnent seminars were 
held involving over two thousand top ccmmunity leaders in thirty-five 
counties throughout Ohio. These two-dcy Se!Jiln.:-,re were lc·c~.lly planned 
to provide cOl'...t.'llUility leaders with back.ground information and assist.a.nee 
in identifying further the priority community problems that were impeding 
developnent of the coromunit.y. Added attention will be given to providing 
follow up to this effort in the immediate future. These seminars provided 
the "handles" on which top priority specific community projects can be 
secured. 
Follow up to these serr.inars will take many forms, w: .. ong them 
establishing and worlt.in..~ with ccr.,munity deYelo:pment planning groups 
mad.e up of comr:nmi ty inf luentia.ls. 
Examples ot the ty-pes ot infonaa.tion brought to comnunity leaders 
through the seminar program include: 
Comprehensive community planning 
Providing job opportunities 
:~oviding vocational training for youth 
Sewer facility developnent 
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Meeting resistance to change and complacency among ccmnunity 
leaders· 
Water facility development 
i Recreation facility develop:nent 
': ·.• ·. -;., i'. . ' : ,Solid waste disposal 
W~t.ershed d.evelopment -- :flood plain management 
}'ina.ncing comm.unity developnent 
CnAP.rm V1 
REFLECTnm TIIE CHATWJllG TIMES 
6o 
In his regult.r column for the !~!5:.!E~:.o.2 S~ic,£!_ !te--~ra for Janu.ai-y-
February, 1959, Director W. B. Wood rei\11·:i:·cd. to that y~ as "the year 
ot decision tor Ohio people". lie added, "llie decision vill determine 
the extent to which Extension -will continue to adjuot f'orwa.rd in keeping 
with the changing tiLle s. " 
Director Wood pointed to the disparity between Ohio's appropriation 
ot ten cents per capita for Extension work, and the forty-two cents 
subscribed by neighboring states. He stressed the need for additio.."'18.l 
funds to 1r.ieet the elem.ands from farm people of the state for educational 
assistgnce through the Agricultural Extenoion Service, as it was then 
ca.lled.. 
In ccnsidering the question ot "Wh1..:r~ auch f'unds Dhould Calla from, 
Mr. Wood noted that a.t the time 51 percent of Cbio'a .E..ttenaion funds 
came frt."l!'Jl f'edera.l oources, 25 percent frcm the state, and 22 percent 
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from the CO'..mties. Of the 51 states E'.n.d torritorier~ o:t the United Sta.tea, 
Cllio r.:-llked 6th in percerrta.ge fran. fedcrol. eources, 47th i'rcm state 
sources, and 20th !'rem countks. 
Challenges Facing Education in a Changing Society 
Dean RcJt/ M. Kottman, Sp.?wdng at the annual EJ...-tension conference in 
October 1 196(), a~id, "mucs..ition is the touchstone ot progress. 
11 He 
expresaed concem over the 11tremendou.s drain on our time and energies 
that must be spent iD organizational wol"k as comps.red to teaching, 11 
adding "Our Job is <?ducaticn." 
Dx·, Kottm.rui suggested tha.t Extension workers bave a serious challenge 
in the demands on their timo for a mul:l;itude of other activities that 
· J.eave them little or 110 t~ tor teaching; tna:t t.hey need to make a 
determined effort to obtain refresher courses, to up-date themselves, to 
becQ1le more highly competent prof'esaioneJ.ly; and that they need to see 
in agriculture a. field of opportunity not only for themselves but for 
the you.th of the da:y' \.'ho are seeking chr-.lleng..'lng careers which can be 
meaningful and provide opportunities for worthwile contributions to 
society in a time of cblmgs c.nd progre1rn. 
Extension Sets up Area ID3.ucnt1onal Centers 
August, 1960, brought tha announcement from Director w. B. Wood 
that Extension educational programs in resource development, marketing, 
and farm and haue development would soon be under way in six areas of 
the state. Jin area Extension agent vas to conduct each program. 
Plwia Ct'...lled tor three new reBC'UZ'Ce development areas in southern 
Ohio. Two of these we1·e ou'tgrowthm o,r pilot programs in the National 
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Rural Resource Developnent Program which had been carried on the previous 
:five years in Monroe and Guernsey Counties. 
William R. Miller, who had been woi·king in Guernsey County, was 
named. area. a.gent in resource development for Meigs, Gallia, Athens, 
Jackson, Vinton, and Lawrence Counties. G. Howard Phillips, Monroe 
CoWlty Extension agent for resource developnent in the pilot program., 
beca'IJle area. agent for Guernsey, Noble, Morgan, Washington, Monroe, and 
Belmont counties. 
The third area, for which no age.nt had yet been selected, included 
Clermont, Highland, Pike, Brown, Adru:ns, and Scioto Counties. 
The first area program in farm. and heme develop:nent was in Williams, 
J?aulding, Fulton., Defiance, and. Henry COU?,ties. Karl Clemons, who had 
Williams County, became area agent. 
The state's second area marketing program ·was set up in Butler, 
Warren, Hamilton, and Clermont Counties. Wallace Dunham, who had been 
regional Extension specialist in consumer food mai·keting at Cincinnati 
under a three-state program which had ended early in August, 1960, 
became the area agent at Cincinnati se.i-ving the four counties. 
The first area marketing program in the state had been established 
in November, 1959, with R. Richard Howard as agent for o. four-county 
area embracing CUya.hoga, SUmmit, Stark, and Portage Comities. 
Sponsor Program Developnent Worltshops 
On March 18 to 20, 1963, all of Ohio's county Extension agents 
attended a program developnent workshop which wa.s the foi.u-th in a series 
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of B:imilar aessions for .E:-:tension ~1·sonnel starting with the supervisory 
&i.d administrat:i.w start. Fi.u'pose af these vo1·ksh.ops was to give all 
Extension employees giu.dance 1n program development and pla.nn:tng to bring 
about better coordination and purpose in our educational endeavors from 
the county on u;p. 
A 55 ... page rePort of the cat..mty agents• vcrkshop ended. in this 
SU>llt1.lal7'l 
l, Experience bas show that progress is made most rapidly when a 
wen .. thought,""out plan of action is developed. and followed. 
2. li}ffective Elttension pro~ra.mrs do not just happen, they have to 
be bui.lt <t>• by desisn and. not by hit or miss. 
3.. tlr -nm~t .. fii~~~!' ~nd pre~'l:"A. tM Vfty 'f'nl"' Sl_qt,j~ l,il]i~h 111 w~~t 
import.tmt ,.,. .. a guicJ,: for determining priorities as to how we 
use resources. A planned. program is that to which we commit 
our resources. 
~-. It w a.re to control our deatiey in El:tens1on education., a gOOd 
Job of' planning is essential. Planning is the heart and soul 
ot Extension operations. 
5. The quality and. quantity of educational. results attained by' the 
Extension Service are ill direct ratio to the qual.ity- of statt 
and the thoroughness and skill with vhich the sta:rt, with the 
help of representative leaders develops and executes an 
Extension program. 
This set the stage tor another program development workshop October 29 
to November J . ., 1963., to consider long.,.time county progrmi plans. 1hose 
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~ preparations for this session urged that such pl.ans should (l) 
Indicate the directions in which effort should be eY..erted by e..U groups 
to $olve the moat important problems v.ithin the county.; and (2) &rve 
as a e;uid.e to each group so they co1Jl.d decide "what they could contribute 
with an available resource to attain the long.-.time county objectives." 
Mu.ch of the emphasis went on a "Resource Development Approach II to 
long ... time county program plans. A siX•part 27 ... page discussion guide 
provided. a basis for the deliberations. kt the close all participants 
were banded a suggested time•table to use :f.n implementing the steps 
suggested tor - well-m."itten long ... time cmw.ty, program plan by May- 31, 1965. 
o'f state government, including state supported institutions of higher 
education, to determine it mzythiug might be demo to make them more 
ef:f'ioient. Tbe nature of the stud;y and the manner 1:n which it was con-
ducted drew a. predictable reaction from many of the institutions and 
agencies and resulted in a widespread reference to the investiga:ting 
group and its reoomnendations as "The Little Hoover Coimnission Report.•• 
The Camnission made nine general recommendations regarding The 
Cooperative Ex.tension Service. In summary, these reoommendat1one were: 
1. Discontinue EX"".,ension Service activities in all urban areas. 
2. Discontinue all :tunctions which are available f'ran private 
business. 
3., Discontinue all projects not contributillS directly to the 
eco:a.omic effectiveness ot rural. families. 
4• Reduce the county agents to a ma::d.nrum of two per county. 
5• &:zone the state into six districts and reduce the num.ber of' 
supervisors to one per district. 
6, Reduce the number of hte'llsion specialists to tho equivalent 
of fifty :full•time people. 
7, Reduce the number of clerks in conformance with the work load. 
8. Eliminate duplicate participation in both State and Federal 
gover.o.\ilent retirement pl.ans • 
9.. Transfer o..rea resource development acti.vities to the Department 
ot Development of the State of Ohio. 
&lrly t.he tolJJ ...ntlng year, the state diraeto.r of finance inquired 
"Green I.etter1' F~bruary ll, 1964, Acting Director E. L, Kirby disclosed 
that, he bad filed a 1<>eport stating essentially (l) our intent to 
implement changes in the dual :retirement s;rtitem and the eupervisor;r 
districts, and (2) the need for more careful st~ end. Wl.alysis of all 
other recommendations be:f'ore taking further action • 
.Agricultural. Industry Lead.era Sponsor Stud3' 
Concurrently with the 11investigatio.n11 by- the "Little Hoover 
Ccmn:tssion", Extension leadership bad endeavored to determine.the 
interests and wishes of the agricultural industry concer.o.ing Extenaion 
educational prog:ra.rns. ~is found support in the leadership of a large 
number at ta.rm organizations e..nd agricultural 1ndustcy groups. Flans 
developed for a private study of the Chio Coope14at1ve EJctension Service 
under the initiative and sponsorship of this group of leaders vho took 
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the name of 1'.be Agr5.culture anct Allied Inte:i:'Cst Study Ccmnittee. '!hey 
arranged for financing ar, .. i. c,m.·:ploycd the I'B.t telle M~morio.l Research 
Institute to deuign and conduct the study. il:te report vas completed by 
the end of August, 1964. It was made available to members of the 
Extension B"tatt tor review and t-.'t~. At Annual Conference that fa.ll, 
and also at the annual meeting of the state El.'tension Advisor,y Committee, 
the report received critical consideration b;y the total Extension sta.tt 
and cooperating ta.rm leaders 1n the state. 
~e substance of the Battelle study report was DUI;.'1D.8..rized by the 
three men ·who conducted the study. '!he report filled 100 pages 8} x 11 
set in single-spaced. type-script and multilithed. It 'E>'at. well documented 
and tboroti.ghly manun:cripted. by th<:l authoi'fh Ever,y aur..ect of the report 
1tselt lent it dignitl" a."ld. authenticity. It 1:ae vell ~.ccepted. 
Da.ttelle Stud,y Suggests Changes 
~e Battel1e study report contained several reco:rimandations for 
change in the orgaru.zation or oporation ot the Extension Service. These 
included specific chm1ges concerned with (1) maintaining the desired 
public 1.mage ot Extension; (2) provid:lng a more timely and more specialized 
service; (3) initiating certain program.a at the state level of Elctenaion; 
(4) providing more specific and clear-cut policy guidelines to Extension 
workers; and (5) initiating experimental 1,rojects in dit'rerent methods 
ot canmunications, dif:t"erent structural arrangements, r:md the like, that 
might improve Ex.tension operations. 
Reccmn.-.tnded genigral ch.anges included (1) appra.is1r..g the purpose and 
objectives of the OCES; (2) creating a long-run plan o.i" development tor 
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Extension; (3) closer association with the University; (4) making 
available the total resources or the University to local communities; 
and ( 5) estab11.shing a Continuing Education Extension Divisicn of 
the University. 
A number of the suggestions made in the Ba.ttelle report lent 
support to plans already under consideration by Extension leadership. 
Others found ready acceptance. All seemed highly pertinent t.trld reason-
able and desirable, providing same means of implementation could be 
effected. 
Cataloguing and cross-indexing against the Battelle study 
recommendations all the steps, programs, and activities undertaken in 
Extension since mid-1964 would require long and pa.insts.k.ing concentration, 
but as one reviews reports, memoranda, records, and other communications 
of the last five years, he can identify read.iJ3 the relstion.ship of many 
of these events to the suggestions in that study report • 
.Adjusting to Changing Need.'3 
One of the most far-reaching steps taken almost immediately upon 
release of the Battelle report vas the result of a very serious "selt'-
examination" type of operational evaluation which Extension administration 
had been engaged in for several months. The Battelle rep::>rt recommenda-
tions gave needed assurance that Extension leadership vas thinking in 
the right direction. This gave impetus to the move. Consequent1y, by 
December of 1964, Extension administration was ready to announce a 
"Reorganization Plan for the Ohio cooperative D~ensio11 Service" for 
the purpose of "Readjusting Extension Resources to Meet Changing Needs." 
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Goal Is Twelve Area Centers by 1970 
The ma.in features of' this plan vere (1) cstablishmr.mt of twelve 
area Ertension centers by 1970, 01· aooner 1i' possible,; (2) dependence 
upOll county t"unds for substantial help in supporting employment o£ es.ch 
Extension agent over two; and (3) readjulltments in the number and kind 
~ state Ex:tension specialists s.ccording to changing needs and available 
tinanceo. 
Chapter VII covers many of the details ot subsequent eta.ft reorgani· 
zation and adln.inistro.tive and operational change. 
Generally, it can be said here that the area C<?nter concept which 
vas proposed in the December DJmounccmi:mt c~ into operation soon a.tter 
the beginning of 1965. It 'W:?-S recognized c.t once e.s a new educational. 
tool well adapted to meeting the challenge ct todey's technical and 
highly- specialized agi•icul tu.ral induntry. 
Area programs to meet changing needs resulted more ree.d.lly trom area 
agents being loco.t<..~ in close proximity to the f'a.nt.ers who needed and 
wanted their help. Area agentn were more highly trained 1n specific sub· 
"lect matter f'ield.s and functioned more nearly" at the level of subject 
matter specialists than county agents had ever been nble to do with all 
the demand.a placed l.q)on tbeil• time for psl"formance o.n "generaliots". 
Extens:1.oa Fixes Five-Year Goals 
Following the Thl.ttelle report recOillmendation to provide more specific 
and clear-cut policy guidelines to Extension workers, the total Extension 
staff participated in a series of exercises during the year 1965 which 
resulted 1n formulation of a series of program goe.lo for the next five 
years. These were semina.rcd at Annual E.xtenaion Conference, refined and 
put in final form fu"'ld presented again at Gta.te Extension staff meeting 
December 6, 1965, and at the annual meeting of the State Extension 
Advisory Committee on December 8, 1965. 
Extension administration discussed ways and means of achieving these 
goals at the six district conferences in February, 1966, for officers of 
county Extension advisory committees. 
The Challenge of Change 
In the "Green Letter," July 21, 1964, Dr. Roy M. Kottman wrote: 
"This ia my first opportunity since becoming director of the Cooperative 
Extension Service to express to all members of our Extension fa.mil¥ the 
sense of co-mingled humility and pride I feel in having been entrusted 
with the responsibility of helping to guide the destiny of our off-campus 
educational. activities in agriculture and home econanics. The challenges 
of the future are indeed formidable. They will reciuire the best of which 
we are capable." 
Two years later, after release of the Battelle study report and a 
concerted effort throughout the Ohio Cooperative Extension Service to 
adjust to the challenges posed by both the Governor's earlier investigation 
and the Battelle study, and to the constant self scrutiny of the Extension 
organization ! ts elf, Director Kottr:in.n wrote in his regular feature, "OUr 
Jobs, 11 for the Spring, 1966, issue of Pragress*, calling attention to a. 
*Filed with The E:ztension Service News, Agricultural College Library, 
AgriculturaT"'Ac.ministrat{o_;-Building, 2120 Fyffe Road, The Ohio State 
University. 
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statement that~ ~ to appear in a revision of the Chio E.rtension Ou:.f.d.e ;,. ·. ~ . a_,.._ $ t M,_ ___._. . ~- . 
which was to .con1e. of:t the press aoon t.her.iea.fter. Dr. Kotman' s article -~ 
pointed out changes in the objectives, responsibilities, s.nd acope of 
operation of the Cooperative 11:i.tenoicn Service in keeping with changing 
interests and ne~s of the people of Ohio to provide tor and facilitate . . 
, .. ~ .... ""'"',f,..t<P,, "t·,.,. .• ,,.i. "-to the ""'·t .... '-' •. -. c.i ~\~-i&~~~.t~rt.;·.-1-•. ~ ~ -1,1. l-t.i-~+ u .&.U I. U. w.s. {i,i • -~ . ~ ·'. ~ ,. 
J ~~  <~.- .:. ~ . "; ·.:· . ,. \ · fr.t:,t1,t:1J":?,1:cational agency is d.ed.ica.tGd to the beterment . , . \L :~f Ohio I E-l agr:tcult1.u"e, Ohio's homes, and Ohio's you.th. , .:rt· is our job in 1966 to d.1.rect our effort so that , .·ma~d'.k,m educational benefits can be atained a.t mini . 
tfl?». cost to Ohio tm.-payers., '· .i.;t,_ 
Durw.g the past yeni, -we have more clearly defined 
. the object:tves, t"l?G:ponsibilit.iea, and aco11e of · ,-·~ 'operetic1n of tha CW.o Cooperative Extension Service. 
·,. · ,~e o.or~tBh or twienc~ ,ma t0,:hnolcgy, coiwled with 
the/upli!U!'B;':> in delil!ind fC'.r o:ff , .cm.1pu3 ed1.tcaticn i"rcel 
·~ .. t'.1'~~.'i.,1r.!i·t:~,~~~li.!_j.t> ., • .,~.,.,:.a~~ :-.,.:~"'9~ ~~··.If~~ 1'*'" 
in fu.;tension to :r.e00evalua.t@ our efforts. 
.i: .... ~~ -·----
Bo that i:,ot.h our ri.t{l'f and otU" c11.eutele may cleorly 
. ·understand ·that the Ohio Cocperative Extension Sorv·ice ,,. cannot ·oe "al things to al people, n we are pre};>ar1.ng 
to· p·uolioh a revised edition of the Ohio Ritenaion 
Guide. The fir.st three paragraphs o£-;""Chapter I 
establish the tone for Extension's thrust into the tuture: 
"'Iha Ohio Coo:01rat:1.ve Extension Service -·, provides educational programs in agri-
. . culture, hooie economics., and related ,. ·. "·, '.:..subjects for the citizens of Ohio. 
Major emphasis is given to econanic development and related social and 
cultural needs. 
"The basic objective of the Ohio Co . 
. operative Extension Se1-vice is to assist people in making use of de.ta re-'ia.ting to sgrlculture and home econom-
ics so that they may be beter able to 
solve problems. These pertain to the agricultural industry., fmnil.y living, 
youth, and coo.munity needs of the state. ~ aim is an improved level 
ot living tor all citizens through 
increased understanding and use of up ... 
to-d.~te scientific information. 
"Reaearch--derived inform.a.t:ton is used 
in the develop1nent oi: the R!..i;.ension 
educational. progre1e., . ':.'his is furnished 
by the College of Agriculture and Home 
Econcmdcs of' The Ohio State University, 
the Ohio Agricultural. Research end 
lkvelopment Center, the Un:J.ted States 
Dep:>..rtment of Agriculture, and other 
land.~gr-ant colleges and universities. 
Biucational ass:l.stance based on ini'or-
mation from these sources is made 
av·s.Ua.ble to ·t;he people through a 
professional Eietenaion ati:il"f' of 
County and Area Extension Agents and 
State Extension Spacia.liste. All are 
members of the faculty or the Colleg$ 
of Agriculture snd Home .F.conomics ·Of 
The (]1:io State University. These 
staff members vork closely with citi ... 
!~!n~ i:9_~0 ere !!ze~bere· cf CC1.!!lty, !r=-c1, 
and State Eli:-tension J\dvieory Camtlttees. 
They al.so work with local, State., and 
Federal organizations, agencies, and 
grcraps ,in identifying major :problems 
and determining program objectives." 
These statc~ments reflect the point of view ot not only 
our profesoional Extoneion staff but of leaders in agri-
culture, home econanics., and youth work through.out 
Ohio. T.ha statements a.re in line with recommendations 
of the ccmprehens:i.ve study completed by the Battelle 
Memorial Institute in June, ls,6lf.. 'Ibey are reflected 
1n the reorganization of the Ohio Cooperative Exten• 
s1on Service which was initiated on July 1, 1964. 
Since that time, ve have almost completely revamped 
both fom and function of the !:xte-nsion Service in 
Ohio. 
One of the first major changes was establishment or 
clear lines of responsibility e.s well as specific 
duties for a11 375 professional staff members. The 
responsibilities of local county agents vere elarii'ied 
to eliminate ovel"lap or conflict between them and the 
new area agents. Like'Wise, we set clear-cut guidelines 
tor subject matter specialists headquartered at the 
University to avoid overlap ot responsibility or 
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function with respect to the area a.gents. We re-
emphasized that the Job of Extension ic.:te.f'f members 
1& to tea.~h. 
Our efforts a.re nov being directed t01mrd a new level 
of teaching proficiency o.ncl a new dedication to the 
tnsk of providing in-depth education for every teach-
ing situation we sponsor. Pl.sos have been laid to 
launch a new "improvement of quality of instruction'! 
(IQ.I) short course to ent.ble every professional 
El:"tC!no1on worker to become s. "me.Bter teacher." 
The establisbJ-ncnt of eight Area Extension Centera as 
of January 1, 1965., has provided the asaistance of 
highly spec1al:t.zed area a~cnts to work ,,ith all seg-
ments of the ma..icr sgricu1t.ural industries within 
each si.xuto-eight-county oxea. 
Eventually, we plnn to have ~1ght area agents in each 
of twelve Arco. I),;,·t~nsio:i Centers. 'i.'hio will ma.ke it 
poaoible to have specialized assistance available 
within 50 miles of any agricultural producer or 
agribu~iness firm or industry in Ohio. 
The 33 area agents who wer<cl employed 1n the eight 
nevly created Area Extension Centers in 1965 have 
already earned the respect c..nd appl'l.'lciation or the 
agricultural indurrtries they serve. It is imperative 
that the four r~.dditiona.J. Arco. Centers and a full 
croplement of 96 agents fc,r all twelv,3 Centers b3 
e.dded at the earliest po~rnible date. Ohio can ill 
afford to be without this powerful nei1 education').]. 
approach to econo:nic development th:roush agriculture. 
Another highly significant step taken during the past 
yea:r vas the critical review of the :f'unctions und 
structure of Cou.n"cy Extension Adviao:ey Ccmnitteeo. 
This review followed a major revision or the com• 
position and r.c:-::bership of the E'xecu.ti\'\! Ccrmrd:ttoe 
of the Sta.te-u:1.de Elttension Ad.vioory Committee. The 
l.a.tter now includes ten representatiY.JS trom th3 
newly orgnnize,1 Chio Agricultural Council, ca:nprised 
of 50 asaocinticns, orgo.nizations., a.ud agencies con-
cel"l:1'.ild with all fa.cats of Chio's multi-billion dollar 
agribusiness complex. Co1.mty advisor:, creimitt.e:.?s 
need similar bro:idenin.g to include a greater spectrum 
of cor.n:unity and county lcudcrship. 
On December 8, 1965, a. nev format w.s inaugurated for 
the annual meeting of the State .Extension Advioory 
Coomttee. The meeting brought togother a large 
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ma.1ority or the 264. county committee representatives, 
plus the organizational l'epresentativea serving on the 
Executive Ccamnittoe. They I in turn, invited m::mbers 
of the lo6th Ohio General Ast.i~'Illbly and Ohio's U.S. 
Senators and Representatives as their guests. 
Besides reporting past accomplishments at this meeting., 
we am1ounced our plan& to uaaist agricultural producers 
in Ohio to increase theil• total ca.sh farm income by 
$228 million annuaJ.13" durir.g the next five years. Thia 
represents a 22 per cent in.crease over 1965. 
!I.he ove1'all f"ive 0 year goal, as well e.s specific goals 
for increased income trw each area of agricultural 
production., reaulted f'rom consultations with substantial 
segments of <hio's r1.gricultural industry. ~e goo.la 
were developed through long ... r~ plans dra"''U up at 
the county level I f'ollowecl by detailed diocussion 
'l'lith our entire f~..culty in research, resident inatruc• 
t1.oo, and ~ens:lon. 
Specific goal.a for increased annual income from 
&&ri~t\Ull ~ndu.s.tr,y areas by 1971. include: 
$120 million from e.gronooiic crops 
$66 million from horticultural and tloricultura.1 crops 
$3 million from fOl"&Stry 
$20 million 'ham dairy 
$55 mi.tlion f'rom red meats and wool 
$28 million from poultr,y and eggs 
Achievement of these goals by Ohio's agricultural 
industry will generate an increase or nearly $1 
billion ot economic activity in local communities. 
In establishing these goals for higher agricultural 
production, we have not overlooked our other educa-
tional responsibilit:1.es. We have also set goats in 
community development and public affairs, in home 
econcm.cs, and in 4-H Club work. Sane of our more 
significant goals in these program areas are: 
~.'."Assist 20,000 additional farmers and agricultural 
bu.siness managers to utilize economic information 
1n their businesses more effectively. 
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•~Teach aignificant principles to an added 20,000 
agricultural leaders to help them reach sound {i.ecisions 
on agricultu:x'al pol:toy issues. 
·...Asaist leaders in ea.ch of 225 Ohi.o t•ural communities 
to complete at least one major community improvement 
project. 
··Help 200,000 rural Ohio frunilies better prepare 
themselves to copa with emergencies. 
•·Help 1-educe the number of f'atal and noo. ... f'a.ts1 acci ... 
dents to rural people in Ohio by 10 per cent. 
••Help an additional 50 ,ooo homemakers learn how to 
plan., prepare, and serve econom1.'!~,, tl1It1~tiou.':l meal.a 
tor their families .. 
·-Assist 150,000 additional Ohio families "ith con-
m:ti1lr:u.4 information on food, clothing., equipment;)! and 
h~ f\l:t'Zliahinga. 
••Tt:ai::.h &..'l additional 25, ooo young homemav...ers the 
SkiJ.:Ln ;the;r need. in hanemaking such as "clothing 
constructicxa, ca.re~ renovation of clothing, food 
preparation, and food pre.servation • 
..... Jfolp another 1001000 parents better ,md.ersumd the 
dev-\llopmental etages and needs of their children. 
"? ... Increase 4-H Club enroll.me11t from its present 92;000 
to 105 ,ooo by 1971. 
..... Step up train:1.ng for adult 4-n advisora and junior 
lead.era aa enrollment increases. By 1971, Chio 
expects to have 5,700 local clubs, 13,000 adult 
advisors, and 9,000 .1unior leaders. 
--:Encourage and assist 53,COO older 4-H me.'!!l.bera to 
take part in career exploration activities. 
-Train 35,000 local 4-H Club officers i.n how to 
conduct business meetings e:fticiently. 
Ill surrW&ary, 1965 was an exciting and strenuous year 
for. Ohio Cooperative Extension Service personnel and 
clientele~ We have set tor ourselves a formidabl.e 
educational task during the next five years. 
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We are convinced that through education based upon 
research, Extension can be a major force in generating 
$1 bilJ.ion of additional economic activity in Ohio's 
camnunities. At the same time, we can help reduce 
the relative cost of .food to the consumer. 
1967 Progress Report on Five-year Goals 
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Director Kottman reviewed accanpllshments toward the five-year goals 
in the 1967 annual report.* 
"Our time schedule," he wrote, "would indicate that we should have 
achieved forty percent of those goals by the end of 1967 ••• In some cases 
we are ahead of schedule, in others we a.re slightly behind. This is to 
be expected. Many o:t' our goals are educational a.swell as economical, 
and when we measure educational effort we can do it only indirectly and 
approximately." 
Increasing Ohio's cash farm incane by 228 million dollars was the 
first of the t'ive-year goals. Partly due to additional products marketed. 
and to higher price levels, income soared to 102 percent of that goal 
during the first two years of the period. 
Another fi ve-yea.r goal wa.s a 4-H enrollment of 105, 000 members in 
5,700 local clubs, led by 13,000 adult advisors, and 9,000 junior 
leaders. In two years a.tta.inment on this goal was 34 percent. In 
1968, this was hiked to 74 percent, with every indication that the 
five-year goal vould be exceeded by the end of that period. 
In establishing goals for home economics programs the direction 
was toward homemakers wbo had not been participating regularly in organized 
*Progress, 1967 Annual Report, Ohio Cooperative Extension Service, The 
Ohio State University. 
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Extension programs, with added emphasis to young homemakers, low-incaue 
families) e.mployed. homemakers, and youth. A major goal -- to help 
families in each of these categories improve their management of money 
was 35 percent attained by the end of 1967. 
Five-year goals in comm.unity denrelopnent and public affairs aimed 
at providing educational and leadership assistance to Ohio citizens in 
community devel.opmentl' a.gricultur-al policy, .farm sa:fety, and emergency 
preparedness. By the end of 1967, the percent of completion on selected 
progra..ms showed: Major comm.unity projects, 23 percent; agricultural 
policy, 23 percent; farm machinery safety, 35 percent; and fallout 
information to fa.mere, 40 percent.. 
E-..denaiou Prc,gra.'Tls OYer the Decade 
The e .. cope of :extension programs during the last de,:!ade is wide and 
varied. ,This makes· it difficult at a casual glance to identify many of 
the educational efforts of the Ohio Cooperative Extension Service as 
being integral parts of a coordinated, un1:f'ied total program moving in 
well-delineated directions toward. established goals. But when one backs 
off a.nd loo.ks at the whole panorama :t'rom the perspective of time and 
distance, he sees a pattern emerge. 
Thus it is that many of the individual items in the following pages 
of this chapter may seem to be isolated events or activities or programs; 
but, seen in the context of the over-all Extension plan, they become part 
of' the whole. 
The reader might, for example, want to re-read Chapter III, on 
Home Economics Extension, with t.his in mind and note how progrruns mentioned 
there relate to the goals established at the beginning of the decade as 
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a. result of the Q.:~ Re129rt, r,nd later as pa.rt of' the five-year goals 
developecl for the entire Cooperative Extension Service. The sallle thing 
applies to programs in 4-H and youth, Chapter r,. 
One can readily associate the progrruns related to agricultural 
industry, of which many are described in this chapter, with progrnm 
goals suggested in the section on Pages 73 and 74. 
Dairy Farmers Progress ns Predicted 
On May 1, 1959, Glen H. Mitchell, agricultural economist at The 
Ohio State Univel'sity, predicted that the dairy farmer of' 1970 would be 
a specia.liat; he would. have more cows and the:y would produce more milk 
than was the case in 1959; and, said Mitchell, the dairy farmer in 1970 
would spend more time managing and less time milking. 
Among changes Mitchell predicted by 1969 were either acceptance or 
talk of ncceptance of irrigation, improved means of handling roughage, 
ma.n-ma.d.e rains, elcct;ronic de-,rice.s, air-conditioned ba:r:ns, and cow a 
which would produce 18,000 pounds of millc. a year. Bulk tanks, greater 
awarenens of marketing details and an expansion of off-f'a.nn marketing work, 
and more innovative attitudes were other changes Dr. Mitchell saw in 
Ohio's dairy future in 1959. 
The implication was that Ohio's Extension dairy specialists and 
others, including economists would play roles in this ch~nging scene, 
perfon1ing the functlon allocated to Extension in the triad of research-
teaching-extension upon which the land-grant philosophy has reached its 
significant place in education. 
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A check with EXtension dru.ry sps-cinlists in May, 1969, revealed 
that D.i..... Mitchell had scored rather i,;,1311 wf th hia prc::l.ictions. In only 
two had. he missed aignif'icautly. One of these ,m..s on irrigation. Dr. 
John Stnubus, Extension dairy spacial.iot, explained th.at f'armera had not 
adopted irrigation practices widely because ot lilllited vater supplies. 
Tbs other prediction tha.t failed to materialize uas the one on 
air-conditioning. Dl". stE-ubus reported that f'armero hod tried it, end 
agricultural engineers had Gtud.ied the problems affecting use of air ... 
conditioning in dah7 barns. 'llle chief bi.1rdle to sa.tiof'e.ctory use of 
this treatment it' the dust vb.i~h to da.te has fouled filtera and pre• 
vented effective operation. !t\1e cost of overcaning the combined problen.a 
to sa.tisfa.ctol"'.V' air...conditioning in dru.ey barns ia too hi~ to be 
practical., so fur. 
Staubus indi~ates that in a couple arens ot change, dairy farmers 
have moved farther than even Dr. Mitchell predicted. Mechanization ot 
the farm operation, and greeter dependency upon yeB.l'-round feeding ot 
high quality- roughage and silage a.re much more common t~ than ten 
years e.go. 
Promote Coord:tnat.ed "Package Deal" in Forages 
Early 1n l.959 Extension spec1.ali6ts and county agonts turned to the 
team approo.ch to r;t,age tore.ge crop institutes across the state. Through 
the institutes they offered livestock farmers a "package deal." on 
timely forage crop subject matter. 
The sched1.ue included t-wo institutes in Ge.ch of th.a four Extension 
supervisory districts, plus six ot.ller county meetings in !fortheaat Ohio. 
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Subject matter specialists in f.,.gx•onaoy ~ farm management I dairying, 
Mimal science, agricultural engtneering1 aud entomology, all appeared 
on the progi-ama. 
When the final curtain closed, institute plannere estimated more 
than 1300 persons had attended tlle meetings. Result: many farmers went 
bane with a rich reservoir of forage crop information to guide them 1.n 
the production and utilization or hay and eilage. 
Soil Inventory Board Aida Ba·tter Soil U3e 
In the March...April, 1959, ]i-',st~.E.E!!.oS ~i;-vic~. Ife!'s., Samuel W. Bone, 
~ension e,g.r.,oncmist, reported. that county extension s.exmts were pl~g 
a 1~1m."' role,, il1 disaam:tnat1on and m:Je ot soils information. available 
thl'QlJ.gb. t1e g,()orc.\:tnated soil Slll'Vey program in Chio. 
:r.n 1952·.'a ~mora.udum of understanding between the Soil Conservation 
&rvioe,1 · ~be Ohio Agrlcultural 1."t-periment Station; the O'.:tio ])apartment c 
ot Natu.ra.l. Resources and !Ihe Ohio state University made possible the 
f'o111Jati<m. of a coordinated, aggressive progi-am under the direction of 
the Soil Inventory Board. 
~ special work.shops end meeting$ faniers throughout the state 
acquired. information abau.t their soils which vas belptu.l to them in 
~ing mo1~ efficient and etteetive v.se of the soil resources of Ohio. 
Seven years after the program started, seven counties had completed 
the detailed study of their soil resources. 'lhat was in 1959. An addi-
tional eighteen counties have completed this study in the last ten 
yeara (1959-1969). Thirteen more counties a.re involved currently in the 
program. Nearly all coW1ties in the state have uked tor a ehe.nQe to 
complete the stuicy' of their soil resources as soon as possible. 
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Intensive Soil Prc,.gra.m • A Phr.so of ~tr.ou.rca Develo~nt 
County Extension nge-;nts, ngr5.cultu.ra, w1:tb help fro"n ntate Extension 
speci&lists in e.gronacy and repreaentntives of sc-.ne of the cc.,mereie.l 
concern.a in position to help pranote improved. soil ut:11.1:t.etion and crop 
production collaborated 1n 196() in an intensive soil prog:rillll vhich 
actually constituted a phase of ~sou.rce development. 
County agrona:uy cc:mmitteea functloned. as the sponsoring groups. 
County agents coordintlted the organization of the prog:ra3ns o.nd groups 
involved. &."tension specialists in agrona:ay provided educat.ional resources, 
fe.ctual information and. pnssible c01.1rsoa of act:ton, cultur.:J. practices 
and programs vhich they mi@lt follow. The comitteea then decided on 
their own individual programs. 
Inmiediate results :f.ncluded grec,tly incr~aeed numbers o"! soil testo 
e.nd adoption of approl)riate soil treatment for better crov production. 
The programs al.no tied in good. manog<?.ment across the boo.l'.'(1 ..... tram pro• 
duct1on through harvesting, storage, and util1za.t101"l b,- good livestock. 
Soil and Plant Mc.-terials Testing 
High among sarvicea performed f'or Cbio agriculture most certainly 
is the soil testing and. plant materials analysis operations. Chio has 
offered a soil testing service for ina.ny years, a.nd over the history ot 
1ts operation ha.a analyzed literally hundred.a ot thousands or samples 
o£ soil fran ever:, part of Ohio. 
Quo stat:l University's &oil testing laboratory proces2ed nearly 
87,000 soil uw1ples in 1962. 'lbat almost exe.ctly equsl.1ed an average of 
one sample for over-,F caum3rcial. farm in the state. 
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The number was up 11tore than 10, 000 from the previous year and was 
nearly double the volll.::Je of four yeurs earlier. 
The soil testing pr('gra.m o.dr:1:inistcred throegh the Ohio Acricultural 
Extension Service was one of the larGest of itB ::,.ind in the nation. 
Since thj_s has been a continuini service) ber,un long before the 
latest ten-year period, v1hich is our chief' .interest in this supplement 
to the history of Extension in Ohio, the most significant aspect of the 
work for our observation is the coLwe:rsion to a system of computerization 
in 1967. Digital read-out apparatus makes possible much faster and more 
accurate recording of the a.at.a provided by soil a.na.lyses. Also, the 
use of computers in most of the analytical proce:rnes s1)eeds up the 
entire operation, making possible much higher -..rolume and much faster 
ser1ice to Ohioans needing soil analysis infor:1::.1tion. 
Addition in 1964 of a. plant analysis proc;rn .. 'll increased the value 
of this service to the sta.te tremendously. A.l!:1ost 1'ro:n the beginning, 
the volume of materials sent in for examination truced the capacity of 
the facility. 
In the beginning it was necessary to limit the a.nal.ysis to rela-
tively few of the major f'ield and oi~chard plants. Later, a.s skills and 
techniques improved, it was possible to add more plants to the list~ 
By 1969, the plant analysis fa.cili ty servul not only Ohio agriculture, 
but technicians were testing samples from about half the other states 
in the United States und had nm tests on a conGiderabJ_e quantity of 
samples :from India in cmmection with the international program of the 
College of Agriculture mid. Home Economics cooperating with USAID and the 
new agricultural universities in Punjab and Bajasthan states, India.. 
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Fai"I:'l. and llc,,ue Wet~k a Cam.i.al.ty- of' Change 
In J·anwlry, 1960, C. s. Hl>.tcbi,;,0:1,. ~,r,;:-::.1.r:t:Mt de~ :tn charge of 
short courues tor the College o:r Agricult1.u:e and. Hane J.!bonanica, 
announced the decision tc. disco.r1tinue Farm tmd. Heme Weck. Plans vere 
announced to replace this long0 t:l.me event with more programs tor 
special interest groups. 
I.fore than 90,000 persons had attended spocial events and meetin.gs 
sponsored by the College the previous year. Theae had included short 
courses, conf'erences, institutes, and a variety of educational events 
for groupa interest~d. in apecial anr,,ecta c:f: ar,-;icult1.u-e and home economics. 
The decisioo 'i:,o htiive no m()re Fl.UT.11 and Home Weeks t;erminated a 4.7. 
year cu,,st:<fJI. of brir:ti:l.ng rural Cilioo.ns to tho campus for e. "week" of 
educntio::u:!.1 p1~og..t"ams and specic.l events, including exh:tb:tte of n1;;v and 
improved farm machinery and equipment, how;ehold applin..'lces and slmilarly-
appropri~te items. 
Ona reason for the decision was a declining attond!.nce at the annual 
affair. Another pointC;:d cut by Rictension Diroctor W. B. Wood vas the 
more canplete job of' disaeminating new reoou.rch tllld.ings and other 
acientifi\! information through mass media end Extension programs through• 
o-xt th..e state. 
Fa.rm Science Review Ia Aericultural Showpioce 
For &evera.l years after d:it'lcontinuance of Farm w:.;i Home Week,~ The 
Cooperative Extension Service, the College and the Ohio Agricul.tural 
Research and. DeYelopment Center collaborated among thetaselves and 
cooperated With agr·:1.culturnl it!!lustry orgrurlzations to provide educational 
leadersh.i.p f'ox· many special in"t:orest groups. Aa the need for soma large 
sea.le Eil1owpiece for r::.g,:iculture in Ohto beca:rJ n,:n-e and more evident, 
support grew for an idea which became a reality in 1963 ~ith the firat 
Chio State Fa.rm Science Review. 
utilizing farm land. adjacent to Don Scott Field., the CSU airport, 
t'h.e Farm Science Review promoted dem.o..11stration plantinga of many crops., 
in a variety or ways, and. encouraged industry to bring mr,ch1nery and 
other equi:J;.4-nent and a full range ot supplies to display them at the 
throe-day event. 
The College, OARDC, n.nd. Cooperative E:rtcmdon S-erv5.ce worked to 
develop educational exhibits and e.ctivj.ties a.nu. to conduct the Review. 
Success of the event is evidenced by the anmml return cf most of the 
exhibitors and other participants, and the regular' turnout of tens of 
thousands of people from all over Ohio each year to see the exhibits 
and demonstrations. Attendance in the fall of 19()$ hit 60,000. 
Consurnar Trends a Challenge to Erleneion 
Early in 196(), Lois Simonds, Extension specia.l.iat in consumer food 
marketing, reported that Americans had eaten more than $500 million uorth 
of frozen prepared dishes of food the year before. Most of these, she 
said, were in convenient containers vbich could be discarded after use. 
Tbis trend tovard increased. uae of convenience toodn cons.tituted one 
ot the "signs ot the times" which Exterision s:pec:ta.l.ists ec,nsidered in 
looking at audiences and programs tor the years a.head. 
St. La.;.TE'!n(:e Sea.vay May Atf'ect Cbio Agriculture 
When the St. Lavi-ence Seavay opened early in 1959, Rosa Milnor, 
Ohio's SY.te:ns:C.on grain marketing specialist, foresaw it as a significant 
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factor in the development of :future export trade in Ohio-produced grain. 
Among problem factors at the time, Milner cited the inability o'f' lakeport 
facilities to hand.le large ocean-going vessels as one of the most critical. 
Most of the grain moved through the Toledo pq~t on to lake-going ships 
which carried the cargo across to Canadian ports where it was 
transferred to larger vessels. 
Looking back, in 1969, Dr. Milner pointed to a seven-fold increase 
in tonnage of grains shipped fr~~ Toledo, but said the competition of 
the sea.ports for hand.ling gi·ain for export is becoming increasingly 
stronger. 
In 1959, total volume of wheat, corn, and soybeans exported through 
the ~·oledo facilit:tes ·was 12,463,000 bushels. Ten years later, the 
the otbei• three grains. 
~e fact that shipping costs are much lower in larger vessels, 
Milner says, causes some concern and creates a strong challenge to Ohio 
grafo. handl~rs. Since lakeport facilities, the st. Lawrence, and the 
Well.and Canal. still are unable to handle the large freighters, it is 
becoming increasingly less practical to move grains through the st. 
Lawrence Sea~. The possibility is very strong that shippers may move 
grain overland to coastal ports in the near future unl.ess some means is 
devised to increase the capacity o~ l~eport facilities. 
The "Let's Discuss It" Series 
"Ohio's Future ••• in Agribusiness, in Changing F-arms, in Land and 
Water Resources, and in Changing Communities" provided the thejlle for a. 
statewide edu.ca.tional co.mpa.ign for 'foe Cooperative Extension Service 
in the fall of 1961. Extension's cmareness of the need for batter 
understanding of its educational role led to a series of meetings to 
discuss publicly the changing scene in Chio and the opportunities 
provided by change for growth and improvement. 
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Participants filed 16,995 opinion record sheets following the 
"let's Discuss It" series. Sixty-five percent of the respondents were 
farmers; 35 percent non-farmers. S:txty percent of the l"ecords were 
tilled out by men; 40 percent by women. 
Sign:1.f:1.cant opinions showing some con:sensuFJ ns a r~ault of the 
series indicated some awareness of the prc,bab:tlity of a. rater shortage 
in Ohio; a lack of comprehensive commun:i.ty planning; a widespread 
sense of responsibility as n total society for helping each other adjust 
to changing conditions; an imminent need :for more schoolrooms; and 
saw community adjustment to changing times as "about average". 
Extension Promotes Swine Improvement 
From 1959 to 1969, the Ohio Swine E..valuation Station continued the 
study of various breeds a.~d strains of hogs produced in the state. 
Extension specialists and county agents played an important role in 
releasing swine improvement data to producers and other seginents of 
the swine industry. 'lhroug,h cooperation of the Ohio Swine Improvement 
Association data also were released on litters certified through the 
Ohio Swine Improvement Program. 
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In the ten-year period covered by this volu.ine of t,he history of the 
Ohio Cooperative Extension Service, 2,131 letters have "!, :en checked 
through the Swine Evaluai;;ion station. .Analysis of the dat.a on these 
animals show: (1) Significant carcass improvements; (2) reliability of 
procedures for selecting animals capable of transmitting desirable meat 
characteristics; (3) pop1lar support among swine producers for the work 
done by the Swine Evalui:.tion station. 
Among the carcass ir.lprovements noted are a gradual increase in the 
percentage of' lean cuts, a gradual reduction in the e.verage thickness 
of back.fat., and a gradual increase in the size of the .loin eye. 
Comparison :figures kept by Wilbur H. Bruner, Extension .r,yiccialist, aniical 
science, nnd secretary of the Pork Improvement i1ssociation of Ohio, show 
that fi•om 19~;i~ to 19{1<..l the percentage of' lean cuts increased :from 52. 7 
to 58.1; bacltfat thicknciss declined fr001 l.'l to l.3 inches: and loin eye 
size increased :from 3.83 to 4.53 square inches. 
Need Greater Accuracy in Livestock Pricing 
In the SU.llll!ler of 1966, c. c. Bowen and P.R. Thanas, Extension 
livestock ma1·keting spec:ialists, cited the need for greater accuracy 
in pricing livestock. as one of the prime causes of concern among 
producers, marketing agencies, pc,c1tcrs, and Extension workers. They 
named the buying and sell1ng of more livestock. on the b~sis of actual 
carcass value as an import[.m-t; Extension educational goal f'or the next 
five years and expressed the hope that the practice might be increased 
by 23 percent in that per1od. 
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As the tuarketing season progressed in 1969, Mr. Bowen reviewed 
progress toward the goal and stated that within the three-year period 
the increase already f'ar exceeded the 25 perc1;:nt for which they had 
hoped. 
La.test project to gain growing support within the livestock industry 
is a method of' marketing cattle on a "quality and a cutability grade." 
Two sales in early 1969 employed these terms. }'reducers sold their 
cattle on a "carcass grade basis" with all sales scaled to a. base grade. 
Later, when the animals were slaughtered and dressed, prices were 
adjusted to reflect any differences that appeared between prices paid 
by the buyers original.~ and the carcass value based on the cutability 
score. 
Mr. Bowen reported this to be t-;hc first tii:ie such a mru;ketirw; 
procedure had been followed anywhere in the United states. Producers 
and packer-buyers were showing growing interest in the method and 
producers were already attempting to schedule sales of their animals 
well in advance to obtain the benef'its of the system. 
Production Testins Aids Ani.L:ul Improvement 
Production testing of beef cattle, which ca.me into Ohio's l1vestock 
picture in 1958, moved to prominence as an effective means of animal 
improvement under the leadership of H. w. Wharton, Extension specialist, 
animal science, in 1963. WbLrton developed a system of testing and 
evaluation that measured perfoi'l'nance and provided producers infornation 
useful in ma.king intelligent decisions in improving the quality and 
quantity of breeding herds. 
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Extension Opens Plant Disease Clinic 
On March 15, 1963, the Cooperative Elctension Service opened a new 
plant disease clinic on the Ohio State University campus in Columbus, 
in cooperation with the Department of' Plant Pathology and the Ohio 
Agricu.ltural Experiment Station. Dr. Blair Janson, Extension plant 
pathologist, se1'Ved as director. The clinic functioned as a die.gnostic 
center to detect plant disease outbreaks in Ohio. 
Implications ~or Extension in Census Figures 
Figures from the 1959 Ohio Census of .Agriculture showed several 
trends of significance to Extension workers. Among important trends 
revealeg. fm• the 10 .. yea.r pe:r.•iocl '49-'59 were these: Farms had grown 
time in town; :l.nv~stment per farm worker had soared,; the total a.mount 
ot land t'~l"med had•dropped. 
Fe.ming in Ohio continued to be reall;r big business. Gross farm 
income totaled around one billion dollara a year. 
Some implications for ~ension from these findings were that the 
potential audience for Elctension education was changing 1n both number 
and composition; the economics of agriculture were in the high level 
realm., both in relation to the total national economy and the financial 
affairs ot the individual rarm family. 
Tbe challenge was to develop new and more efficient methods ot 
reaching the audience with the educational programs they needed, and 
to deatgn the programs to meet the changing emphasis and requirements 
ot the audience. 
Observe "Century of Progress" in .Agriculture 
More than 1,000 pe:t•sons observed a century of progress in Ohio 
agriculture at a. dinner on September 14, 1962, on The Ohio State 
University campus. The d.inner climaxed a year of special centennial 
observances for land-grant colleges and the u. S, Department of' 
Agriculture, both of which came about as a result of laws signed by 
Abraham Lincoln, just 100 years earlier. John A. Baker, assistant 
secretary of agriculture, Washington, D. C,, was the speaker. 
Bak.er complimented Ohio agricultural agencies for their teamwork 
in rural areas development. He was optimistic about "strengthening 
and rev-italizing" rural America. 
Ohio Pioneers in Safety Educr~tion 
The Obie, Sta.te University was the second land-grant institution 
in the United States which had a. full-time person working in the area 
of farm safety education. The program cai11e into the Extension 'Plan of 
work in 1944 Kith the employment o'f: w. E. Stuckey. Only Wisconsin 
preceded Ohio in this field with a specialist appointed in 1943. 
Numerous ed.ucatio:ial endea-;ors found their v.-ay into the Extension 
progrrun in Ohio prior to 1959. Extension agricultural engineers put 
many hours into promoting safety with farm machinery a.n.d equipnent. 
particularly corn rickers and tractors. 
Thousands See Tractor Safety Demonstrations 
Thousands of Ohio people witnessed a dramatic demonstration with a 
tractor which had been especially equipped so that it co·<J.ld be operated 
by remote control and demonstrated in action how and why these vehicles 
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vere dangerous. rue clemcmatration vaa presented at county tair1 and 
a number ot other events 1D Quo 1D 1957 and 1958. Over 125,000 pencm8 
eav the preaentat1ona. 
ibia emphuie continued 1Dto the latest decad.•• 
Cbe ot the IIOlt 1igniticant phaaea ot eatet7 vork was the accidental 
1DJUl7 atudiea to farm people tirat made in 1957 and repeated at five• 
year 1DterY&l.a in 1962 an4 1967. ·Thi• work gained national recognition 
aDll DOV 1• being carried on in other atate1 all over the nation. 
Ohio'• Slow-Moving Vehicle &nblem Adopted Nationally 
.Another program in Vhich Extension aatet;y apecialieta vere involved 
along vith ressarob engineer• vaa development ot the emblem to deeignate 
elov-moving vttbicle1 on public hishV81'8• Jibch at the educational campaign 
leadina to national. adoption ot the emblem clnelopecl in Quo vu con-
ducted by Chio'• aatety apec1al1ata. 
Aleo duriDg thia ten-year period, Qdo' • &ttenaion aatety apecialiat 
engaged 1D the atate'a program supporting the national campaign 1n 
rural 4etenee and emergency preparedness. As the emphasis on this 
project lessened 1n 1967 it became possible tor the state Extension 
18.tety apec1al.1at to reinstate other proJecta to vhioh he ha4 been 
UD&ble to give much time during the emerpncy preparedness puah, and 
to plan tor new aatetT education ettorta. 
'1be plan ot vork tor 1969 1nclude4 s Ccotinued emphasis on aatet7 
in the use ot taum machiner., and equipment, agricultural cbemic&l.1, 
. rval tratt:la, an4 eatet7 1D bani•. 
.E) 
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Blackbird.a Thrnaten Ohio Agriculture 
Crop losses caused by blacl;birda have becoine increasingly heavy 
during the last 10 to 15 years. 'l"hese pests have become so serious in 
sane areas of the state that Extension spec:t.alista have devoted hundreds 
ot man-days to trying to cope with the problem. Plant breeders have 
tried to develop corn, tor example, with strong enough husk coverings 
over the tips cf the com ears to keep the birds from gaining entrance 
to the kernels. Field tests have included carbide go.a noisemakers, and 
other devices to scare the birds away. m~ating places have been destroyed. 
StUl the birds destroy thousands upon thousands of dollars worth of 
grain ever:, season. 
On January 1, 1968, Torn Stockdale, Extension w:t.lclli:f'e and conser-
vation specialist, began a full-time a.ceiv,'tf.ent .. half on reoearch at 
the Chio Agricultural Research and DeveloJ.)llient Center, and half on 
mxtension, working on blackbird. control. 
Wide Variety In Audiences Served 
Extension specialists in marketing Information for donsumers in 
1961 published a bi-monthly "Food Know-How for Restaurants" tor distri-
bution to restaurant operators in 32 counties who asked. that the publication 
be continued after a pilot project io the Cincinnati region demonstrated 
its usefulness. 
In July, 1961, Extension ad!:liniotration announced changes in the 
Ohio Beef Cattla Production Testing Progrwu designed to improve the 
service and the value of the program to producers. 
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A ~'field trial 11 demonstration program in a...-tificial insem:tnation 
of swine started in 13 Ohio C!ountfoa in JD...'luaey· of 1961. IJ.'he program 
was desfgned to continue for 18 months. F.xtenaion agents and svine 
camnitteea in the 13 counties helr,ed to publicize the program and to 
organize local interest in the field triala. The Producers' Livestock 
Marketing Association supportC?d the '\1ork through a'grant-in-aid to the 
Chio Agricultural Experiment Station. Extension s,,ine specialj.sts were 
involved in planning and developing the program and aligning support 
among tho College, Experiment Station JI mdne breeders and other industry 
groups. 
The Independent Livestock Marketing Associl,,t:i.on of Ohio published 
a list of Orio and Indiana br(~eders ,1ho had breeding stock certified 
for meat-type in 1962. Ohio'o Coopere,tive J'ixtcnrc.:to;.1 Service helped 
diseeminate this informational directory as part of its service to the 
industry through the Ohio Swine Evaluation Station. 
~ucational Role Aids other Agencies 
F.arly in 1963, Extension administration forwarded to all county 
Extension offices a copy of 'IThe Food. o.nd Agriculture Act of' 1962 .. :A 
Descriptive Summary." This information was useful to county staff in 
answering questions concerning the Act. 
Similarly, vord went to e.11 Extension personnel on August lh, 1961, 
announcing a series of meetings to explain the wheat refer,~ndum issues 
and tho new wheat program si&n .. up provisions tor that yf.!r~r. A copy of 
Fact Sheet No. 1 on the 1962 Whaat Stabilization Program went along to 
each county. 
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A summary of provisions of the 1961 Agricultural Act went to all 
countles in Au.gust of that year j_romediately after the J;.cesident signed 
the bill on August 8. 
The administration also supplied all counties with copies of the 
USDA leaflet, riThe 1963 Wheat Stabilization Program. 11 such cooperation 
with Federal agencies and others providing such informative materials 
to help Extension personnel fulfill theil" educational roles recurs 
perenn:i.ally. 
In April of 1968, the "Green Letter" carried as an enclosure for 
each county and area Extension agent chairman a cow of Volume 20, No. l 
of ~ Pol~ Forum. This publication highlighted issues relating to 
local, gove:irmnent in rural America~ 
Films carry Extension Educational Messages 
The variety in methods employed by Ohio Extension i.pecia.lists to 
convey t'o.'th? public the .information needed to provide farmers and 
others the help desired is illustrated by the number·of' techniques 
mentioned in Chapter VII, Communic~tion Trends. However, reference 
here is made to the production of special 16 rum. sound-color motion 
picture fi.lms on mininrum tillage and strip :processing for corn and so;r-
beans (summer of 1962) and atawberry bed renewal (1961-1962). Several 
prints of each made it possible for county agents to schedule the films 
for showing locally.·:in many instances when it was impossible for the 
specialists to be present. 
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Publicnt1ons Also Serve f:rtcctively 
Publications provided another widely u~ed and ef~ectivo method of 
supplying in£ormation and guidance to C!.iio citizens. Not only ~as this 
true of Extension publications which the Extension Information Office 
announced regularly to established n.ailing lists, but it also included 
a great many other publications, from Federnl sources and other govern-
ment agencies with ~hich Ohio &..'tension cooperates. Typical of these 
was the "Packet for Brides" issued in 1962 by the U.S.D.A. It was 
designed. to help new hanemakers in buytIJg:, preparing, and protecting 
food, and in the protection and care of fabrics. Sample copies went to 
county offices, but public requests for copies went to lia.shington. 
Autumn of 1967 provides another illuGt.ration or this kind of help 
in the announcement of the availability of a :publication from the USDA 
on natural beauty designed to suggest SOl:!lC ways all can help build a 
more beautiful America. 
Ex.tension Helps Recruit Students 
Througtout,the decade Extension personnel have assisted with the 
Colloce' s 12f'forts to recruit incoming students to the College of 
Agriculture and Hom:.:: Econ.allies. County agents have been effective as 
career guidance counselors, and also in helping prospective students to 
attend Career~ programs on campus. 
Closely related to the Career Conferences were the Science Opportunity 
Days for hish school science teachers, interested school administrators 
and col.Ulselors, in March, 1963. 
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I.e.ter thin idea was expanded and became Youth and Science Day. 
More than l,f.ioo U1io big.ii school ocj.ance stu<i.cnts gathered in Mershon 
Aud.itoriu..111 on The Ohio Stat<? University campus to hear a.bout and dis-
cuss careers in agriculture G.nd as-related sciences. 
CRAFTER VI! 
ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION 
At :Aru11..ial Extension Conference, October 26., 1960, Dr. Roy M. Kottman 
for thF.1::first time following his arrival on campus a.s dean of the 
College. He discussed "Challenges Facing Education in a. Changing 
'1 
1'' 
Society.« Among i terns ati'"essed was "the need for Extension to make 
maximum use of the total resources of' the University." 
A year la.ter, Dean Kottman spoke again to the same audience and 
called attention to this same point. On this occasion he concluded: 
"May I summarize briefly as follows: 
1. Continuous training, study if you please, is on 
the horizon for the eff'ective Extension worker 
in the 'sixties. 
2. We will be called upon to assist in a broad 
educational program for agriculture. 
3. We have to :face oui• educational responsibilities 
to the total university and to the USDA. 
4" We will have more specialization -- county workers, 
area agents, and state specialists. 
5 •. The challenccs will be great. We'll be faced 
with commendation nnd our share of condemnation 
as thinking people, lay and professional 
observers and others, express their desires and. 
concerns about Extension's personnel and program. 
6. The future is bright. Our optimiSui stems :from 
our record in the past, our dedication of the 
present, and our visions for the future. 
'twe will accept the challenee of the 'sixties. We 
know the implications are overlapping and far-reaching. 
All point to the need for each of us to do the best 
possible job in all areas of endeavor. 11 
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The vigorous, dynamic enthusiasm with which Dr. Kottr.ian delivered 
his talk left little doubt as to his sincerity or con·fiction. Lo:)king 
back at Extension achievements, as individuals and as a staff, in the 
succeeding ten years, one can see evidences of hiehly motivated response 
to the Dean's urging. 
The Extension Service Organization 
Those :familiar with cooperative Extension work are also usue.14'· 
aware of the concept which puts Extension on one side of a triangle, 
with research and resident teaching on the other two sides; as a symbol 
of the land-grant college idea. It is also generally unde11-Stood by most 
persons familiar enough with Extension to recognize that symbol that the 
Cooperative Extension Service is a part of a federal and state educational 
organization which is supported financially by funds which come partly 
fra:i federal sources, partly f'rom state sources, and partly f:r'om county 
sources. 
These !'actors are recognized. in the designatlon of the organization 
as the Cooperative Extension Service. The relationship is detailed 
explicitly in the Facul:tY' Handbook~~ Extension Workers, Chapter 2, 
"Extension Organization and Functions of' Staff," and is shown graphicaDy 
in. the organization chart which follows: 
I Direct1 Administrator I FES, USDA 
I 
Director, 
I Associate Director! 
Director, 
School of School of 
Natural Home 
Resources 
I I I I I I I 
Economics 
I I 
Department I I Asst. Dir. I_ Asst. Dir. Asst. Dir. ~ Asst. Dir. ~ Agr. rl Asst. Dir. rl Asst. Dir. I Division I Chairmen Agr. Ind. Res. Dev. Adm. Staff Dev. Editor 4·H Home Ee. Chairmen 
& Public ·- & Program I 
Affairs Analysis 
. 
Division 
Leader Leader 
Leader Asst. Assoc. Assoc. ... Community Business ... ,- ... Ext. ... State - State Chairmen Res. Dev. Operations Prof. Imp. Editors Leader Leader 
State State Leader Leader Leader 
Asst. Asst. 
Specialists Specialists Safety & Financial ... Ext. ... State - State .... 
Emergency Analysis Leaders Leaders '" Studies & 
Preparedness Evaluation 
Asst. ~ State ---.J St. Ldr. ... Specialists 
Personnel 
I Area Superv~ 
I I I , I 
I Area Ext. Agents I I Area Ext. Agents Area Ext. Agents I I Area Ext. Agents I Agr. Ind. Com. Res. Dev. 4·H Home Ee. 
I County Ext. Chairme 
I I I 
I County Ext. Agents I I County Ext. O.gents I I County Ext. Agents Agriculture Home Ecorio11ics 4-H 
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The chart on the preceding pa£e shows the flow of responsibility 
within the Ohio Cooperative Extension Service in June, 1969. 
Starting fran the top down, the director in Ohio is also the dean 
of the College of Agriculture and H(l'.lle Econcmics and the director of the 
Ohio Agricultural Research and Developnent center. The latter institution 
is located at Wooster, Ohio, with several branches, or "outlying :farms," 
in other parts of the state and several. hundred acres of land adjacent 
to or readily accessible to the campus in Columbus which are also used 
tor agricultural production and research programs. 
Dr. Roy M. Kottman became dean of the College and director of what 
was then called the Ohio Agricultural Experiment station on June 1, 1960, 
following retirement of Dean L. L. Rumnell, on December 31, 1959. He 
became director of Extension July 1, 1964. 
The director is the official lir.k between the state cooperative 
Extension Service and the Federal Extension Service (FES), an agency 
of the u. s. Department of Agriculture. 
· Within the state, responsibility for·much of the administration 
of Extension rests upon the associate director of Extension. This is 
Edwin L. Kirby, a member of the administrative staff' since July 1, 1954. 
He served as district supervisor and assistant director before becaning 
acting director :fran October 1, 1963, when the preceding director, 
W, B, Wood, went to India to head the OSU Mission Team at the Punjab 
Agricultural University, Ludhiana, and until Dr. Kottman was named as 
his successor. 
Through the associate director's office a direct line flows to aJ.l 
schools and departments of the college and to all th~ subdivisions of 
the Extension service at state, area, and county levels. 
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The past ten yea.rs have brought important changes in the organization. 
The job of maintaining staff at full strength and, in an organization 
such as Extension, at highest possible levels of canpetency is a very 
real challenge. As needs ha.ve changed, programs have changed, and this 
has called for changes in requirements and qualifications of personnel. 
Recent years have brought sane change in program emphasis and sooie change 
in responsibilities, but these have not altered the basic nature or the 
job. 
At the beginning of the decade, the Cooperative Eictension service 
was operating on an orga.nizational pattern that had been traditional 
all over the country. In addition to the state staff, consistiug or 
administrative personnel and subject matter specialists in agriculture 
aii~ h..::..we: c~onUuics auu. a !+-n Club u.'=.J:.l&.iti..mt:i.'it. whl~il cuurui:r.1.~'-t:U. club ~urk. 
at the state level, and the county staffs at the local end of the line, 
the administrative link between the director•s office and the county 
offices was the district supervisor. Ohio had four districts 
northwest, northeast, southeast, and southwest. 
As program emphasis and needs changed, it was necessary from time 
to time to realign the organizational structure, including district 
supervisors responsibilities. Ear]¥ in 1969, dis·~icts were eliJninated 
and supervisors were relocated in the ten a.re& Extension center o:f'fices. 
Ohio's Cooperative Extension Service began establishing area 
educational programs as early as 1959, with a consumer marketing 
inf'orm&tion office in Cuyahoga Fa.Us, where R. Richard Howard was area 
agent for CUyahoga., Portage, Stai'lt., and Summit Counties. 
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Area Concept Expanded in 1960 
Five nev area Extension a.gent positions were created in 1960. Four 
were established effective July l. The fifth was to become effective 
Auguit 6, upon expiration of the Cincinnati regional marketing contract. 
Two of these involved designation of the already existing resource 
developnent areas as Extension program areas. Area 1 included Belmont, 
Guernsey, Monroe, Morgan, Noble, and Washington counties with G. Howard 
Phillips as area agent. Area 2 included Athens, Gallia, Jackson, Lawrence, 
Meigs, and Vinton Counties with William Miller as area agent. 
A third resource developnent area including Adams, Brown, Clermont, 
Highland, Pike, and Scioto Counties with the agent's position to be 
filled. 
Ar-~rt. 4 ~, 11. ~.,:-rt1 A.nd 1'1lme n.evP)<'!JllPnt s.r~a. !fa.'.1:'l Cl"'">nn11J bP,:-amp. 
area agent serving De:fiance, Fulton, Henry, Paulding, and Williams 
Counties. 
The fifth was a second marketing area. serving Butler, Clermont, 
Hamilton, and Warren Counties with Wallace Dunham as agent on August 6, 1960. 
organizational Changes in the 'Sixties 
On Jlicy 1, 1960, Dr. Robert McCormick. became assistant director, 
training and research. At the same time, Fanchon Warfield became leader, 
Extension training. Robert Dimit, already serving as leader, Extension 
research, continued in that role. 
On January l, 1961, Riley s. Dougan moved into a new}¥ created position 
in Extension administration, leader of agriculture, farm and industry, 
in keeping with the agribusiness concept which was developing so rapid.J.¥ 
in Extension at that time. 
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July 1, 1961, saw a major change in staff alignment with department 
chairmen in those departments with .Extension specialists being added to 
the Extension staff', with ~ent of their sal.a.ries :fran Extension funds 
varying fran three percent to twenty percent, depending upon the number 
ot specialists involved. 
At the same time, several staff members received joint appointments 
with Extension, research at the Experiment Station, and resident teaching 
on campus. This added to the number already on joint appointment, who 
continued on the same basis as in previous years. 
Albert F. Gehres became acting state 4-H Clu.b leader on February l, 1962, 
following the retirement of H. W. Harshfield. 
Mid-summer of that year brought f'urther reorganization of Extension 
program and finance in Extension administration. 
Robert McCormick took on responsibility for personnel, training, 
and research. 
Everett Rogers became leader, resource developnent, half time. 
n. B. Robinson, assistant director, programs, resigned that July l 
to take an assignment with the osu/USAID Mission to India at the 
University of Udaipur, Ra.jasthan. 
Also that summer say ~orthwest district supervisor, Herbert Hadley, 
take leave to work toward a doctor's degree at Michigan state University. 
Temporarily, Clair Young, 4-H supervisor in southwest Ohio, assumed 
leadership of the northwest team. 
Dwue Lau, county Extension agent, agriculture, w.cas County, became 
district supervisor, 4-H, northwestern Ohio. 
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September, 1962, saw two Extension supervisors, hane economics, 
leave the Ohio State staff a.nd retU2"Il to county positions. 
Mrs. Katherine Brittingham moved to Arizona, and Mrs. Olive Parrish 
transferred to the position of county Extension agent, home econanics, 
Athens county. 
Effective November l, 1962, Mabel Sarbaugb, up to then Extension 
specialist in home management, became district supervisor for home 
economics in the northwest district where Mrs. Parrish had been serving. 
Austin Ezzell joined the supervisory team in northeastern Ohio on 
November 16, 1962, giving leadership to developing programs in agriculture 
and marketing. He had been working in merchandising education. 
Richard Skinner followed Ezzell in that position on January 1, 1963. 
Also that fall, Marshall Whisler, county Extension agent, agriculture, 
in Medina county since 1943, became area. Extension agent, :fa.rm management, 
serving Wayne, Ashland, Holmes, and Medina Counties. 
Richard Young, 4-H a.gen~, La.ke county, became associate leader, 4-H, 
March l.6, 1963. 
John Moore, Madison County Extension agent since 1947 resigned 
December 31, 1962, to work toward his Ph.D. degree then became fa.rm 
management specialist in southwestern Ohio on June 16, 1963. 
January 1, 1963, brought new assignments to G. Haward Fhillips as 
assistant state leader, resource developnent; Paul R. Thanas, as Extension 
specialist, market inf'ormation for consumers; and Marian E. Hermance, 
as Extension specialist in institutional management. Phillips came to 
the state staff' from a position as area agent, resource developnent. 
Thanas moved fi'an Franklin county Extension agent, 4-H. Miss Herma.nee 
came to Ohio t'rom Michigan ,rhere she had been district program speciallst. 
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October J.6, 1963, brought Richards. Sechrist on to the staff s.s 
dairy testing supervisor to provide field assistance to county dairy 
testing supervisors. 
W, B. Wood resigned as director of Extension in September, 1963, 
and joined the OSU/uSAID Mission to India as team leader at the Punjab 
Agricultural University in I.lldhiana, Punjab. Dr. Garth Volk, chairman, 
&gronOOJ1, became cha.inn.an or·a ca::muttee to screen candidates for the 
position of director. His committee included Wallace Barr, James M. Beattie, 
Ruth Deacon, c. D. McGrew, Robert Stewart, and Byron Gamble. E. L. Kirby 
became acting director while the search went on. 
The period of vacancy in the director's position necessitated a 
number of staff adjustments. 
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in addition to his continuing duties in over-all leadership in personnel, 
training, and Extension research. 
Riley s. Dougan assumed general program leadership and coordination; 
Austin Ezzell joined the administrative staff to assist with program 
supervision and coordination in Projects III and rv, working close~ 
with Dr. Dougan. 
Charles Haas took on the additional duties in the northeast dictrict 
which Dr. Ezzell ha.d been :performing. 
Howard Phillips assumed leadership for resource developnent. 
Fanchon Warfield took on responsibilities of' hate econoodcs 
supervision in southwest Ohio in addition to her duties in Extension 
training and resident teaching. 
Richard Young served as supervisor of 4-H in the northeast district 
along with his work as associate state leader, 4-H. 
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Bea Cleveland expanded her efforts to include 4-H training 
assistance along with her duties statewide as assistant state leader, 
4-H, 
E. L, Kirby retained his duties of providing leadership to progr~ 
matters for the Extension Service along with the added duties of acting 
director. 
In the spring of 1964, Loa D. Whitfield resigned as state leader 
of home econCJnics effective .'\pril 30. Vivian Johnston, southeast 
district heme econanics supervisor, became acting state leader and 
continued her work as district supervisor. 
Reorganization Sets Up Six Extension Districts 
Ohio was rezoned into six supervisory districts effective July 1 
ot that year. The supervisory staff was r~assigned, The home econanics 
and 4-H supervisors received new designations, becaning district program 
leaders. The new supervisory roster showed: 
District Sunervisoro 
Charles Haas------ Northeast District 
L, A. Beat-------- Southeast District 
Thanas Jenkins---- Southwest District 
Herbert Hadley---- Northwest District 
To be designated -- north Central District 
To be designated -- South Centrnl District 
District Program Leaders, Hane Econ:mics 
Vivian Johnston·-- Southeast and South Central Districts 
Mabel Sarbaugh ---- Northwest and North Central Districts 
Anita HcCormick --- Northeast and Southwest Districts 
~ ,. 
< ~, 
i 
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District Program Leaders, ~-!! 
Fred Bruny -------- Southeast and South central Districts 
Duane Lau--------- Northwest and North Central Districts 
Russell Smith----- Northeast and Southwest Districts 
Plans inc1uded establishment of an additional position as assistant 
state leader, 4-H e.nd a position of assistant state leader, hane econanics. 
Another major staff adjustment announced in connection with the 
JUly 1, 1964, reorganization was the designation of five assistant 
directors. Each was asked to assume leadership of total staff in their 
respective areas of responsibility. 
Robert w. McCormick, assistant director, administrative management 
was responsible for personnel, training, research, and business operations. 
of Agricultural Education, pa.rt time, and to give leadership to graduate 
training for Extension statt. He served as immediate supervisor and 
directed activities of the leader, business operations; leader, financial 
analysis; leader, Extension training~ and leader, Extension research. 
Riley s. Dougan, assistant director, community and public aft'airs, 
was responsible for all phases of those programs for the total Extension 
Service. He served as immediate supervisor and directed activities of 
the leader, resource development; leader, safety and emergency prepared-
ness; and the area agents, resource developnent. Also, he supervised 
preparation and analysis of long-time J)rOgrams, annual plans of work, 
and reports of resu1ts. 
Austin B. Ezzell, assistant director, agriculture, was responsible 
tor developnent and direction of agricultural and marketing phases of 
the total Extension program. He was immediate supervisor and directed 
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activities of area Extension agents, marketing, management, and 
horticulture. He worked with other assistant directors and department 
chairmen in coordinating efforts of specialists requiring the inter-
disciplinary approach to effective programs in agriculture and 
marketing. 
Albert F. Gehres, assistant director and state leader, 4--H, was 
immediate supervisor and directed the efforts of the associate and 
assistant state leaders, 4-H, and the dlstrict program leaders, 4-H. 
He provided leadership to the total Extension sta.:f'f in developing a 
canplete understanding of 4-H and youth work as an integral pa.rt of 
the total Extension educational effort and coordinated all efforts 
requiring a.n interdisciplinary approach to eff'ective programs in 4-H 
~-..:, -·~ -- --~ ..... .L,.. _____ .. _ 
........... V VWV._ ., VU. VU ,~ VA ,l\i,. 
Vivian Johnston was to continue in an acting capacity as assistant 
director and state leader, home econanics. 
w. E. Stuckey became state leader, safety and emergency 
prepa.red.D.ess. 
January 1, 1965, Brings Additional Changes 
At the beginning of 1965, Robert W. McConnick requested a change 
ot assignment to devote more time to research and teaching. He was 
relieved of the aoministrative responsibilities of the position of 
assistant director, administrative management and became state lead.er, 
Extension studies and evaluation, replacing Robert Dimit who transferred 
to the position of Extension specialist, rural sociology effective 
January l, 1965, also. 
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On December 1, 1964, Charles A. Haas assumed new duties as 
assistant state leader, personnel. He was to devote a major portion 
of his time recruiting needed county Extension staff. He also took on 
responsibility for counseling staff on retirement, insurance, and other 
similar aspects of Extension employment. 
Paul Leidheiser, former county Extension agent, agriculture, 
Lorain County, who had serv-ed as northeast district supervisor on a 
temporary basis :frcm September 1 until December 1, 1964, became super-
visor on that date, succeeding Mr. Haas. 
To expedite and assure understanding of all the reorganizational 
steps of the recent period of change, Director Kottman prepared a 
statement entitled, "Readjusting Extension Resources to Meet Changing 
needs," which he distributed to the entire sta.i'f of Ohio Cooperative 
Extension Service with the December 21, 1964, "Green Letter (see 
Append.be IT) • 
On January 1, 1965, Dr. orlo L. Musgrave became assistant 
director, administrati~n. 
Mrs. Naurine Higgins became assistant director and state leader, 
bane econanics effective June l, 1965. Her appointment was 8Jlllounced 
in mid-January of that year. 
Few major changes in the organization of the Ohio Cooperative 
Extension Service occurred from mid-1965 until a general reorganization 
of the supervisory staff announced early in 1969 which resulted :f'ran 
the establishment of ten new supervisory areas. This was the ultimate 
result of a continuing effort over the years to develop the area center 
concept. Steps taken early in the decade and recounted earlier in this 
chapter and in Chapter VI were preliminary to this major reorganization. 
Eight area centers were established on January 1, 1965, with an 
announced plan for eight area Extension agents in each center. This 
required some realocation of funds fran Federal and state sources and 
made it necessary for counties wishing to retain more than two agents 
to increase their appropriations by County Commissioners in the amount 
ot $6,000 annualy toward the salary of the third agent. 
Limitations .imposed by lack ot funds caused Extension to fal 
short of objectives in employing area. personnel, however, and in a 
move to strengthen the area center operations a.nd give greater support 
to area center personnel and programs, the state Extension administration ' 
realigned the entire state into the ten new Extension areas mentioned 
above. 
~ ~ r.eict,ilt:f na area staff organization looked like this. 
Planned Area Extension Agent Positions E,l ~ Extension Centers 
Canfield Area Extension Center -
l Area Supervisor 
l Farm Manaeement 
1 Ae;ronany • 5 Animal Industry 
1 Dairy Industry 
1 Horticultural Industry • 5 Poultry Industry 1 Canmu.nity Resource Develoiment 1 4-H 1 Heme Economics -
9 Total FrE 
Deriance ~ Extension Center 
1 Area Supervisor 1 Farm Management l Agronomy 
l Animal Industry • 5 Dairy Industry • 5 Horticultural Industry •3 Poultry Industry • 5 Agricultural Marketing 1 Community Resource Developnent l 4-H l Heme Economics 
8. 8 Total FTE 
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Wooster~ Extension Center Wapakoneta Area Extension Center 
l Area Supervisor 1 Area Supervisor 
l Farm Ma.n.a.gement l Farm Ma.ne..gemcnt 
l Aeronony l .Agronomy 
• 5 Animal Industry l Animal Industry 
l Dairy Industry l Dairy Industry 
l Horticultural Industry .4 Poultry Industry 
• 5 Poultry Industry l Ccmmuni ty Resource Developnent 
1 Comm.unity Resource Developnent l 4-H 
l 4-H l Home Economics 
l Hooi.e Economics -
8.4 Total. F.rE 
9 Total F1'E 
Fremont Area Extension Center ~· Gilead Area Extension center 
l Area Supervisor l Area Supervisor 
l Fa.rm Management l Farm Management 
l Agronan.y l Agrononcy-
1 Animal Industry l Animal Industry 
• 5 DairJ IndustrJ 1 Dairy Industry 
.5 Horticultural Industry l C~llillWlity Resource Developnent 
• 5 Agricultural 1,1arketing l 4-H 
l Community Resource Develo'J'.J]lent 1 Home Economics 
l 4-H -
!.__H::ne Economics 8 Total FrE 
8. 5 Total FrE 
Ea.ton~ Extension Center Jackson~ Extension center 
1 
1 
1 
l 
Area Supervisor 1 Area Supervisor 
Fa.rm Ha.nagcuent 1 Fe.rm Management 
Agronomy 1 Agronomy 
Animal Industry (Beef and l An1~..aJ. Industry 
Sheep) .5 Dairy Industry 
.5 Animal Industl"J (Swine) .5 l'oultry Industry 
.5 Dairy Industry l Canmunity Resource Developnent 
.5 Horticultural L~dustry l 4-H 
.3 Poultry Industry .!._ Heme Economics 
l Community Resource Developnent 
l 4~ 8 Total FrE 
1 Home Economics -
8.8 Total FTE 
Washi!}gton £· !!· ~ 
Extension Center 
McConnelsville Area 
Extension Cente~ 
l Area Supervisor l Area Supervisor 
1 Farm Management l Farm Management 
l Agronany l Agronomy 
l Animal Industry (Beef and 1 Animal Industry 
Sheep) • 5 Dail-y Industry 
ill 
• 5 Animal Industry {Swine) • 5 Poultry Industry 
.5 Dairy Industry l Camnunity Resource Developnent 
.5 Horticultural Industry l 4-H 
l Canmunity Resource Developnent l Home Econ~ics 
l 4-H -
l Home Economics 8 Total Fl'E -
8. 5 Total FTE 
Planned~ Extension Agent 
Positi'E!!! El Specialty 
Total Number of Positions Planned 
10 Area Supervisors 
10 Farm Management 
lv Ag:.ron~ 
lO Animal Industry 
7 Dairy Industry 
4 Horticultural Industry 
3 Poultry Industry 
l Agricultural Marketing 
10 Community Resource Developnent 
10 4-H 
!Q H~e Economics 
85 Total 
Number Requested~ 1969-71 Budget~ Number~~ Filled~ ~-TI 
Total Number !lumber to 
Planned Present Requested be Filled 
·specialty Positions Positions in 1969-71 in 1971-73 
Area supervisor 10 5 5 0 
Fa.rm Management 10 8 2 0 
Agron any 10 5 5 0 
Animal Industry 10 7 2 1 
Dairy Industry 7 3 4 0 
Horticultural Industry 4 l 3 0 
Poultry Industry 3 l 2 0 
Agricultural Marketing 1 l 0 0 
com. Res. Developnent 10 4 l 5 
4-H 10 10 0 0 
Hane Economics 10 1 .l 2 -
Total 85 46 31 8 
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The area Extension center is designed to locate Extension teaching 
resources closer to the point of need. State staf'f subject matter 
specialists have long since been unable to meet all the demands upon 
their time originating fi'om eighty-eight counties in the state. While 
these specialists will continue to assist with Extension educational 
programs out over the state., their efforts will nov be more otten 
concentrated in and channeled through the area center programs. 
Extension Specialist's Role Changes 
This situation has developed concurrently with a trend which might 
very well be called., "The Changing Role of the Extension Specialist." 
Numerous factors relating to the fast-changing needs of Ohio's 
agricultural industry dictated modJfica.tion of Extension specialists• 
functions and mode of operation during the 1960•s. :new fields of 
endeavor were added to the traditional production., marketing., and 
heme econan.ics pattern. Among these were the areas of safety education, 
safe use of pesticides, and more extensive use of 'N. The demands of 
more high'.cy sophisticated., better-trained producers, marketing agency 
personnel, and technical specialists associated with the agricultural 
business required such changes. 
The specialist staff' was expanded moderately and newly empl.oyed 
specialists were most often those with a Ph.D. degree in a highly 
specialized field of endeavor. Thus., turf specialists, nutritionists, 
geneticists., toxicologists were emplc,yed ins:t,ead of agronomists, animal 
husbandmen, or entanologists in sane cases. 
A valiant effort was made to meet the specific needs of the more 
highly specialized producers and processors by the inaugurations of the 
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area-agent plan during the 'sixties. Agrcnr:r.ry, animal industry, farm 
manage-.ment, dairy industry, and other types of agents were employed to 
serve the area centers scattered throughout the state, and eventually 
established in ten locations. This stuff of more than forty area agents, 
which is designed for expansion to nearly one hundred, served to fill 
the need for increased depth of instruction which the limited staff of 
county Extension employees could not fill adequately. These agents 
were more readily available to localized and specialized use than many 
of the university-based specialists. 
The :t'unction of the specialist was modified to fortify the teaching 
of the area agents as well as the county Extension agents and sane 
acceleration of training for their respective and specific jobs was 
Area agents generall.¥ meet with the respective departments with 
Which they are identified at regular departmental. staf:f meetings. Area 
agents have been able to accomplish many more in-depth type of activities 
and have maintained a closer liaison with their subject matter clientele 
than bad ever been possible in the previai s history of the Extension 
Service. University-based specialists have more frequent contact with 
the area agents of their respective departments than has ever been 
possible between the state-based personnel and county Extension agents. 
The canbination or circumstances which led to and indicated the need 
for these changes was the acceleration in transportation, specialization 
ot agricultural producers and the processors, and more rapid and varied 
means of canmunication. 
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At the area levels, agents with subject matter specialties will 
do more ot the teaching and will also train agents and local leaders 
to assume responsibilities for local programs. Thus, in areas of eight 
to ten counties Extension programs will be developed to fit the needs 
of the audiences in those areas and will bring Extension education 
closer to the grassroots where fran the very beginning it has rested 
on the county Extension staff. 
Thus, though recent yea.rs have brought changes in program emphasis 
and changes in organization, including sane changes in responsibilities 
of county Extension agents, they have not actually altered the basic 
nature or their job, which is to carry on Extension education programs 
in agriculture and hane economics and related subjects among the people 
county Extension Work in the 'Sixties 
County Extension agents working with adults in agriculture, including 
both farm and non-farm agricultural interests, have generally also been 
delegated the responsibility of functioning as team leader, or ch.airman 
ot the county staff. In 1958, the designation for these a.gents was 
changed f'ran county Agricultural Extension agent to county Extension 
agent, agriculture. At the same time, h~e economics agents became 
county Extension a.gents, heme economics, and 4-H a.gents became county 
Elctension agents, 4-H. 
Increased emphasis on college student recruiting made it advisable 
to designate one or more mer.ibers of the county team to assume this 
responsibility. Thus, in addition to the position title, one member 
of the team, either agricultural agent or 4-H agent, also took on 
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leadership in counseling prospective students in agriculture, and the 
home economics a.gent assumed leadership in counseling prospective students 
in hane economics. 
During this period, emphasis on marketing ini'ormation for consumers, 
rural developnent, and farm and hooie developnent shi:f'ted frcm one county 
to a multi-county scope. Area Extension agents, marketing, came on the 
scene starting in 1959 (seep. 100). 
Ohio's County Agent Story Interesting 
Few counties have gone without county agricultural agents for any 
length of time since Extension work started in Ohio. Some counties 
have had more changes over the years tha.~ others. 
Tvo counties have had only two agricultural agents since the 
beginning of Extension work in Ohio. R. w. Munger became county agent 
1n Shelby County on March 1, 1918, and served until June 30, 1952. 
Lloyd Lutz succeeded him in that position the next day and has served 
continuously since. In Fayette County, w. w. Montgomery served as 
agricultural agent from February 1, 1923, until March 3, 1962. He was 
followed by Phil Grover, who is still agent there. 
Although county Extension agents in home economics did not come 
on the job in most Ohio counties as early as men agents did, the tenure 
pattern has been quite similar. Montganery County seems to have been 
first to employ a home agent, January 17, l.917. Mahoning County followed 
on September 8 of that same year. Erie, Frar.klin, and Tuscarawas 
Counties came along on January 1, 1918, and Lorain County, the .following 
September 1. 
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Most counties started bane economics agents in the 'twenties and 
'thirties and with few exceptions have supported work in home economics 
Extension education continuously. Generally, vn.ca.ncies have been filled 
within a matter of only a few months at most, although in the ear.:cy 
'sixties a few positions went unfilled for a year or so a.nd some as 
much as three years. 
Looking b&ck over the events and developnents in Extension, one 
sees an interesting blend of tradition, strength, purpose, character, 
dedication, innovation, and resourcefulness. These run throughout the 
entire Extension system, t"ran county agents to top administration. 
They point toward continued effort to impart to all Extension educational 
programs the same philosopby embodied in the slogan, "To make the best 
CIJ.AnEn VIII 
CQM.iUNICATION TRE?IDS 
The decade of the'sixties marked a period in which Office of 
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rtmge of supjecltmatter supplied by state specialists. Editors and 
artists aimed their radio tapes, television films, news releases, 
magazine articles, publications, and visual materials at special 
interest groups. Their output of mass media materials stressed high 
priority programs of Extension specialists and assistant directors. 
1'.bese programs included farm business management, marketing, outlook., 
rural beautification, cost analysis, farm safety, use of pesticides, 
farm waste disposal, recreation, and educational aid to low income 
families. 
~e new look in publications featured the use of more color ano 
an 8-k x ll. format for convenient filing. Extension publications 
increased in both quantity and quality. Closer editing contributed 
toward more readable cow, and additional. funds made possible the 
production of a greater vol.ume and variety of publications, i'he 
lJ.8 
·publications budget more than doubled in the ten-year period -- a 
period which saw a dramatic shift :f'rom letterpress to of-fset printing. 
By 1$69, about ninety-five per cent of all Extension printing was done 
by the offset process. By the same period; four-color illustrations 
\orere appearing throughout Extension's annual report. 
Efforts to expedite the editing and processing of 4-Il literature 
led to the appointment of an assistant Extension editor, 4-H on 
July 1, 1968. This move helped considerably to speed the production 
and processing of 4-H literature. 
Extension Uses o.s.u. Central Printing and Mailing 
On January 1, 1968, Extension entered into an agreement with The 
Ohio State University for integrating its publications and mailing 
operations i~to the University's central operation. All mailing and 
duplicating functions performed by Extension's mail room were shifted 
' 
to a service bureau basis to be performed by the University. Three 
tul.l-time eurployees were transferred to the appropriate personnel 
bud.get of the university operation. The fo\U'th full-time employee 
was retained on the Extension staff' as an editorial assistant to act 
as a coordinator between Extension and the central operation. 
Ex:.ansion' s mailing room and equipment and su:ppl.ies likewise were 
transferred to the central operation. 
Electronic }!edia Services Grow 
Radio and television became increasingly important tools for 
getting Extension's story to the people as the number of commercial 
stations increased. In the early 196o•s, commercial radio stations 
were using about 90 Extension tapes a month. By the end of the decade, 
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that nn,~ber had climbed to m~re than 200, with 50 commercial stations 
using the tapes regularly. "- -
Trends to short-segment programming prompted Eh-tension radio 
editors to turn to three-minute, "open-ended" tapes to which local 
broadcasters could add their own openings and closings to meet program 
needs. Extension specialists and agents also made more use of sound 
in furthering their educational efforts. 
Television Program Service Trends 
Television bloomed into a :t'ul.1-sce.le educational tool for Extension 
in the 1960 's. From the regular daily broadcasts over the Uni ver si ty • s 
television facility, WOSU-TV, the emphasis changed to production of 
short features which could be syndicated and distributed to commercial 
$tations throughout the state. 
Early efforts to do this involved use of k.inescope recording 
facilities ati,WOSU-:-TV in 1959-6o-61. The films thus produced were 
shipped to a few. commercial stations on which local county agents had 
regular program times and ~rogram directors could use the kinescope 
recordings along with other 16-mm motion pictures films from the 
Extension library to sustain a regular program on the air. 
TV program production figures for 1960 showed a total of 262 
programs produced; 35 kinescope recordings; 13 motion picture 
features. At this time, the Extension television editor was 
appearing regularly on an early morning program on WLW-C, Colu.111bus, 
and conducting an Extension program segment. Use of the University 
station was largely for production of program features for use on 
commercial stations. 
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In 1961, the annual report showed the introduction of videotape 
recordings to the Extension TV program service. Total T\1 programs 
produced.: WI.W-C, 265; WTOL-T\1, Toledo, 17: WSTV•TV, Wheeling, 13; 
others, 14~ recorded on videotape, 2: on kinescope, 13. 
Reports o:f following years showed a graduate decrease in the 
number of programs and program features produced, accanpa.nied by an 
increase in the number of stations using the features thus ma.de 
available to them. Wid.espread acquisition o:f videotape equipnent 
OYer the :period fran 1961-1961~ ma.de this the best and most acceptable 
tool for program recording and distribution. 
By 1969 the videotape and film service supplied features to twenty 
stations, with the television editor producing thirty-:five short units 
a year for both TV and live viewing. 
Graphic Services Expand 
Another area in which this period saw significant change primarily 
to meet the need for more selective teaching and communication tools is 
that of graphic arts and teaching aids. 
Prior to 1959 most of the work in this area consisted largely of 
blaclt and white photography for publications and the ma.king of lettered 
presentation visuals, such as flip charts, graphs, signs, and posters. 
Beginning in 1959, work in this department expanded to include 
more variety. Production of illustrated presentation visuals increased, 
as did 35-mm. slides and graphic il1ustrati~ns for use in publications. 
The department became involved in designing and building exhibits for 
the State Fair booth for the Cooperative Extension Service. 
The work load increased. substantially, requiring employment of two 
additional full-time artists besides the assistant editor. 
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Photographic service became almost a department-wide part of the 
operation with three staff members regularly taking pictures for news 
releases and publication illustrations, teaching, slides, and exhibits, 
and a couple of others shooting motion picture films and miscellaneous 
pictures. 
With the increase in importance of photographic service, a :f'ul.1-time 
photographer joined the Information staff in 1965. 
Teaching and Training Is Part of Job 
As Area ~enter programs gained momentum, artists and editors 
became more and more involved in the preparation o~ teaching materials 
for in-depth schools end seminars at area and mul.ti-county levels. At 
the same time, they expanded their roles as teachers by conducting 
in-service training sessions in the communications skills for Extension 
agents, specialists, supervisors, and administrators. 
In the summer of 1967, the Information office employed a full-time 
technical assistant in the audio-visual aids section. His duties were 
to improve the service afforded specialists using visual aids 
equipment, to maintain this equipment in good working condition, and to 
provide a better system for receiving and dispensing it. He also was 
charged with the responsibility of supervising the :film library and the 
distribution of radio tapes and television films. 
Home Study Courses Dropped 
The last of the Extension correspondence courses, conducted through 
the Information office, were discontinued in 1967. At tbat time only 
two courses remained. The few applicants for courses could no longer 
Justify the time and effort involved in keeping the 1·ecords, grading 
the lessons, and mail.ing the necessary materials. 
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Beginning with the spring issue in 1954, the name of the 
quarterly publication of the Ohio Cooperative Extension Service 
known up to then as ~ Extension ~yice News was changed to 
PROGRESS Reports of Educational Accom-olishments Qf. ~!!!:. Qh!£. Coonerati ve 
Extension Service. The single word EB_~§_§ received special display 
treatment in the masthead and on the cover. 
Purpose of the change was to make the publication title fit more 
aptly the contents ot the organ, and to dress it up to make it more 
appealing to the reader. Interest in the publication, as indicated by 
the slowly declining number of persons -who requested it l.ihen the 
mailing lists were revised as required by law each year, seemed to 
justify some effort in this direction. 
'became the channel for releasing the annual report of the Cooperative 
Extension Service to the public. Three such editions followed, the 
I 
last being published in the spring of 1968 as the Annual Report of the 
Cooperative Extension Service for 1967. 
With that issue, publication ceased, at least as a periodical. 
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P.e fe re nee s 
l. Adjusting Program Development Procedures to optimize the use of 
available profesaional resources ot county, area, and state levels. 
(Revised and Approved by the Extension Administrative Cabinet), 
Cooperative Extension Service, OSU, m1meo, 2/17/69. 
2. ''Battelle Study Report, The" - Final report on An Objective Evalua-
tion ot tbe Present and Potential Structure and Functions of the 
Ohio Cooperative Extension Senice to Tbe Agr1cu1ture and Allied 
Interest• Study Committee. Fisb!l, W. L., Collings, o. W ., and 
Wllbelmy, o., Jr. Battelle Memorial Institute, 505 King Avenue, 
Columbus, Ohio, 43201. 7/23/64. 
3. Challenges Facing Education in a Changing Society. Address by 
Roy M. Kottman, Dean, College of Agriculture and .Home Economics, 
and Director, Ohio Agricultural Experiment Station, at the Annual 
Extension Conference, October 26, 1960. Manuscript. 
4. "Committees ••• a key to group leadership". North Central Regional 
Extension Publication No. 18, NCRS-5, leadership Series Bo. l, 
May, 1965. {Sheldon G. Lowry) 
5. Current Heeds for the Ohio Cooperative Extension Education Program, 
1959-1961. Ohio Cooperative Extension Service., OSU. A follow-up 
ot tbe SCOPE Report. 
6. De.Uy News Releases, Ohio Cooperative Extension Senice Office of 
Information. Annual bound volumes 1959 through 1968. Agricultural 
College Library, Agricultural Administration Bu1l.d1ng, OSU. 
7. Extension Service News, Ohio Cooperative Extension Service Office of 
Information. Volume 40-46, bound, 1957-1963, inclusive. Agricultural 
College Library, Agricultural Administration Building, osu. 
8. Faculty Handbook tor Extension Service Workers. Ohio Cooperative 
Extension Service, osu. February 1967. 
9. FOCUS, Extension Home Economics. Home Economics Sub-committee of' 
ECOP (Extension Committee on Organization and Policy), American 
Association of I.and-Grant Colleges and State Uni'versities, 
November 1966. 
10. GREEB !ETTERS, 1b!. File ot au issues chronologically, with 
enclosures. Office of the AHociate Director, Ohio Cooperative 
Extension Service, 3 Agricultural Administration Building, 2120 
Fytte Read, OSU Campus, Columbus, Ohio. 
11. ibid ••• specifically Febr. 11, 1964. (References to Battelle Study 
and "Little Hoover Commieeion" recommendations.) 
12. ibid ••• specU'ically ~c. 21, 1964. (Director's notes to total staff 
on reorganization.) 
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13. Guidelines f'or Participt\tion of Resident Instruction, Reeea.1·ch, and 
Extension Peroonnel 1n "Across·Budgetacy-L1nes11 Educational Programs 
for Agriculture and Home Economics. Mimeo distributed w1 th GREEB 
LETJER, June l, 1965. 
14. History of the Ohio Cooperative Extension Work in Agriculture and 
Home Economics. Christian, C. F. Ohio Cooperative Extension Service, 
OSU College of Agriculture and Home Economics, Columbus, o. June 1959. 
15. Home Economics aa an Integral Part of the Ohio Cooperative Extension 
Program. Address by E. L. Kirby, associate director, Ohio Cooperative 
Extension Service, at the Ohio Extension Homemakers' Council E%ecuti ve 
Board Ret1ng, July, 1964. 
l.6. Miscellaneous papers f'rom Extension Program Development Workshops, 
October 29 to November l, 1963, including remaru by E. L. Kirby, and 
suggestions by a study committee, and a six-part discussion outline of 
"~ntative Guidelines for Develop1Dg Long-Time County Program Plans 
i'b.rougb the Resource Development Approach." Office of' the AHociete 
Director, Ohio Cooperative Extension Service, 3 Agricultural Amain• 
1stration Building, 2120 Fyffe Road, OSU campus, Columbus, o. 
17. Objective• and Recommendations to Improve Extension 'a P.elationshiY-
vitb Otber Groups. Mimeo distributed with the GREEB IET'mR, 3/5/69. 
18. One Hundred Years of Better Living through Education and Resee.rch 1n 
Agriculture and Home Economics. Rummell, I.eo L. College of Agricw.-
ture and Home Economics, The Ohio State University, end the Ohio 
Agricultural Experiment Station, Public Intomation Series 63, and 
Extension Bulletin 422, Agricultural Extension Service, osu, Columbus, 
Ohio. 1962. 
19. Policies and Guidelines 1n Providing Curriculum Yaterials and In· 
Service Education to ~acbers of Vocational Agriculture. Memo ot 
Understanding, March 17·18, 1969. Faculty Handbook for Ohio Extension 
Workers. 
20. PROGRESS Reports or Educational Accomplishments ot the Ohio Cooi,erative 
Extension Service, Vol. 4, No. 2, Summer, 1967. Library, College of 
Agriculture and Home Economics, Agricultural Administration Building, 
2120 Fyffe Road, OSU Campus. 
21. PROOR'ESS, 1967 Annual Report of' the Ohio Cooperative Extension Service. 
22. Projected Program for Home Economics Exteneion, A. Cooperative 
Extension Service, osu. January 1962. 
23. Readjusting Extension Reeourcea to Meet Changing Deeds, the Reorgan-
ization Pl.an for the Ohio Cooperative Extension Service. Mimeo with 
GREEB LETIER, 12./21/64. 
24. Remarks at Extension District Spring Conferences. JCottman, Roy M. 
Mimeo with GREEB IET'reR, 6/12/69. 
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25. Respons1bil1 ties of the Ohio Cooi;:e rati ve Extension Service to 
Organized Groups, Including Cooperatives. Mimeo with GREEN UTTER, 
May 14, 1965. 
26. SCOPE P.eport, The. A Statement of Scope and Responsibility of~ 
Coope re. ti ve Extension Service ••• 'l'cday. Sub-Com:n1 ttee of the Extension 
Committee on Organization and Policy. April 1958. 
27. Working Agreement betveen tbe Ohio Coo:perat1ve Extension Service, 
OSU, and the Soil and Water Conservation District• of Ohio. Mimeo 
with GREEN IETl'ER, 9/10/65. 
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APPENDIX I 
Smj th-Lever Cooperative Extension Act, Approved May 8, 1914. 
This Act p:rovided for cooperative agricultural Extension work 
between land-grant colleges and tr.e United States Department of Agri-
culture. Total funds were to be apportioned amor.g the states on the 
basis of rural population on the condition that the state provide an 
equal amount. 
The Act states: 
"Cooperative agricultural F...xtension work shall consist of 
the giving of instruction and practical demonstrations in 
agricult.ure and home economics to persons not attending 
or resident in said colleges in the several communities, 
and imparting to such persons info-rmation on said subjects 
through field demonstration, publications, and otherwise." 
With the growth and development of Extension work, the purposes 
of the act haYe been interpreted by various administrators and edu-
cational committees to include not only agricultural and home eco-
nomics practices, but also many related factors which contribute 
. ~?__enriched ~iving in rural areas. 
Amended Smith-Lever Act, Approved October 51 1962. 
"Cooperative Extension work between the Land-Grant Colleges and 
the United States Department of Agriculture is authorized by 
the Smith-Lever Act. The provisions of the Act, in effect as 
of October 5, 1962, are as follows: 
"SEC. 1. In order to aid in diffusing among the people of the 
United States useful and practical information on subjects relating 
to agriculture and home economics; and to encourage the application 
of the same, there may be continued or inaugurated in connection 
with the college or colleges in each State, Territory, or possession, 
now receiving, or which may hereafter receive, the benefits of the 
Act of Congress approved July second, eighteen hundred and sixty-
two, entitled, 'An Act donating public lands to the several States 
and Territories which may provide colleges for the benefit of agri-
culture and the mechanic arts, 1 and of the Act of Congress approved 
August thirtieth, eighteen Qundred and ninety, agricultural 
extension work· which shall be carried on in cooperation with 
the United States Department of Agriculture: Provided, t~at in 
any State, Territory, or possession in which two or more such 
colleges have been or hereafter may be established, the appro-
priations hereinafter made to such State, Territory, or 
possession shall be administered by such college or colleges as 
the legislature of such State, Territory, or possession may direct. 
"SEC. 2. Cooperative agricultural extension work shall consist of 
the giving of instruction and practical demonstrations in agri-
culture and home economics and subjects relating thereto to persons 
not attending or resident in said colleges in the several com-
munities, and imparting information on said subjects through 
demonstrations, publications, and otherwise and for the necessary 
printing and distribution of information in connection with the 
foregoing; and this work shall be carried on in such manner as may 
be mutually agreed upon by the Secretary of Agriculture and the 
State agricultural college or colleges or TerritorJ or possession 
receiving the benefits of this Act. 
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APPENDIX II 
MEMBERSHIP OF THE 1969 EXECUTIVE CCM-0:TTEE 
AND 
:FUNCTIONS OF THE STATE EXTENSION ADVISORY C(M.1ITTEE 
Ohio Cooperative Extension Service 
The Ohio State University 
Chainnan - Wilbur Williams, Route 5, Wilmington 45177 (Clinton County) 
Vice-chairman - Larry Bauman, Route 2, Amherst 44001 (Lorain county) 
Secretary - Mrs. Virgil Hite, 5033 Baer Road, Marion 43302 (Marion County) 
Past Chainnan - Ted Titgemeyer, Route 4, Napoleon 43545 (Henry County) 
COONTY EXTENSION ADVISORY C(M.UTTEE REPRESENTATIVES 
Canfield Extension Area (John P. Farker, Jr., Supervisor} 
Mrs. Ralph Robine~te, Route 5, Salem 44460 (Mahoning County) 
Clare Chapnan, RD 2, Andover 44003 {Ashtabula County) 
Wooster Extension Area {Paul c. Leidheiser, Supervisor) 
Larry Bauman, Route 2, Amherst 44001 (Lorain County) 
, Mrs. Wayne Specht, RD 2, Dover 44622 (Tuscarawas County) 
Fremont Extension Area (Frederick. T. Grimm, Supervisor) 
Norman Phillips, Route l, Risingsun 43457 (Sandusky County) 
Mrs. Sandy Knowlton, Route 3, Bucyrus 44820 ( Crawf'ord County) 
Defiance Extension Area (James H. Limbird, Supervisor) 
Mrs. Gertrude Cook, Route 2, Swanton 43558 (Fulton County) 
Lister Barnhart, Route 3, Montpelier 43543 (Williams County) 
Wapakoneta Extension Area (David R. Miskell, Supervisor) 
Boyd Rogers, Route 2, Kenton 43326 (Hardin County) 
Mrs. David Corwin, Route 1, Ridgeway 43345 (Logan County) 
Mt. Gilead Extension Area (Francis Dalrymple, Supervisor) 
Mrs. Virgil Hite, 5033 Baer Road, Marion 43302 (Marion County) 
Fred Lifer, Route 6, Lancaster 43130 (Fairfield County) 
Ea.ton Extension Area (George F. Wadlington, Supervisor) 
Mrs. Curtis Beck., 1295 West Lower Springboro Road, Route l, 
Franklin 45005 (Warren County) 
Harry Paulin, 4951 Riggs Road, Oxford 45056 (Butler County) 
Washington c. H, Extension Area (Thomas D. Jenkins, Supervisor) 
Frank Dill,-Route 6, Washington C.H. 43160 (Fayette County) 
Mrs. Gene Straley, Route 2, Cedarville 45314 (Greene county) 
Jackson Extension Area (Charles P. Knotts, Supervisor) 
Mrs. Roy Holter, RR 3, Pomeroy 45769 (Meigs County) 
Wilder Weinrich, Waverly 45690 (Pike County) 
McConnelsville Extension Area (Joe D. Pittman, Supervisor) 
Richard Schneider, Route 2, Bloomingdale 43910 (Jefferson County) 
Mrs. Robert Doak, Route 2, Marietta 45750 (Washington county) 
1969 
1969-70 
1969 
1969-70 
1969 
1969-70 
1969 
1969-70 
1969 
1969-70 
1969 
1969-70 
1969 
1969-70 
1969 
1969-70 
1969 
1969-70 
1969 
1969-70 
OHIO AGRICULTURAL INDUSTRY REPRESENTATIVES -
Livestock Production 
Max Drake, General Manager, NOBA, Inc., Box 607, Tiffin 44883 
Livestock Marketing 
Gerald Hiller, Secretary-Treasurer and General Manager, 
Producers Livestock Association, 1561 Leonard Avenue, 
Columbus 43219 
Crop Production 
Roy Becker, Secretary-Manager, Ohio Seed Improvement Association, 
1001 West Lane Avenue, Columbus 43221 
Cro,E Marketing 
George Greenleaf, Executive Vice President, Ohio Grain, Feed, 
and Fertilizer Association, 5625 North High Street, 
Worthington 43085 
Wholesaling-Retailing 
Karl Kahler, Executive Assistant, Ohio state Council of Retail 
Merchants, 71 Ea.st state Street, Columbus 43215 
Processing 
Arthur Gamertsfelder, Director of Public Relations, Ohio Farmers Inc., 
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1969 
1969-70 
1969 
1969 
1969-70 
Box 351, Fostoria 44830 1969 
supplies and Services 
c. Neilson Griffith, Vice President for Operations, Landmark--
Ohio Farm Bureau Cooperatives, 245 North High Street, 
Columbus 4 3215 
Agricultural Credit 
o. E. Anderson, Executive Secretary, Ohio Bankers Association, 
33 North High Street, Columbus 43215 
~ Organizations 
c. William Swank, Executive Vice President, Ohio Farm Bureau 
Federation, 245 North High Street, Columbus 43215 
Press, Radio, Television 
Earl McMunn, Editor, Ohio Farmer, 1350 West Fifth Avenue, 
Columbus 4 3212 --
OHIO EXTENSION HC!fil.1AKERS COONCIL 
Mrs. A. J. Huffman, Route 1, New Lexington 43764 (Perry County) 
OHIO 4-H ADVISORY COMMI'ITEE ---
Mrs. Don Brannum, Route 3, Xenia 45385 (Greene County) 
1969-70 
1969 
1969-70 
1969-70 
1969-70 
1969 
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-:ruNCTIONS OF THE STATE EXTENSION ADVISORY COMMITTEE 
1. To assist the Extension staff of The Ohio State University to evaluate 
the needs, wants, and desires of families. 
2. To counsel and advise with State Extension Administration in matters 
concerning the development of Extension programs, policies, and 
request budgets. 
3. To encourage and support strong Extension advisory committees in 
each county. 
4. To provide effective communication between county advisory groups 
and other allied interests and the State Extension Advisory Committee. 
5. To .assist the Ohio Cooperative Extension Service in working out 
relati~nships with other groups carrying on educational programs 
in related fields. 
6. ..Tc :'!.co~. the :P'.l.~;l,iz i:nfo!'!l!ed. of "the nei.:.1-i.re. f1.1-.11ct.ir)!'J.I:'; and poJ:i~i."'~ 
of the Ohio Cooperative Extension Service. 
7. To assist the Ohio Cooperative Extension Service in evaluating the 
effectivepess of its educational programs. 
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Ohio Cooperative Extension Service 
GEOORAPHIC DISTRIWTION OF EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEMBERS, 
STATE EXTENSION ADVISORY COMMITTEE 
1969 
WILLIAMS l"VLTON 
•• • 
----~_,HENRY 
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• Extension Area 
Representatives 
* Agricul tUI·al Industry 
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o State 4-H Advisory Committee 
•Ohio F.xtension Homemakers 
Council 
() State Officers, 
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APPENDIX III 
OBJECTIVES AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
TO IMPRCNE 
EXTENSION'S RELATIONSHIP WITH OTHER GROUPS 
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During the past fifty years, the Cooperative Extension Service in 
Ohio has continuously studied and analyzed current conditions in an 
effort to :provide the leadership needed for advancing agriculture and 
home economics. The changes taking place in Ohio have been many, thus 
review of programs has been frequent. 
One of the problems which has been most difficult is that of keeping 
the public informed about the changes and adaptations being made in our 
programs. If the Cooperative Extension Service is to accomplish its 
objectives, its faculty members must strive continually to keep aware 
of, and responsive to, the prevailing climate of public opinion and 
accurately interpret Extension to Ohio citizens. 
During the 1968 Annual Extension Conference, all Extension faculty 
members were given an opportunity to express concerns and make 
suggestions regarding our relationships with other groups. We explored 
our relationships with other faculty members at The Ohio State University, 
faculty and staff of other educational institutions, personnel of govern-
men"t agencies, pub.iic 01·r·iciaJ.s, Leaders anci memoers or farm, nome, 
civic, and business organizations, personnel of mass media and Extension 
committees and councils. We also discussed our relationships within the 
Extension family. 
The following objectives and recommendations are for Extension 
faculty consideration. Recanmendations that will require Extension 
administration consideration have been referred to the Extension 
Professors Association and the Ohio Cooperative Extension Agents 
Association. It is suggested that these professional associations 
explore further these recommendations before presenting them to 
Extension administration. 
OBJECTIVE! 
To improve the understanding and appreciation of Extension's 
objectives, programs, and accomplishments among University 
resident, research, and continuing education faculty (non-
agriculture and home economics). 
Reccmmendations: 
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1. Extension faculty should strive for increased participation 
and recognition in all activities of the campus community, 
including the Faculty Club, campus seminars, campus-wide 
canmittees, and OSU faculty meetings. 
2. State Extension faculty members should work through their 
departments to publish materials regularly in the Campus 
Review. Also, each person should work through the Office of 
Infonnation to publish articlef in the Lantern dealing with 
achievements and forward-looking programs. Articles would 
include dates, places, and programs of all major Extension 
activities, including our Annual Extension conference. 
3. Extension faculty should involve more non-Extension faculty 
members in both on-campus and off-campus educational meetings. 
~,en~5nn. fe<'ulty sri"11 lrl ::1J.1:0 .c:i=-ek op,ort.,1..,i+ieR t.o p,:1r't-i.d~t.,,. 
in programs of other colleges. 
4. Extension faculty members should accept individual responsibility 
for developing understanding and close relationships with their 
counterparts and associates in other colleges of the University. 
5. Extension faculty should strive to inform other college 
faculty regarding the Land-grant college concept. One means 
for doing this is during the Centennial celebration in 1970. 
6. All Extension faculty should use appropriate opportunities to 
inform people that Extension faculty members are part of the 
OSU faculty. 
7. All Extension faculty should carefully analyze their programs 
to make sure the programs are commensurate with their faculty 
rank. 
8. County chairmen and area supervisors should circulate information 
regarding campus activities to all area and county staff. This 
includes infonnation in such publications as the Lantern, Ccm1pus 
Calendar, and Campus Review. 
9. Extension faculty who are OSU alumni should participate in 
county alumni meetings. 
10. Extension faculty should use every opportunity to cultivate 
acquaintances with non-Extension faculty. 
OBJECTIVE II 
To improve the understanding and appreciation of Extension's 
objectives, programs, and acccmplishments among resident and 
research faculty of the College of Agriculture and Home Economics. 
Recommendations: 
l. Specialists should continually bring to the attention ·of 
resident instruction and research faculties the current 
needs for Extension educational programs within their 
departments and divisions. 
2. Specialists should continue to seek every opportunity to 
discuss youth and adult Extension objectives and programs 
at departmental meetings. 
3. Department chainnen should strive continually to provide a 
better mechanism for area and county faculties to express 
research needs. 
4. Department chairmen should strive to becane more knowledgeable 
!:fr,0u.t and to seek opportunities to participate in county and 
area progrc::..:lls. 
OBJECTIVE III 
To improve the understanding and appreciation of Extension's 
objectives, programs, and accomplishments among our own Extension 
faculty members. 
Recommendations: 
l. Program leaders and supervisors should strive continually to 
help staff develop more effective programs. Appropriate 
emphasis should be placed on the problem approach in develop-
ing programs which may include the involvement of staff 
members frcm several disciplines. 
2. New faculty members should continually seek the counsel of 
informed, progressive leaders and their immediate Extension 
supervisors concerning effective programs. 
3. Extension staff should identify the strongest, most effective 
methods needed to achieve our objectives and build on them. 
- ., 
OBJECTIVE IV 
To improve the understanding and appreciation of Extension's 
objectives, programs, and accomplishments among other educational 
institutions, including public schools, regional and branch 
colleges, state universities, technical institutions, and 
canmunity colleges. 
Recanmendations: 
1. Extension faculty should be encouraged to establish personal 
rapport with representatives of other educational institutions 
in their local communities. 
2. Extension faculty should invite representatives of other 
educational institutions to attend and take part in their 
programs when appropriate. 
3. Extension faculty should take advantage of opportunities to 
attend and take part in programs arranged by other educational 
institutions. 
OBJECTIVE V 
To improve the understanding and appreciation of Extension 
objectives, programs, and accc:mplishments among federal, state, 
and local government agencies. 
Recommendations: 
l. Agency personnel should be invited to participate in Extension 
programs when appropriate. 
2. Extension personnel should participate actively in joint 
meetings of federal, state, and county goverrunent agencies 
and assist in carrying out joint activities whenever it is 
to the mutual advantage of Extension and the other participating 
agencies to do so. 
3. Extension faculty should participate on programs of other 
government agencies whenever we can be helpful in fulfilling 
our educational function. 
4. Extension faculty should make every effort to provide agency 
personnel with copies of program reports and to use other means 
to keep communication channels open. 
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OBJECTIVE VI 
To improve the understanding and appreciation of Extension's 
objectives, programs, and accomplishments among elected public 
officials (county, state, and federal). 
Recommendations: 
l. Extension groups should be encouraged to invite officials to 
their meetings, and members of these groups should visit with 
elected public officials on appropriate matters of concern 
to them. As an example, the present program of 4-H 
legislative visits with state legislators prior to the 
Ohio 4-H Club Congress should be continued. 
2.· Extension facuJ~y should keep elected officials appraised of 
program activities and accomplishments on the local, area, 
and state levels. 
3. Extension faculty should make an effort to involve public 
officials in Extension educational programs of special 
interest to these officials. 
4. Extension faculty should prepare articles on appropriate 
technical subject mat-c.er to be suomitted for publica:Liou 
in house organs of public officials. 
5. County Extension faculty should encourage informed lay leaders 
to contact elected public officials to inform them about the 
Extension program. 
6. All Extension faculty should take advantage of every 
opportunity to meet officials on an informal basis. 
7. Those responsible for inviting public officials to Extension 
functions should make every effort to create a desirable 
public image for the Cooperative Extension Service by seeing 
to it that these officials are appropriately recognized. 
OBJECTIVE VII 
To improve the understanding and appreciation of Extension's 
objectives, programs, and accomplishments among organizations--
farm, home, civic, and business. 
Recommendations: 
l. County Extension faculty should prepare a popular report of 
accomplishments and distribute to local organizations and 
individuals, both in news media and bulletin form. 
2. All Extension faculty should encourage affiliated groups to 
reflect the educational role of the Cooperative Extension 
Service in their respective programs. 
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3. All Extension faculty should take an active, educational role 
in canmunity affairs. 
4. Extension objectives and programs should be such that all 
organizations interested in programs related to agriculture, 
home econcmics, and natural resources will have equal 
opportunity to work with Extension in educational programs. 
OBJECTIVE VIII 
To improve the understanding and appreciation of Extension's 
objectives, programs, and acccmplisbments among mass media. 
Recanmendations: 
l. All Extension faculty should make an effort to involve mass 
media personnel in Extension educational programs where 
appropriate. 
2. Extension faculty should assist news reporters in publishing 
educational stories as well as the obvious "prize-winner" 
stories. 
5. 
6. 
1. 
8. 
} . .!l fe.C".!lty !:!l~'.!ld take i!'litiatii.re in ".!.~Yeloping S-f:C'ri~~ C':f 
educational accomplishments resulting from Extension programs 
for dissemination to magazines, newspapers, radio, and 
television news media. 
Special efforts should be made to develop short items of 
educational nature for radio and television. 
All faculty should clearly identify the Cooperative Extension 
Service with all news and feature releases to mass media, 
including articles written for special periodicals, television 
films, radio recordings, and press releases prepared on the 
state, area, and local levels. · 
County and area Extension faculty should be encouraged to 
publicize local appearances of resource persons from the 
Extension, resident instruction, or research faculty. For 
this purpose, photos and brief biographical sketches of state 
administrators, program leaders, and specialists are available 
frcm the Office of Infonnation and Educational Aids. 
Those who prepare news releases should be sure that county 
agents have materials mentioned before saying, "See your 
county Extension office for more infonnation." 
County and area agents should adapt statewide releases to 
local situations. 
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OBJECTIVE IX 
To improve the understanding and appreciation of Extension's 
objectives, programs, and acccmplishments among Extension advisory 
canmittees and councils. 
Recommendations: 
1. State and county Extension Advisory Committee chainnen should 
be encouraged to appoint a stud¥ committee to periodically 
examine the functions, structure, and representation of these 
camnittees in view of the anticipated future role of the 
Cooperative Extension Service. 
2. All committees organized to plan Extension educational 
programs should be encouraged to incorporate the words, 
"Cooperative Extension," in their official names (Examples: 
County Cooperative Extension Agronomy Committee, County 
Cooperative Extension Swine Improvement Committee, County 
Cooperative Extension 4-H Committee). 
The following recommendations are referred to the professional 
organizations of the Cooperative Extension Service for their consideration 
and submission to Extension administration: 
1. Extension administration should circulate its popular annual 
report to all OSU faculty members and make concerted effort 
to show Extension as an integral pa.rt of the annual reports 
fran the University. 
2. Extension administration should provide uniform letterheads 
on all Extension stationery with a sentence explaining our 
program and the Land-grant system. 
3. Extension administration should use every opportunity to 
inform the Board of Regents and its staff about our program 
and our roles as OSU faculty members. 
4. Extension administration should regularly f'urnish resident 
and OARDC faculty with information about Extension programs. 
5. Extension administration should provide opportunity for all 
College of Agriculture and Home Economics faculty manbers to 
canpletely understand the Land-grant College concept. 
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6. Extension administration and professional associations 
should provide more opportunities for closer contact {both 
social and professional) among Extension, resident, and research faculty. 
7. Extension administration should develop a policy that is 
in conformity with University policy regarding outside 
employment and consulting. 
8. Extension administration should consider providing 
assistantships in Extension. 
9. Administration should establish an announced mechanism for 
securing suggestions from Extension faculty relative to 
issues whenever the knowledge and experience of faculty 
members can be helpful in assisting administrators with 
major policy decisions. 
10. Appropriate administrative staff should continue, insofar as 
possible, to discuss current issues at regular staff meetings 
and conferences. Writen communication channels should 
continue to be used regularly to keep staff f'uly informed 
of current issues, changes in policy, and al new developments 
which affect them. Special effort should be made to provide 
~ ~ rational~ for c.~angc~. 
11. Extension administration should provide ful opportunity for 
each faculty member to consult with his immediate supervisor 
on any mater pertaining to his professional welbeing. 
12. Extension administration should keep faculty informed of the 
objectives in the annual state plan of work. 
13. Extension administration should make every effort to increase 
staff compensation before adding new personnel. 
14. Extension administration should continue to devise means of 
more effectively evaluating results (including clientele), 
communicating concerns, and determining opportunities for 
state and area staff to work effectively in conducting area 
center programs. 
15. Extension administration should explore al feasible alternatives to provide more assistance to Extension faculty in preparing 
visual aids. 
16. Extension administrati~n should review, revise, or establish 
guidelines regarding working relationships with appropriate 
educational institutions, and these should be periodicaly 
reviewed with Extension faculty and the institutions involved. 
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17. The popular state annual report of accomplishments should 
continue to be prepared and distributed to appropriate 
organizations and individuals. 
18. Extension administration should continue to improve the means 
whereby area representatives on the State Extension Advisory 
Committee can most effectively perform their liaison function 
between county and the state committees. Issues involving 
pol.icy decisions should be brought to the early attention of 
county advisory committees, whenever possible, so they can 
give an adequate reaction. 
Canmittee -
Mabel Spray 
patsy Glass 
John Moore 
John Wells 
John Parker 
Riley Dougan 
Joe Pittman 
w. E. Stuckey, Chairman 
APl'.r:IIDIX IV 
"READJUSTING EXTENSION RESOURCES TO MEE!' CHA.i.iGING NEEDS" 
~ Reorganization Plan F9£ ~ £!!!.2 
gooperative E:ictension Service 
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Main Features (See attached map) 
\ 
A. Twelve Area Extension Centers are to be established by 1970, or sooner 
if possible. F.ach Center will be staffed by eight specialized Area 
Extension Agents to meet the needs of the commercial agriculture.l indus-
try, family economics or human nutrition, and 4-H Club work. All 
salaries and operating costs for these Centers will be financed from State 
and Federal funds • · 
B. Ea.ch County may maintain three or more Extenoion Agents by providing, 
through its Board of County Commissioners, an additional county appropria-
tion in the amount of $6,000 toward the salary of each Extension Agent 
over two. The salary of two Extension Agents (one in Agriculture and one 
in Home Econarlcs) in each County will continue to be supported from 
State and Federal funds. Salaries in excess of $6,000 provided by county 
appropriations for the additional agents over two in each County and 
salary adjustments tor Area Agents vill be ma.de from State and Federal 
funds. local expenses for the operation of County Extension Offices, 
including travel expenses for all Agents in the County, vill continue to 
be paid from county appropriations. 
c. Rea.djustments will be made in the number and kind of State Extension 
Specialists according to changing needs and available finances. 
Area Extension Centers 
A. Geographic Designations 
The twelve Area Extension Centers will encaD.pass from 5-8 counties as 
delineated on the attached map. Two Area. Centers will be located within 
each of the six Supervisory Districts. 
B. Staffing 
1. The specific composition of the eight Area Extension Staf'fo for each 
Center v1ll be determined by the l'lOSt important needs within the 
Area Center and in keeping vi.th the following general framework: 
1 - Agronomist 
1 - Farm Ma.ngement Agent 
1 - 'Animal Scientist 
1 - Family Economics or Human Nutrition Agent 
1 - Commodity Agent to be determined on the basis 
of need in the Area Center 
2 - 4-H Agents 
1 - Associate District Supervisor who will also be 
qualified in a technical agricultural specialty 
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C. Area Extension Agent Responsibilities 
l. Industry Specialists-: Each Area Extension Agent appointed in an 
agricultural specialty vill serve as an industry specialist. This 
wiJ.l include not only assistance with:production problems but also 
educational leadership for the storage, processing, wholesaling, 
retailing, and distribution problems for his area of specialty. 
He will. serve as a teacher and resource person for all facets of 
the industry in which he ie specializing. He will have available 
to him all the resources from State Extension Specialists in the 
various departments of the College of Agriculture and Home Econcmics 
to assist in conducting a total industry educational program. 
2. Direct Work with Clientele: The A:rea Extension Agent will 1nit1ally 
work through County Extension Agents and with established. county 
canmittees in his industry area. Through a developmental process, 
however, it is expected that he will establish an area program 
with the assistance of an area industry advil:iory committee. · He will 
eventually work directly with individuals and groups within the 
several counties encompassed in the area. In many cases, he will 
also work With individuals and groups from surrounding counties not 
·in the designated area where there is need and where an A:rea Agent 
is not appointed for his industry in the surrounding counties. 
D. County Extension Agent Responsibilities 
1. 4-H Responsibilities:. In counties where county appropriations are 
not sufficient to provid.e for more than the two agents employed. from 
Ct&.t.: dJ.J'1 :.r'euc:i'u.l :i'und.s, the wo agen~s (one in Agriculture and one 
~ Home Economics) will give first priority to the 4-H program. 
As Area Extension Agents are able to give more direct leadership to 
their industry responsibilities in the counties, County Extension 
Agents will reduce their efforts markedly in the programs for which 
·Area Extension Agents are employed. Both the County Extension 
Agent, Agriculture, and the County Extension Agent, Home Econcmics, 
will then be able to give primary attention to the 4-H IJhase of the 
program. · 
2. Other Major .Functions of County Extension Agents: Because of the 
diversified. nature of Ohio's agriculture ·and the ca.rxplexity o:f' the 
varying needs throughout Ohio, it is not possible to staff a suffi-
cient number of Area Extension Agents within each Center to meet 
these quite diverse needs. Therefore, County Extension Agents, of 
necessity, will need to provide effective educational assistance with 
those problems in specialized areas for which A:rea Extension Agents 
are not available. The important areas encompassed. in community 
development and public affairs will require the concentrated atten-
tion o:f' the County Extension Agents. The involvement of local 
leaders in determining program needs and program direction at the 
local level will be a prin:a.ry reeponsibility of County .Agents. 
Individual assistance and day-to-day contacts with local people will 
continue to be a County Agent responsibility. Maintaining the 
County Inf'onnational and F.ducational Center to provide educational 
information, obtaining needed resources from Area Elctension Agehts 
and State Specialists,following up on the teachings of State Spe-
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ciallsts and Area Agents, maintaining close cooperative relation-
ship and assistance to County u.s.n.A. agencies and local agencies 
and groups, and strengtlleniDg County Extension Ad.Visory Caamittees 
and other necessary advisory groups will continue to be important 
functions of the County Extension Agents. 
J'Jrmedie.te Plans 
A. January 1 1 1965 - Plans are in progress to begin operations ot eight 
Area Centers by January 1, 1965. The location (see attached map) and 
the staff employed for ea.ch of the Centers are as follows: 
1. Wooster Area Extension Center 
Marshall 'Wllisler, Area Elttension Agent, Fa.rm Management, and 
Acting Chairman 
Tom McDonolJ8h, Area Extension Agent, 4-H . 
John Parker, Area Extension Agent, Dairy 
2. Fremont Area Extension Center 
Fred Grimm, Area Extension J\aent, Marketing, and Acting Chairman 
Ila.Yid Jenkins, Area Extension Agent, 4-H 
Paul Wright, Area E2ttension Agent, Fann Management (June 16, 1965) 
3. Defiance Area. EK-tension Center 
Karl Clemons, Area ~nsion Agent, Farm Management, and Acting 
Cba1rme.n 
Marion Kroetz, Area Extension Agent, Agronomy 
Melvin Krill, Area Extension Agent, 4, .. a 
lf.. Washington c. H. Area E:rtension Center 
Carl Blue, Area Extension Agent, Fa.rm .Ma.nagement, and Acting 
Chairman 
David Gerber, Area Extension Agent, Swine 
Larr;y Rhonem.us, Area Extension Agent, 4-H 
Alfred Baxter, Area Extension Agent, Agronoory 
5. Hillsboro Area Extension Center 
Ra)'mond. Schindler, Area Extension Agent, Resource Development, and 
Acting Chairman 
Ra1ph Ia.Rue, Area Extension Agent, 4 .. H 
6. Athens Area Extension Center 
Ralph Moore, Area Extension Agent, Resource Development, and 
Acting Chairman 
Ivan Archer, Area Extension Agent, 4-ll 
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7. Woodsfield Area Extension Center 
William Shaw, Area Extension Agent, Resource Development, and 
Act~ Chairman 
Charles Lifer, Area Elctension Agent, 4-H 
8. Dover Area Extension Center 
Jack Hill, Area Extension Agent, Resource Development, and 
Acting Chairman 
James Marquand, Area Extension Agent, 4-H 
B. Ju.ly 11 1995 - Conscientious effort will be ma.de to have the f'ollowi.ng 
plans in full operation by July 1 1 1965, provided necessary tunds are 
available: 
l. To have a.t least six Area Extension Agents in the Wooster, Fremont, 
Defiance, and Washington Court House Centers •. 
2. To ha.ve at least three Area Extension Agents in the Hillsboro, 
Athens, Woodsfield, and Dover Centers. (Proposals have been 
submitted for additional Area Extension Agents in these Centers 
to be financed from Economic Opportunity Act funds.) 
3· To have tvo Agents (one in Agriculture and one in Home Economics) 
in each County of the State to be provided from State and Federal 
funds. 
4. To have three Agents in each County (paid from State and Federal 
funds} in the yhite or undesignated areas in the State. (See 
attached map) · 
5. To have three or more Agents in each County in the designated areas 
(see attached map) when the county appropriations are sufficient to 
pay $6,000 toward the salary of each Agent above two in each C.Ounty. 
6. To reduce the number of Agents in each County in the designated 
areas to two (one in Agriculture and one in lk>me Economics) when 
county appropriations are not sufficient to pay $6,000 toward the 
~ of each Agent above two in that County. This may require the 
transfer of a 4-H Agent :from his present County to a County in an 
undesignated area or to a County which has ma.de sufficient funds 
available to maintain ad.di tional Agents above two. · 
·c. July 11 1970, or before - The intent is to have the entire State organ-
ized. into the 12 Area Centers as shown on the attached map according to 
the i'oregoi.ng pl.ans and policies. The rapidity with which thi~ can be 
done will depend on the availability of needed financing and readjust-
ments in the resources available. 
L.OC.AN UNION ~ 
MIAMI 
BVTI.ER 
HAMii.TON 
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--Extension Supe.rvisory Districts 
- - -- Area Extension Centers 
~ to be completed during 
1965-67 Biennium 
c~mrnr.J,b tr 
Some Significant Events and Signposts 
in the History of 
The Ohio Cooperative Extension Service 
from 1959 to 1969 
1958-59 
1960 
SCOPE sets the stage for the sixties 
Nine task force committees study SCOPE report 
and map routes for Ohio Extension 
Extension director cites need for greater financial 
support in Ohio 
Extension specialists promote highly coordinated 
"package deal" in forage crop production and use 
Ohio joins in special nationwide salute to 20 million 
4-H alumni 
Ohio county extension agents to counsel prospective 
students for College of Agriculture ... McCormick 
·heads planning for "Career Days'' 
Extension plays key role in meat hog movement 
Dean Rummell retires; Kottman named successor 
Farm and Home Week Discontinued 
Accelerated shift to convenience foods may indicate 
need for change in extension program emphasis 
*Extension Service News, Jan. - Fehr. 1959 
**1960 Daily News Releases #3 
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ESN (J-F) 1959* 
ESN (M-A) l 959 
ESN (M-J) 1959 
ESN (J-A) 1959 
ESN (S-0) 1959 
ESN (Nov. '59 to 
Fehr. '60) 
'60 D #3** 
'60 D #128 
p. 2 - 59-69 history 
1961 
1962 
1963 
Extension sets up area educational programs 
Extension promotes intensive soil management 
education as a phase of resource development 
New Dean cites challenges facing education in a 
changing society 
3 7, 000 Discuss "Ohio's Future" 
Implications for Extension in . agricultural trends 
shown by census data 
Department chairman added to extension staff 
Rural development discussions at SWCD meeting is 
good example of cooperative approach to Ohio's 
educational needs 
Extension moves to help food merchandising industry 
Agricultural workers observe Century of Progress 
in Ohio (Hear: Rural America is on the move) 
· Big Farm Science Review plans annotmced for Sept. '63 
Soils lab tests 87, 000 samples in '62 (One per farm in Ohio) 
Committee studying efficiency in state government 
recommends changes for extension 
Extension Administration reorganizes - Wood to India -
search begins for new director - interim plans 
*Green Letter 6/15/61 
1~6 
.'60 D #338 
ESN (N-D) 1960 
An. Conf. 1960 
(RMK address) 
ESN (J-A) '61 & 62-D 
#56 & 136 
61-D #22 
GL 6/15/61 * . -
62-D #13 
62-D #63 
62-P #251 
62-D #308 
62-D #325 
Green Letter 
Green Letter 
p. 3 - 59-69 history 
1964 
1965 
1966 
Farm Science Review becomes OSTJ agricultural science 
show place 
"Agricultural Extension" becomes "Cooperative" 
Extension Considers Long Time County Program Plans 
Area Concept Strengthened 
Plant analysis added to service of soil testing facility 
A new skipper takes the helm (Kottman becomes director) 
Points to challenge of change 
Battelle study and report supports efforts to improve 
extension organization and programs 
Home economics leadership changes hands 
Extension readjusts to meet changing needs 
Our jobs - area center development, says Kirby 
Area centers - new educational tool 
Extension fixes five-year goals 
"The Thrust into the Futtrre'' described by Kottman 
Extension reviews relationships with other agencies 
and organizations 
*Progress Reports, Spring 1965 
**Faculty Handbook for Ohio Extension Workers 
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.Green Letter 
GL 10/14/63 
MS 
Green Letter 
Green Letter 
Green Letter 
Green Letter 
Green Letter 
GL 12/21/64 
PR Spring '65 * 
PR Fall '65 
GL 12/14/65 
PR Winter '65 
Fae. Hndbk. ** & 
Misc. GL items 
p. 4 - !>l:l-o~ mstory 
1967 
1968 
1969 
College name changed to include home economics 
Extension sees challenge in programs to help 
under-privileged 
Project 1-75 seminars (The people recommend directions 
for the seventies) 
Education for economic growth is annual report theme 
Five program areas get special emphasis 
Four new area extension centers established 
.. 
College of Agriculture and Home Economics adds_ 
School of Natural Resources 
Extension takes responsibility for advising, counseling, 
trainine: with OEO Communitv Action Committees 
ECOP looks at organizations extension should serve 
in the seventies; implications for Ohio 
Cooperative Extension becomes channel of education for 
expanded nutrition programs with low income families 
Ten area supervisors replace district supervisory set-up_ 
in Ohio - Ten area supervisors named - Effective date of 
reorganization moved up from 7 /1 to 4 /l /69 
Personnel realignment designed to improve administration 
and conduct of Extension work in Ohio 
Extension looks at objectives and recommendations to 
improve relationships with other groups 
.. 
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.GL 3/8/66 
66-D #324 
PR Summer 6 7 & 
Daily News Releases 
PR Spring 67 
Fae. Hndbk.1.1 - 1. 2 
GL 1/26/68 
GL 3/1/68 
GL 4/4/68 
GL 4/25/68 
GL 4/8/69 
GL 1/9/69 & 3/5/69 
GL 1/9/69 
GL 3/5/69 
APPEIIDIX VI 
Policies and Guidelines in Providing Curriculum Materials and In-Service 
Education to teachers of Vocational Agriculture as provided by the College 
of Agriculture, Ohio Agricultural Research and Development Center and the 
Cooperative Extension Service. 
The Agricultural Education Service of the Ohio State Department of Education 
in cooperation with the Department of Agricultural Education of The Ohio 
State University is charged with providing agricultural education in the 
public schools in Ohio. This educational program is designed for those 
students, both high school and adult, requiring knowledge, skills, and abil-
ities in agriculture for entry into and advancement in employment or for 
continuing education. Such educational programs in the public schools pre-
pare students for farming, employment in agricultural businesses and services, 
and for continuing education in technical schools and colleges. In order to 
perform these services, it is necessary to provide teachers of vocational 
agriculture with in-service training programs and instructional materials. 
The Department of Agricultural Education is responsible for the initial 
preparation of teachers of vocational agriculture and for providing pro-
fessional courses for established teachers. The Agricultural Education 
Service of the State Department of Education is responsible for administer-
ing and supervising educational programs and for updating teachers of 
vocational agriculture. The latter is accomplished by providing instruc-
tional materials and in-service training in the various subject matter areas. 
To avoid duplication of efforts and waste of public :f'unds the Agricultural 
Education Service and the Department of Agricultural Education does not con-
duct research or maintain specialists in technical agriculture subject 
matter areas. Agricultural Education depends upon the College of Agricul-
ture, the Agricultural Research and Development Center, and the Cooperative 
Extension Service for these functions. 
A policy has been established that the College of Agriculture and Home 
Economics, the Ohio Agricultural Research and Development Center, and the 
Ohio Cooperative Extension Service will assist those responsible for 
developing instructional materials and conducting in-service training pro-
grams for teachers cf vocational agriculture. Such cooperative efforts are 
predicated upon a mutual desire to provide the best possible set of instruc-
tional materials for use with farmers, students, and agricultural business 
and service employees. 
Based upon this policy, the following guidelines have been developed to 
describe the kinds of assistance needed and the manner in which such 
services may be obtained. 
GUIDELINES FOR USE OF RESOURCE PERSONS IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF INSTRUCTIONAL 
MATERIALS AND IN-SERVICE TRAINING 
The persons responsible at the State level for the development of instruc-
tional materials and for planning and conducting in-service training for 
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teachers of vocational agriculture require from time to time the assis-
tance of individual resource persons and consultants from the College of 
Agriculture and Home Economics, the Ohio Agricultural Research and Develop-
ment Center, and the Ohio Cooperative Extension Service. Assistance is 
needed in the following forms: 
1. To assist in the identification of up-to-date subject matter 
based upon research findings which should be used by teachers 
of vocational agriculture. 
2. To assist in the identification of those subject matter areas to 
be included in instructional materials and in-service training. 
3. To assist in the organization of subject matter for use in 
instructional materials and in-service training. 
4. To assist in the identification and procurement of materials 
which have been developed by resource persons which would be 
suitable, with little or no modification, for use by teachers 
of vocational agriculture. 
HELP NEEDED FROM REOOURCE PEROONS IN 'lliE DEVELOPMENT OF INSTRUCTIONAL 
MATERIALS AND IN-SERVICE TRAINING PROGRAMS 
The Director of the Curriculum Materials Service, the Director of In-
Service Training, and their assistants have need of the following kinds of 
assistance to effectively perform their responsibilities: 
1. Counsel on the development of outlines for instructional 
materials units er in-service training sessions. 
2. Final review of outlines and the identification of subject 
matter to be covered by instructional materials units or 
for in-service training sessions. Outlines of in-service 
training sessions are needed in advance of scheduled 
sessions for participants and organizers. 
3. Technical information required for the development of instruc-
tional materials units. such information may be provided by: 
a. Office or telephone conferences. 
b. Providing reference materials 
c. Providing information concerning available reference 
materials. 
d. Providing opportunity for review and possible duplica-
tion of materials that have been developed by the 
specialists including outlines, mimeographed reports, 
slides, transparencies, pictures and similar materials. 
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4. Assistance to the Agricultural Education Curriculum Materials 
Service in providing in-service training participants with 
approved reference and audio-visual materials that will enable 
them to teach the information in their own class room. This will 
include assistance in the selection of bulletins, slides, trans-
parency masters, models, and other materials used in the pre-
sentation. Assistance will be required, also, in developing 
recommended book lists for subject matter areas. 
5. Critical and final review of instructional materials units as 
well as in-service training session materials before final pub-
lication or scheduling. 
RECOGNITION :FOR ASSISTANCE PROVIDED 
The Agricultural Education Service shall recognize and give credit for all 
assistance received from resource persons in the development of instruc-
tional materials or help on in-service training sessions. 
PROCEDURES TO BE :FOLLOWED IN OBTAINING THE SERVICES OF RESOURCE PERSONS 
AND MATERIALS 
To provide adequate lead time for the scheduling of reasonable amounts of 
time and resources for the development of instructional materials and in-
service training participation, the following steps are suggested: 
1. Initial contact is to be made with the appropriate department 
chairman. At this time the need for instructional materials, 
in-service training assistance, or a combination of the two 
will be identified. Persons and resources to provide assis-
tance will be identified and arrangements made for obtaining 
their services. The assistance may come from one or more of 
the following three areas: 
a. Resident staff. Following the suggestions of the depart-
ment chairman, contact will then be made with the staff 
member to be involved. Extensive use of a staff member's 
time will dictate the payment of an honorarium. 
b. Research staff. Following the suggestions of the depart-
ment chairman, or the appropriate associate chairman if 
the department chairman is not available, appropriate 
staff members will be contacted. Extensive use of a staff 
member's time will dictate the payment of an honorarium. 
c. Cooperative Extension Specialist. Following the sugges-
tions of the appropriate assistant director, contact will 
be made with such individual's department chairman or area 
supervisor before the Extension Specialist or area agent is 
contacted. Assistance from Extension Specialists or Area 
Agents will be considered a part of their regular assign-
ment and will be provided without additional compensation. 
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2. When the payment of an honorariu.~ is appropriate,(i.e., for 
resident instruction and research personnel), the amount will be 
$25 per dBy plus expenses for in-service training activities. 
For work other than in-service trainir.g, the amount will be 
determined by the Director of the Curriculum Materials Service 
in consultation with the person or persons involved in the work, 
but in general, the guideline of $25 per day will be recognized. 
Agrkultural Education personnel are familiar with their bud.get 
limitations and must, therefore, work out a reasonable honor-
arium with the research or resident instruction personnel who 
will perform the service, and who are familiar with the kind and 
amount of work required. All payments will be made from funds of 
the Agricultural Education Service, State Department of Educatio:1. 
3. When materials provided by the College of Agriculture and Home 
Economics, the Ohio Cooperative Extension Service, or the Ohio 
Agricultural Research and Development Center are distributed to 
teachers of vocational agriculture in quantities beyond single 
cop:i.es per teacher, the cost will be borne by the local schools 
or by the Agricultural Education Service. 11.aterials produced by 
the Agricultural Education Curriculum Materials Service will be 
made available on a gratis basis to all persons having use for 
them but all materials distributed in quantity must be sold and 
proceeds plnced in the rotary acc01.mt maintained for this purpose. 
T'ne £tbove guidelines will become effective as of February 15, 1969. 
W~~.<~ 
~~Yv-, qottman 
Dean, College of Agriculture and 
Home Economics 
Director, Cooperative Extension Servtce 
Director, Ohio Agricultural Research 
and Development Center 
es E. Doug'! ~ 
Supervisor, Agricult.J.: Education Service 
State Department of Education 
~ -~ .i _{) _, E. \_.&A~/ F. p B der, Chairman · Department of Agricultural Education 
The Ohio State University 
